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ABSTRACT

Aggrecan and link protein are major components of cartilage. They play a key role in 

the maintenance of tensile and elastic properties of cartilage. In order to understand this 

role further, a structural study of the globular domains in aggrecan and link protein was 

carried out. A major function of aggrecan and link protein is to bind to hyaluronic acid 

(HA) which they do via proteglycan tandem repeats (PTRs). The structure of the PTR 

fold was uncharacterised. Thus, consensus secondary structure predictions were carried 

out for 59 PTR sequences and compared with predictions from 129 C-type lectin 

sequences. It emerged that both sets of sequences possess similar secondary structure 

patterns. Averaged protein fold recognition analyses showed that the PTR sequences are 

highly compatible with the C-type lectin fold. Subsequent molecular modelling of the 

PTR fold suggested that conserved basic residues are ideally placed for HA binding. As 

the G3 region of aggrecan also possesses a C-type lectin fold, structural studies were 

carried out on this region. In turn, consensus secondary structure predictions and 

averaged fold recogniton analyses for 131 carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD) 

sequences were carried out. The 13 G3 CRD sequences correlated with these 

predictions and the CRD protein fold as well. Alignment of 13 G3 short consensus 

repeat (SCR) sequences showed agreement with the a consensus analysis of 101 SCR 

sequences. The CRD and SCR domains were joined to create a model for G3 in human 

aggrecan. Electrostatic potentials for this model showed an extended region of positive 

charge at the interdomain cleft between the CRD and SCR domains. The existence of 

this cleft is compatible with binding to glycosaminoglycans. In addition to the modelling 

data, the G3 region was expressed in E. coli for structural and fiinctional work. 

Purification and characterisation of the expressed products was achieved.
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CHAPTER ONE

PROTEOGLYCAN BIOCHEMISTRY



1.1. INTRODUCTION

Proteoglycans are glycoproteins. They are produced by most eukaryotic cells and are 

versatile components of pericellular and extracellular matrices. Proteoglycans consist of 

many long, strongly anionic polysaccharide chains (glycosaminoglycans) covalently 

attached to an extended central protein core. N- and O- linked oligosaccharides are also 

found covalently bound to the protein core. Proteoglycan diversity is imparted by 

differing protein cores and from the polydispersity produced by the large variety of 

posttranslational modifications required to construct the final macromolecule (Hassell 

et al., 1986). Many proteoglycans have complex modular structures, and because of this 

they may belong to many different protein families. The distinct protein and 

carbohydrate domain structures that are possessed by proteoglycans confer specific 

functional properties (Hardingham & Fosang, 1992).

Glycosaminoglycan chains (GAG chains) are large unbranched polysaccharide chains 

which possess a high charge to mass ratio imparted due to charged sulphate and 

carboxylate groups. Glycosaminoglycan chains tend to dominate the physical properties 

of the proteins to which they are attached. In the instance of proteoglycans in the 

extracellular matrix, glycosaminoglycan chains facilitate the creation of a water filled 

compartment. High fixed negative charge imparted by -SO/ groups attract counter ions 

and the osmotic imbalance caused by a local high concentration of ions draws water from 

the surrounding areas. By this action, proteoglycans keep the matrix hydrated. 

Glycosaminoglycan chains are also able to exclude other macromolecules whilst 

maintaining permeability to low molecular weight solutes (Hardingham, 1981; 

Hardingham & Fosang, 1992; lozzo & Murdoch, 1996).

At present the major amount of work that has been carried out on proteoglycans and 

their biochemistry has centred on the major proteoglycans of connective tissues, in 

particular those found in the extracellular matrix of cartilage. Within this chapter, the 

proteoglycans and related proteins that are to be studied in this thesis are described. This 

will be done in the context of the diversity of structure and function of the proteoglycan 

family.



1.1.1. Glycosaminoglycan chain composition

The commonly found glycosaminoglycan chains are hyaluronan, chondroitin sulphate, 

or its epimerised homolog dermatan sulphate, heparan sulphate, or heparin. These 

glycosaminoglycan chains are linear polymers of repeating disaccharide units. Within the 

disaccharide repeat unit, one of the groups is an amino sugar, formed when the hydroxyl 

group in position two is replaced by an acetylated amino group. This is usually linked 

to a glucuronic acid, in which the carbon atom at position six carries a carboxyl group 

(Figure 1.1).

One of the main glycosaminoglycan chains that is synthesised is hyaluronan. This 

glycosaminoglycan chain is not found covalently linked to proteins, however it forms 

repeated non-covalent interactions with proteoglycans which will be discussed later. The 

structure of hyaluronan consists of a repeating disaccharide unit of N-acetylglucosamine 

(GlcNAc) p i-4 linked to glucuronic acid (GlcA) with a pi-3 Hnkage between repeat 

units. The resulting structure is highly homogenous and is non-sulphated. Hyaluronan 

in cartilage occurs in the molecular weight range ofA^ 3 x 10 -̂6 x 10® (Hardingham & 

Fosang, 1995).

Chondroitin sulphate chains have structural similarity to hyaluronic acid in which 

acetylated galactosamine residues replace the acetylated glucosamine residues. N- 

acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) can be sulphated at the four, or six position separately or 

at the same time. Chondroitin sulphate chains are covalently linked to the serine group 

of the protein core via neutral trisaccharide galactose-galactose-xylose. Dermatan 

sulphate and heparan sulphate are also linked to the protein core via this trisaccharide 

linkage (Kjellén & Lindahl, 1991).

Keratan sulphate (Figure 1.1) is sulphated at the six position of GlcNAc, and some or 

most of the galactose residues. The oligosaccharide is composed of approximately 10 

to 20 repeating units, and is covalently linked to threonine or serine residues of the 

protein core by GalNAc. Also attached to this linking amino sugar is N-acetylneuraminic
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Figure 1.1.
A schematic diagram of the repeating disaccharide structure of glycosaminoglycans. Dermatan sulphate is formed by the intracellular 
épimérisation of glucuronate (GlcA) in chondroitin sulphate to iduronate (IdoA). With dermatan sulphate the occurance of 2-sulphated 
hexuronate residues is more common than that in chondroitin sulphate. Heparan sulphate is frequently found with chain segments of little 
or no épimérisation or sulphation, whereas heparin is a more extensively epimerised and sulphated form of heparan sulphate. Heparin is 
synthesised only on a mast cell proteoglycan and heparan sulphate is found on many cell surfaces and on matrix proteogycans (Adapted from 
Hardingham & Fosang, 1992).



acid (sialic acid) and galactose. Keratan sulphate can also be covalently linked to the 

protein core by N-linkage to asparagine via (N-acetylglucosamine)2 (mannose)2 (Figure 

1.2) (Kjellén & Lindahl, 1991).

Although glycosaminoglycan chains are based on repeating disaccharide units, selective 

sulphation of chondroitin sulphate and keratan sulphate along with the selective 

épimérisation of glucuronate to iduronate for dermatan sulphate and heparan sulphate 

imparts these chains with specific properties.

1.1.2. Proteoglycans of cartilage

Cartilage is a highly specialised connective tissue and, in the case of articular surfaces of 

diarthroidal joints, has a biomechanical function particularly suited to bearing 

compressive loads. As the site for the growth and development of all the major long 

bones in the body, unusually, articular cartilage is not innervated and contains no blood 

vessels. Articular cartilage contains a large and expanded extracellular matrix that is 

synthesised and maintained by a sparse population of cells called chondrocytes 

(Hardingham et a l, 1992). The properties of the tissue depend on the structure and 

organisation of the macromolecules in the extracellular matrix. These properties are seen 

in terms of the two major constituents of the extracellular matrix of articular cartilage, 

collagens and proteoglycans. Type II collagen but also type IX and XI form a dense 

fibrillar network that is embedded in a high concentration of proteoglycan (up to 100 mg 

ml' )̂. The proteoglycan due to its glycosaminoglycan chain assemblies creates a large 

osmotic pressure that draws water into the tissue and expands the collagen network. 

Cartilage is thus a fibre reinforced composite, solid matrix swollen with water. 

Continued chondrocyte activity assures the maintenance of the cartilage even in mature 

tissue (Hardingham, 1981; Hardingham e/a/., 1992).
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Figure 1.2.
A schematic diagram of glycosaminoglycan chain linkage to the proteoglycan core. With 
chondroitin sulphate, dermatan sulphate and heparan sulphate, the xylose in the 
trisaccharide linkage may be phosphorylated. Keratan sulphate may be 0-linked or N- 
linked as shown (Adapted from Hardingham & Fosang, 1992).



1.1.2.1. Aggrecan

Aggrecan [M̂  (1-4) x lo® consisting of a core protein of A/, (2-3) x 10̂ ] is the major 

proteoglycan of the extracellular matrix in cartilage. In the aggregated form, it plays a 

key role along with collagen in the maintenance of the tensile and elastic properties of 

cartilage. The glycosaminoglycans attached to the protein core consist of around 100 

chondroitin sulphate chains and up to 130 keratan sulphate chains (Figure 1.3). Other 

constituents of the protein include around 10-15 N-linked oligosaccharides of the 

complex type and phosphate esters of up to 80% of the xylose residues that initiate 

chondroitin sulphate chains (Hardingham, 1981; Hassell a/., 1986).

Proteoglycan aggregates in the extracellular matrix of cartilage are formed by the 

noncovalent interaction of the G1 region at the -NH2 terminal of aggrecan (Figure 1.3) 

with hyaluronan polysaccharide (HA) (Figure 1.1). The formation of this supramolecular 

aggregate is further stabilized by the presence of link protein 39,100). Link protein 

(LP) is made up of a -NH2 terminal immunoglobulin fold domain and a -COOH terminal 

pair of disulphide bonded domains (Ig-fold & proteoglycan tandem repeat, PTR, 

respectively). This region shows high amounts of structural similarity to the G1 region 

of aggrecan as deduced from amino acid sequences for the two proteins (Perkins et al., 

1989).

Using electron microscopy, the study of HA binding by aggrecan shows that the binary 

complex formed is of a beaded string structure, where on the addition of LP to form the 

ternary complex, the filament increases in diameter and takes on a more condensed 

appearance (Morgelin et al., 1988). The study of the ternary complex in more 

physiological conditions by solution scattering show it to be of a compact form 

characteristic of globular proteins (Perkins et al., 1992).

Studies of the ternary complexes formed imply that the PTR domains of both proteins 

are involved in HA binding (Neame et al., 1986; Perin et al., 1987). Each protein binds 

to a minimum length of HÂ q via one or both PTRs, and the minimum length required for
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A schematic representation of aggrecan with the domain boundaries marked by amino acid position. The Ig-fold (Ig) extends from 4-141, and with 
two proteoglycan tandem repeats (PTR) covering 152-247 and 253-349 make up the G1 region. The second set of PTRs covering 477-572 and 578- 
672 make up the G2 region. Glycosaminoglycan (KS/CS) attachment sites are in the region 676-2162. The epidermal growth factor (EGF), 
carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD) and the short consensus repeat (SCR) make up the G3 region covering 2163-2200, 2209-2327 and 2331-2389 
respectively. The region between G1 and G2 is sometimes referred to as the El region or the interglobular domain. The region betweeen G2 and G3 
is also known as the E2 region. Glycosylation sites are identified by the Y-shaped forks at the top of the figure (Adapted from Doege et al., 1991).



ternary complex formation is HA22.24 (Kimura et a l, 1979). The polarity and orientation 

of LP and G1 when binding HA is said to be the same by implication (Perkins et a l, 

1992). This results from high sequence similarities of the PTRs of LP and G1 along with 

the knowledge that the Ig folds of both proteins interact with each other (Perin et a l, 

1987). Solution studies show the ternary complex to be compact in structure with 

approximate dimensions of 12 nm x 3 nm x 6 nm. The Ig folds are thought to be 

positioned at one end of the long axis, with the PTRs at the other end. HA is thought 

to bind to the adjacent PTRs, its axis being perpendicular to that of the LP and G1 

region. HAjq binding by the PTRs now probably occurs without a conformational 

change in the HA chain, and atomic resolution studies are suggested for substantiation 

of this model (Perkins et a l, 1992).

The other -NH  ̂globular region of aggrecan G2 is again highly structurally conserved 

comprising of two proteoglycan tandem repeat loops. Even though G2 contains domains 

that have a definite function as exhibited by their homologs in Gl, the function of the G2 

region remains unknown. It has been pointed out in discussions that the El region 

between Gl and G2 is a site of proteolytic attack for aggrecan (Hardingham & Fosang, 

1995) and is important due to the fact that this El region separates the Gl anchoring 

domain from the chondroitin sulphate bearing region which is responsible for the physical 

characteristics of the molecules in the tissue (Hardingham et a l, 1992). One may 

postulate that the action of G2 may be involved with the specific binding and regulation 

of metalloproteinases.

The -COOH terminal globular region of aggrecan (G3) consists of one or two epidermal 

growth factor-like (EGF) domains, followed by a carbohydrate recognition domain 

(CRD) and a complement-binding domain (SCR: short consensus/complement repeat) 

(Figure 1.3). The existence of the G3 region was only shown by the isolation of the 

cDNA sequence for the protein core, and independently at the same time by the use of 

rotary shadowing in electron microscopy to visualise proteoglycans. This failure to 

detect G3 has been attributed to the fact that only a fraction of molecules extracted from 

cartilage retain an intact G3 region (Morgelin et a l, 1988). Existence of the EGF and



SCR domains are alternative splicing controlled events (Doege et al., 1991).

The CRD found in this region of aggrecan is related to the CRDs of Ca^^-dependent (C- 

type) animal lectins of the C-type lectin superfamily. There are seven groups in the C- 

type lectin superfamily, in which each group is classified either by the overall architecture 

of the protein and the position of the CRD relative to other domains, or by the 

relatedness of the CRD primary sequence (Drickamer, 1993a, 19936). The CRD of 

aggrecan belongs to Group I. The C-type CRDs were initially identified in the 

mammalian asialoglycoprotein receptor, its chicken homologue and serum mannose- 

binding protein. Comparison of C-type CRD sequences reveal that they are between 

115-130 amino acids long with a motif that has 14 invariant and 18 highly conserved 

residues at characteristic positions (Drickamer, 1988). The CRD of G3 has been shown 

to have weak carbohydrate binding with specificity for fucose and galactose (Halberg et 

al., 1988). Even though this activity has been shown, there is no known ligand for the 

G3 region of aggrecan. A hypothesis that G3 has no extracellular role was suggested 

after a study of chick chondrocytes showed that proteoglycan core protein lacking the 

G3 region was not substituted with glycosaminoglycan chains and was not secreted from 

the cell (O'Donnell et al., 1988).

1.1.2.2. Link protein

Because of its role in stabilizing the ternary complex of aggrecan and HA in cartilage 

extracellular matrix, LP has been extensively studied and is included here. LP is a small 

glycoprotein in the region 40 kDa having a 6% carbohydrate content. Solution 

scattering has shown the dimensions of LP to be close to 10 nm x 2.5 nm x 3 nm 

(Perkins e/a/., 1991).

Free LP when in solution exists as a hexamer which dissociates to a dimer in the presence 

of HA with a minimum length of 10-12 saccharide units (Rosenberg et al., 1991). Due 

to the self-interacting properties of LP, previous studies in solution have been affected
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by aggregation, and hence precipitation (Bonnet et al., 1985; Perin et al., 1987; Perkins 

et al., 1991). Chemical modification of the protein by citraconylation of surface lysine 

groups has been used to reduce this effect. Biochemical studies have shown LP to be a 

metalloprotein that binds Zn̂ ,̂ Ni^̂ , and Cô .̂ Residual amounts of divalent cations in 

the solvents used will most likely have caused the precipitation because up to 90% LP 

is precipitated by two zinc cations per molecule of LP (Rosenberg et al., 1991). The 

hexamer that is formed is highly stable and does not dissociate upon dilution. The ratio 

of monomeric LP to the hexameric form is also very low indicating a high stabilizing 

energy in the hexamer.

LP is made up from two distinct structural domains, the Ig-fbld and two PTRs. These 

three domains can be delineated as loops created by disulphide bonds (Figure 1.4).

The Ig-fbld is approximately 140 amino acid residues in length. Sequence analysis shows 

the Ig-fbld to be a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily as this motif resembles 

the variable domain in immunoglobulins. Even though the sequence homology of the Ig- 

fbld is modest, the key aspects of its structure is known to exist from crystallographic 

results (Perkins et al, 1989). The occurrence of the Ig-fbld in LP is unexpected as that 

other members of the superfamily are found either in immunoglobulins or in cell surface 

recognition proteins (Williams, 1987; Williams & Barclay, 1988).

The PTR domain is a highly conserved motif of 100 residues in length. The motif is also 

found as single copies in two types of cell surface proteins, CD44 and TSG-6 (Wolffe 

et al, 1990; Lee, et al, 1992). This infers that the PTR motif exists as an independently 

folded entity. This is supported by noting that each PTR motif is encoded by a separate 

exon. This is also true for the Ig-fbld. Gene studies conclude that LP may have arisen 

both by exon duplication and exon shuffling. The disulphide bonds that exist in each 

motif occur between cysteine residues encoded by the same exon (Kiss et al., 1987).

The two types of interaction demonstrated by LP are due to the two separate domains 

as shown by tryptic digestion studies. LP bound to HA preferentially eliminates Ig-fbld,

11
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Figure 1.4.
A schematic diagram of the domain structure of Link Protein. The -NH2 terminal Ig-fold 
is defined by its sequence similarity to other members of the immunoglobulin 
superfamily. The two proteoglycan tandem repeat (PTR) domains form the hyaluronate 
(HA) binding region of link protein. The disulphide bonds are schematically represented 
as straight bars.
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while the PTRs are eliminated when LP is bound to the G1 region of aggrecan (Perin et 

a/., 1987). This suggests the main function of the Ig-fold is in recognition of the G1 

region. Study of the hypervariable sequences in LP and G1 Ig-folds shows that the LP 

Ig-fold has positively charged insertions, whereas G1 Ig-fold does not. The LP and G1 

Ig-fold domains may have evolved as complementary structures in the hypervariable 

regions. The postulated interaction between the Ig-folds of LP and G1 is hydrogen 

bonding rather than ionic pairing (Perkins et al., 1989).

Results of the trypsin digest described above suggest that the PTR domains have a 

primary function of binding HA. The interaction of PTRs with HA has been shown to 

be inhibited by monoclonal antibody 8A4 (mAb 8A4) binding to LP (Caterson et al., 

1985). Two 10-residue peptides Gln̂ ^̂ - Prô ^̂  and Arĝ ^̂ - Arĝ ^̂  also inhibit HA 

binding. These two peptides were also epitopes for mAh 8A4, suggesting that there is 

a specific HA binding site on each PTR. The two peptides also contain clusters of 

positively charged residues, intimating that the interaction with HA is primarily ionic 

(Goetinck etal., 1987), and modification of basic residues confirm this (Hardingham et 

al., 1976, Lyon 1986).

1.1.2.3. Leucine-rich proteoglycans

Decorin (Figure 1.5), biglycan and fibromodulin are low molecular weight proteoglycans 

(core protein size approximately 40 kDa) that are members of a family of leucine-rich 

proteins. They are distributed throughout most connective tissues (Heinegârd & 

Oldberg, 1989). Decorin and biglycan carry one or two chondroitin/dermatan sulphate 

chains respectively, and fibromodulin bears keratan sulphate. Organisation of the 

extracellular matrix may be the important roles of decorin and fibromodulin, as each bind 

to collagen types I and II as well as influencing collagen fibrillogenesis in in vitro assays 

(Heinegârd & Oldberg, 1989; Kjellén & Lindahl, 1991; Hardingham & Fosang, 1992; 

lozzo & Murdoch, 1996).
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A schematic representation of the modular structure of the proteoglycans aggrecan, versican, syndecan, thrombomodulin, CD44 and 
decorin. The various domains are delineated by the key on the right of the figure. It should be noted that the varying degrees of 
glycosaminoglycan attachment reflect the diversity of functions found in proteoglycan families (Adapted from Hardingham & Fosang, 
1992).
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1.1.2.4. Type IX collagen

Type IX collagen is a heterotrimeric proteoglycan comprising of al(IX), a2(IX) and 

(x3(IX) chains (M= 84,000,115,000, and 68,000 respectively) that are disulphide linked. 

There is a 70% incidence of a single chondroitin sulphate glycosaminoglycan chain on 

the a2(EX) subunit. Type IX collagen is localised in a periodic manner cross-linked to 

type n  collagen on the surface of fibrils. The chondroitin sulphate chain (approximately 

40 kDa) is attached to a serine residue that resides in a sequence of five amino acids that 

form a kink in the third non-collagenous (NC3) domain of the a2(IX) subunit. This 

sequence Val-Glu-Gly- Ser-Ala-(Asp), varies from the classic sequeon found in other 

proteoglycans and infers that xylosyl transferase of a different specificity may recognise 

this acceptor site (Hassell etal., 1986; Kjellén & Lindahl, 1991; Hardingham & Fosang,

1992).

1.1.3. Cell surface proteoglycans

A family of polymorphic cell surface proteoglycans called the syndecans have been 

identified. The syndecans have variable glycosylation sites as well as varying 

glycosaminoglycan chain composition (Figure 1.5). The family possesses a highly 

conserved transmembrane and cytoplasmic domain. They also contain a characteristic 

proteinase-sensitive dipeptide just outside the membrane, and the cytoplasmic tail has 

three conserved tyrosine residues. First identified in mouse mammary epithelial cells, 

further syndecan members have been cloned from human lung fibroblasts and a human 

breast cell line. Glycosaminoglycan chain composition and cellular location of syndecans 

are apparently controlled in a cell-specific way. In mouse uterine endothelium, the 

syndecan that is expressed comprises of two heparan sulphate and two chondroitin 

sulphate chains (approximately 21 kDa each), which are specifically localised to the 

basolateral surface of the cells. In comparison, stratified vaginal epithelia express 

syndecan with one heparan sulphate chain (16 kDa) and one (or none) chondroitin 

sulphate chain (11 kDa). Published results show that the glycosaminoglycan chain
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composition may encode ligand specificity which may be modulated by cytokines and 

tissue factors during growth and development (Kjellén & Lindahl, 1991; Hardingham & 

Fosang, 1992).

Thrombomodulin is another cell surface proteoglycan (Figure 1.5). It is an integral 

membrane protein of the vascular endothelium and at 57 kDa only contains one 

chrondroitin sulphate chain (10 kDa) with a special highly sulphated non-reducing 

terminal trisaccharide structure. The function of thrombomodulin is three-fold. It 

inhibits thrombin-induced fnbrinogen clotting, it promotes inactivation of thrombin by 

antithrombin, and upon binding, it activates the zymogen form of anticoagulant protein 

C. The multidomain structure is similar to that of many other cell surface glycoproteins 

as it encompasses a -NH2 terminal hydrophobic domain, a region comprising of six EOF 

repeats and a short serine/threonine-rich domain containing the glycosaminoglycan chain 

attachment site. This is followed by the putative transmembrane domain and a carboxyl- 

terminal cytosolic tail. Encoded on one exon this multidomain proteoglycan differs fi’om 

other multidomain proteoglycans such as aggrecan (Hardingham & Fosang, 1992). Only 

one of the four possible Ser-Gly sites in the glycosaminoglycan attachment domain of 

thrombomodulin is substituted with chondroitin sulphate, this highlights the point that 

not all Ser-Gly sequences within a protein are substituted. Interestingly, 

thrombomodulin can also occur in the none proteoglycan form (Kjellén & Lindahl, 1991; 

Hardingham & Fosang, 1992).

A broad class of cell surface glycoproteins is made up by the CD44 proteoglycans 

(Figure 1.5). They may carry chondroitin sulphate, keratan sulphate or both types of 

glycosaminoglycan chains as well as other O- and N- linked sugars. The mature protein 

has a short cytoplasmic tail, a transmembrane domain and an extra-cellular domain (29 

kDa or 39 kDa) that contains a PTR loop homologous with the PTRs of aggrecan and 

link protein (Chapter 4). The variations in glycosaminoglycan chain composition appear 

to be tissue specific and may be related to CD44s proposed role in cell adhesion. CD44 

present on lymphocytes is recognized as an important mediator in lymphocyte homing 

to specified lymphoid tissues, as well as recognition between lymphocytes and high
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endothelial venules. CD44 binds fibronectin, collagen and laminin, and has been 

identified to bind hyaluronan (Peach et al., 1993). CD44 expressed on the surface of the 

cartilage chondrocytes is involved in the assembly of the pericellular matrix by binding 

HA as well as the local turnover of HA by endocytosis (Knudson & Knudson, 1993). 

The property to bind hyaluronan makes CD44 an important mediator in cell recognition 

and cell binding. An interesting point is that not all CD44-expressing cells bind 

hyaluronan, and different CD44-expressing cells have been shown to bind hyaluronan 

with varying affinitities (Kjellén & Lindahl, 1991; Hardingham & Fosang, 1992).

1.1.4. Proteoglycans that bind growth factors

It has been found that some proteoglycans actually bind growth factors and thereby 

modulate the activity of the growth factor. This has been demonstrated in decorin- 

expressing Chinese hamster ovary cells whereby the cells bind transforming growth 

factor p and neutralise the activity of the growth factor. Further experiments show that 

the proteoglycan core from decorin (Figure 1.5) is responsible for binding the growth 

factor. As transforming growth factor p stimulates the expression of decorin and 

biglycan core proteins as well as regulating the biosynthesis of glycosaminoglycan chains, 

the fact that decorin blocks this process implies that decorin plays an important role in 

negative feedback control (Kjellén & Lindahl, 1991; Hardingham & Fosang, 1992).

A type m  receptor for transforming growth factor P is a proteoglycan called betaglycan. 

This is an integral membrane receptor containing chondroitin sulphate and heparan 

sulphate glycosaminoglycan chains and also binds growth factor in a similar fashion to 

decorin (Hardingham & Fosang, 1992).

Decorin (Figure 1.5) and betaglycan both mediate growth factor binding via interaction 

with the protein core. The heparan sulphate component of proteoglycans can also act 

as a ligand for many growth factors. In the case of syndecan, due to the heparan 

sulphate ligand it is able to bind P fetal growth factor, a  fetal growth factor, granulocyte
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macrophage colony-stimulating factor, interleukin 3, and interferon y. Thus, this binding 

to proteoglycans in the extracellular matrix or at the cell surface provides local tissue- 

bound reservoirs of growth factors. The release of these growth factors may be brought 

about by two factors. Displacement of the tissue factor by heparin which is released 

during tissue inflammation, promotes mast cell infiltration and degranulation. Proteolytic 

cleavage of the proteoglycan will mobilise proteoglycan fi*agments with the growth factor 

still bound (Hardingham & Fosang, 1992).

1.1.5. Heparin proteoglycans

Heparin proteoglycans are synthesised by mast cells and stored in granules and the core 

protein usually is made up of a very high proportion of Ser-Gly repeats that can make 

up more than 80% of the amino acid composition. The basic heparin disaccharide repeat 

unit is polymerised as:

[-GlcNAc-(a 1 -4)-Glc A-(p 1 -4)]„

Dominant post-polymerisation modifications are, deacetylation and N-sulphation, 

épimérisation of glucuronic acid to iduronic acid and 0-sulphation (both on GlcNAc and 

GlcA). The heparin glycosaminoglycan chains that are synthesised are relatively short 

compared to glycosaminoglycan chains on other proteoglycans (5-25 kDa). Around 

50% of heparin chains contain an active conformation that binds antithrombin III, and 

this sequence has been identified to a specific pentasaccharide sequence (Kjellén & 

Lindahl, 1991).
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1.2. Molecular genetics of the proteoglycan family

Aggrecan, a member of the large aggregating proteoglycan gene family, was the first 

member to be described. Other members of this family are versican (Figure 1.5), 

neurocan, and brevican (Naso et al., 1994; Rauch et al., 1992; Yamada et al., 1994). 

These family members share some of the structural features typical of aggrecan. The G1 

region is found throughout the family as well as the G3 region. The region between G1 

and G3 is long and usually substituted with glycosaminoglycan chains (lozzo & 

Murdoch, 1996). Only aggrecan has the G2 region, and this unique feature has not yet 

had a function assigned to it. Human aggrecan was isolated and characterised by a 

combination of cDNA and genomic exon sequencing. Study of the sequences obtained 

resulted in the identification of three forms of aggrecan transcripts generated by 

alternative exon usage. The most predominant form is the form where the G3 region 

only contains the CRD and not the EGF-like domain or the complement regulatory 

protein-like domain (Doege et al., 1991). It should be pointed out that the CRD is 

present in all transcripts.

Aggrecan is the product of single gene mapped to chromosome 15q26.1 in humans 

(Korenberg et al., 1993) and chromosome 7 in mice (Walcz et a/., 1994). The entire 

coding region is contained in a 39.4 kb stretch of the gene and consists of 19 exons 

ranging in size from 77 bp to 4224 bp. The first exon is non-coding with the other 18 

exons coding for the protein core. The exon organisation strongly correlates to the 

domain structure of aggrecan. It has been shown that G1 is encoded by exons 3-6, G2 

is encoded by exons 8-10, and G3 is encoded by exons 13-18 inclusive of the 

alternatively spliced domains (Valhmu et a/., 1995). This exon/structure relationship 

agrees with that of Doege and co-workers on their work on the rat aggrecan gene 

(Doege et al., 1994). One difference between the two studies is the first EGF-like 

domain of rat aggrecan, which is mutated and this precludes its expression (Valhmu et 

a /.,1995). The work is supported by the published results of work on the mouse 

aggrecan gene structure (Watanabe et al., 1995) which agrees with the previous two 

findings that exon structure within the aggrecan gene strongly correlates to the modular
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structure of the aggrecan protein core. Despite these extensive studies on the genetic 

structure of aggrecan, very little is known about the mechanisms involved in the 

expression of alternative forms of the gene (Valhmu et a/., 1995).

1.2.1. Proteoglycan biosynthesis

During proteoglycan biosynthesis, the initial translation product or precursor protein, is 

released into the rough endoplasmic reticulum where V-linkage of high-mannose 

oligosaccharides frequently occurs. The core protein precursors are then translocated 

to the Golgi body complex and the precursor protein is posttranslationally modified in 

one or more of the following ways:

1. Addition of the glycosaminoglycan chains onto appropriate serine and threonine 

residues.

2. Addition of 0-linked oligosaccharides onto appropriate serine and threonine 

residues.

3. Conversion of high-mannose V-linked oligosaccharides to complex forms.

4. Possible processing of the protein by removal of portions of the polypeptide.

Phosphate may be added to serine residues in the core protein and to many of the xylose 

residues. This is the last step and occurs rapidly. The fate of the mature proteoglycan 

is highly dependent upon the cell type and the function of the mature macromolecule. 

In the case of aggrecan, the major proteoglycan of cartilage, the site of biosynthesis 

occurs in specialised cells called chondrocytes (Hardingham et al., 1992). Upon release, 

aggrecan is found in two compartments, the cell associated matrix and the further 

removed matrix (Mok et al, 1994). It has been shown in vitro that the rate of turnover 

of aggrecan in these two compartments vastly differs with aggrecan found in the further 

removed matrix having a longer half life than aggrecan in located in the cell associated 

matrix (Mok et a l, 1994). Virtually all the newly synthesised aggrecan is catabolised 

exclusively in the cell-associated matrix. The G1 regions of the aggrecan located in the
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further removed matrix have a lower affinity for HA than aggrecan located in the cell- 

associated matrix, thus suggesting that newly synthesised aggrecan molecules that have 

an immature G1 region have a greater chance of reaching the further removed matrix 

than those with a G1 that is already fully functional (Mok et a/., 1994). The newly 

synthesised aggrecan is secreted separately from the route used for hyaluronan synthesis 

which is via the plasma membrane (Prehm, 1983). Thus, the two components are kept 

apart until they are secreted into the matrix. The site of synthesis for hyaluronan is 

difierent from that of other glycosaminoglycans that are attached to proteoglycans which 

are synthesised in the Golgi apparatus.

1.2.2. Proteoglycan degradation

Glycosaminoglycan chains are an integral part of the functions of most proteoglycans. 

Thus, if control of glycosaminoglycan turnover is regulated, so can the function of the 

proteoglycan be modulated via the glycosaminoglycan chain. A change in the length of 

a glycosaminoglycan chain attached to a proteoglycan can greatly affect the physical 

properties of the proteoglycan, and in turn modulates its fijnction to some extent. It is 

reported that the turnover rate in vitro of the glycosaminoglycan, hyaluronan, is the same 

as the turnover rate for aggrecan. The catabolism of hyaluronan involves the uptake of 

the glycosaminoglycan by chondrocytes and its subsequent breakdown within the 

chondrocytes (Ng et al., 1992).

The catabolism of aggrecan is mediated by the proteolytic cleavage of the core protein 

and the loss of the resulting products from the matrix. It has been shown in vitro that 

the core protein of aggrecan is broken down into eight major peptides by the way of 

three major cleavage sites (Ilic et al, 1992). The amino acid pattern around the cleavage 

sites suggests that a single protease may be involved in this catabolic activity. It is 

pointed out that once the aggrecan core protein is cleaved within the extracellular matrix 

of cartilage the resulting peptides move rapidly out of the tissue. Correlation within 

similar sized fragments obtained from the synovial fluid and sera in vivo suggest that the
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observed mechanism also occurs in vivo (Ilic et al., 1992). As of yet, the proteinase 

responsible has not been characterised nor has the route of clearance of cleaved peptides 

from the extracellular matrix of cartilage (Hardingham & Fosang, 1995). A recent study 

shows that the EGF-like domain of G3 can detected in sera of normal patients and at 

elevated levels in patients with active rheumatoid arthritis (Moller et al., 1994). The fact 

that the EGF-like domain can only be detected after the fragment is treated with the 

enzyme chondroitinase ABC implies that the cleaved proteoglycan fragments are 

processed with the glycosaminoglycan chains intact.

The overall picture for the turnover of aggrecan/hyaluronan aggregates within the 

extracellular matrix of cartilage is that it represents a two compartment process. In one 

compartment, the catabolism of hyaluronan is a receptor-mediated process where the 

glycosaminoglycan is endocytosed by active chondrocytes, whereas in the other 

compartment, the proteoglycan is cleaved and not processed until it reaches the general 

circulation and is processed by the liver (Ng et al., 1992; Ilic et a/., 1992).

1.3. Effect of rheumatoid processes on proteoglycan biochemistry.

Rheumatoid arthritis affects about 1 percent of the population worldwide. During 

arthritis, the synthesis and maintenance of the extracellular matrix of cartilage is affected 

to varying degrees. The clinical symptoms and pathological features of arthritis result 

from a cascade of biological pathways that involve acute and chronic inflammation. 

Some of the criteria for the diagnosis of the condition include: morning stiffness in and 

around joints lasting at least one hour before maximal improvement is noticed; swelling 

of soft tissue observed around three or more joints; swelling of wrist and finger joints. 

With a disease that presents so many symptoms, the diagnosis can be very difficult for 

the physician (Harris, 1990). In treating patients more effectively and efficiently, it is of 

the utmost importance that the processes involved within the condition of rheumatoid 

arthritis both at a molecular level and at the level of gross physical change are properly 

understood and characterised.
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During disease processes, aggrecan is subjected to changes in both rates of synthesis and 

posttranslational modifications (Valhmu et a/., 1995). In rheumatic diseases, the action 

of proteinases on the extracellular matrix of cartilage is up-regulated, and the major form 

of degradation is the result of action carried out by metalloproteinases (Vincenti et a/., 

1994). The metalloproteinase family contains 10 members, all with zinc at the active site, 

and a requirement of Ca^̂  for activity. Stromelysin 1 plays an important role in the 

breakdown of proteoglycans, and fibroblast production levels are greatly elevated during 

both rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis. Fibroblast production of stromelysin is 

stimulated by various cytokines such as interleukin-la (IL-la), IL-ip, EGF, platelet- 

derived growth factor, and tumour necrosis factor a. Other stimuli include crystals of 

monosodium urate monohydrate, phagocytosis of debris, and formation of 

multinucleated giant cells (Vincenti et a l, 1994).

Even during these conditions, cartilage still tries to regenerate itself and this is the 

process that should be focussed upon as well as blocking the many pathways of 

degradation. In regard to actual proteoglycan cleavage, the characterisation of the 

metalloproteinase binding and cleavage sites and the areas around them is essential if 

successful inhibitors are to be designed and administered as therapy in treatment of 

arthritis.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION

To understand how a protein functions and interacts with its surrounding environment 

it is essential that information regarding its overall three-dimensional structure is known. 

It is said that the three-dimensional structure of a protein is encoded within its amino acid 

sequence. Anfinsen and co-workers implied this in a series of classical experiments that 

showed that ribonuclease could be denatured and refolded without loss of enzymic 

activity (Anfinsen et al., 1961; Anfinsen, 1973). From this tenet, many workers have 

tried to predict the conformation of protein structure using the amino acid sequence 

alone.

A protein sequence of unknown structure can be analysed in many ways in the process 

of predicting its structure (Figure 2.1). Initial analysis is usually carried out at the 

primary structure level i.e. the amino acid sequence level. This involves the search for 

homologous sequences and subsequent alignment with the ‘probe sequence’. The next 

step involves the prediction of secondary structure elements such as a-helices and P- 

strands. The reliability of the technique is improved by applying this step to the whole 

sequence alignment. Usually associated with this step is the prediction of solvent 

accessibility of residues within the sequence. Knowledge of the arrangement and 

proportion of secondary structure elements enables assignment of the ‘probe sequence’ 

to a fold class which may help in the overall definition of its tertiary structure. An 

alternative way of finding the fold class is to put the ‘probe sequence’ into a fold 

recognition process. Here, assignment of fold class or even a direct structural 

homologue can be found. The final step in structure prediction is the model building 

process by homology. This is only possible if any of the previous steps identifies an 

amino acid sequence that has a known crystal structure. Homology modelling can be 

used to test the reliability of the secondary structure assignments, solvent accessibility 

predictions and the output from the fold recognition process. The prediction work, 

therefore, uses a combination of techniques to increase the significance of the final 

structure prediction. All the above steps have been applied to the first PTR domain of 

human link protein (Chapter 4) as well as the CRD and SCR domains of aggrecan
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(a) To determine protein structure predictions:

AMINO ACID s e q u e n c e ]
S e a r c h  f o r  

h o m o l o g o u s  
s e q u e n c e s

CRD
Ig-Fold

PTR

^r
(PREDICTED STRUCTURE

HCMCLCGY MODELLING

FOLD RECOGNITION

SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT

SECONDARY STRUCTURE  
PREDICTION + 

SOLVENT ACCESSIBILITY

(b) To test the predicted structure:

PROTEIN EXPRESSION

ACTUAL STRUCTURE

ANALYSE STRUCTURE  
CD, FTIR, X-RAY CRYST., NMR

Figure 2.1.
A flow chart of the stages involved in the prediction and determination for structures of 
the proteins of interest in this thesis, (a) Illustrates how one may predict a tertiary 
structure from amino acid sequence, (b) Shows that after protein expression and 
subsequent purification, structural analyses can be carried out using the techniques 
described.
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(Chapter 5).

Analysis of the physical structure of the domains under study is the ultimate test of the 

reliability of the structure prediction methods. Subsequent production of the CRD of 

aggrecan (Chapter 6) via expression in E. coli is attempted. These domains can then be 

analysed for secondary structure content using circular dichroism and Fourier Transform 

infrared spectroscopy. More detailed structure analysis can be carried out by atomic 

resolution studies using X-ray crystallography or nuclear magnetic resonance. Within 

this chapter the basis for all these methods and techniques is outlined.

2.2. Sequence analysis

Nucleic acid sequences and proteins that have evolved from a common ancestor are said 

to be homologous. Sequences that are similar (possessing a degree of residue similarity), 

but not homologous (possessing a common evolutionary origin) are said to be 

convergent. This is fairly common in evolution at the macroscopic level (Creighton,

1993). In the process of sequence analysis the initial step is to locate and retrieve similar 

sequences from an appropriate sequence database. Various search engines have been 

designed that will carry out this process quickly and efficiently. Similarity between 

sequences is found by aligning two or more sequences for comparison, and scoring the 

identical residues. The expected similarity of two unrelated sequences is expected to be 

6% (Creighton, 1993) when all the amino acids occur at their normal frequency. Using 

this alignment technique sequences that are totally unrelated can give an identity of 

-20%, even though at this level sequences can be homologous (Fasman, 1989; 

Creighton, 1993). This lower limit to the technique is in the region of 20%-30% identity 

and is referred to as the ‘Twilight Zone’ where the alignments are no longer statistically 

significant (Doolittle, 1986; Taylor, 1988a; Taylor, 1989).

The scoring of two aligned sequences is based on various matrices, one of which is the 

identity matrix where identical amino acid matches score 1 and mismatches score 0.
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Other matrices are based on codon substitution, where the DNA base triplets coding for 

an amino acid pair are considered. The score is a function of the number of point 

mutations needed to transform one amino acid to another. The amino acid relatedness 

matrix is another scoring matrix (also known as the Dayhoff or PAM250 matrix) where 

the matrix is constructed from the examination of amino acid substitutions between 

related proteins across different species (Table 2.1). This matrix favours the 

conservation of certain residue types, giving larger scores to identities and frequently 

occurring substitutions (Dayhoff & Barker, 1978).

2.2.1. ENTREZ

With the rapid growth of automated nucleotide sequencing and advances in protein 

sequencing the amount of sequence data that is available is growing daily. All this 

sequence data is deposited into databases depending on the sequence type (be it DNA 

or amino acid). These databases act as sources of sequences for the scientist interested 

in finding similar sequences to their probe sequence. The main problem facing the 

scientist today is locating the sequence of interest in the right format for their work.

Entrez is an electronic sequence and citation retrieval system that was developed at the 

National Centre for Biotechnology Information, NIH. This system supplies an integrated 

service of nucleotide and protein sequence libraries as well as literature records. The 

amino acid sequence databases come from Genbank, SWISS-PROT, PIR-intemational, 

PRF databases as well as sequences derived from PDB. The BLAST local alignment is 

used to align the databases to themselves and similarity scores are used to index the 

individual sequences. The literature citations are from MEDLINE via hard links to the 

amino acid sequence databases.

Sequences are retrieved from this system via the use of various search criteria (e.g.
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T able 2.1 : Dayhoff Evolutionary Mutation Matrix

ALA ARG ASN ASP CYS GLN GLU GLY HIS ILE LEU LYS MET PHE PRO SER THR TRP TYR VAL

ALA 2 -2 0 0 -2 0 0 I -1 -1 -2 -1 -1 -4 1 1 I -6 -3 0

ARG -2 6 0 -I -4 1 -1 -3 2 -2 -3 3 0 -4 0 0 -1 2 -4 -2

ASN 0 0 2 2 -4 1 I 0 2 -2 -3 1 -2 -4 -1 1 0 -4 -2 -2

ASP 0 -1 2 4 -5 2 3 1 1 -2 -4 0 -3 -6 -1 0 0 -7 -4 -2

CYS -2 -4 -4 -5 12 -5 -5 -3 -3 -2 -6 -5 -5 -4 -3 0 -2 -8 0 -2

GLN 0 I 1 2 -5 4 2 -1 3 -2 -2 1 -1 -5 0 -1 -1 -5 -4 -2

GLU 0 -I 1 3 -5 2 4 0 1 -2 -3 0 -2 -5 -1 0 0 -7 -4 -2

GLY 1 -3 0 I -3 -1 0 5 -2 -3 -4 -2 -3 -5 -I 1 0 -7 -5 -1

HIS -1 2 2 1 -3 3 1 -2 6 -2 -2 0 -2 -2 0 -1 -1 -3 0 -2

ILE -1 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -3 -2 5 2 -2 2 I -2 -1 0 -5 -1 4

LEU -2 -3 -3 -4 -6 -2 -3 -4 -2 2 6 -3 4 2 -3 -3 -2 -2 -1 2

LYS -1 3 1 0 -5 1 0 -2 0 -2 -3 5 0 -5 -1 0 0 -3 -4 -2

MET -1 0 -2 -3 -5 -1 -2 -3 -2 2 4 0 6 0 -2 -2 -1 -4 -2 2

PHE -4 -4 -4 -6 -4 -5 -5 -5 -2 1 2 -5 0 9 -5 -3 -3 0 7 -I

PRO 1 0 -1 -1 -3 0 -1 -1 0 -2 -3 -1 -2 -5 6 1 0 -6 -5 -1

SER 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 1 -1 -I -3 0 -2 -3 I 2 1 -2 -3 -1

THR 1 -I 0 0 -2 -I 0 0 -I 0 -2 0 -1 -3 0 1 3 -5 -3 0

TRP -6 2 -4 -7 -8 -5 -7 -7 -3 -5 -2 -3 -4 0 -6 -2 -5 17 0 -6

TYR -3 -4 -2 -4 0 -4 -4 -5 0 -I -I -4 2 7 -5 -3 -3 0 10 -2

VAL 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -1 -2 4 2 -2 2 -1 -I -1 0 -6 -2 4

Adapted from Dayhoff & Barker, 1978.
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keywords, text terms, accession number, organism, originating author, etc.). The results 

of entries that match the criteria are displayed for further refinement by combining 

searches by the use of boolean operators. The associated document titles for each entry 

can then be displayed in a separate window from which the selected documents can be 

displayed in further separate windows. The system allows the retrieved sequences to be 

saved in various formats allowing for further manipulation within other program suites.

2.2.2. HGMP services

As part of the UK Human Genome Mapping Project funded by the Medical Research 

Council, a Resource Centre (HGMP-RC) was set up for biological materials and 

computing. The objectives of the HGMP-RC are to provide the scientific worker with 

databases of genes, genetic markers, and map locations. Development of new computing 

environments with methods for acquisition and analysis of such data is also an objective 

of the HGMP-RC. The computing service is accessed by JANET and all the various 

programs can be accessed via an easy to use menu system (Rysavy et al., 1992). A 

registered user with this service has their own disk space enabling them to store and edit 

results from the various programs that can be accessed from the menus (Figure 2.2). 

Various search engines such as BLAST and F AST A can be used to search specified 

databases for similar matches to the probe sequence entered. Results from these 

searches can be processed via the programs in the Analysis and Manipulation of 

Sequences submenu to give multiple sequence alignments, hydropathy plots, or 

secondary structure predictions as well as phylogénie relationships within protein 

families. Each program after selection at the menu has an introduction screen that details 

the basic workings of the program and from this you can directly access the program or 

the help screen. Extensive use has been made of this service in the process of this work 

and the service has provided an excellent source of information.
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HGMP-RC menu system.
A)

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY SOFTWARE FOR THE HGMP-RC 
MAIN MENU

0) Help
1) Exit

2) Electronic Mail
3) BIOSCI/Network News (Biologist's Bulletin Boards)
4) Information Services

5) Analysis and Manipulation of Sequences
6) Sequence Database Searching
7) Genome Data
8) Linkage Analysis
9) Cell Lines, Clones & Probes Databases

10) Other Molecular Data
11) Utilities (File Transfer & Management)
12) UNIX Operating System
13) Miscellaneous ('Howto...' etc)
14) Queries, Suggestions and Comments to User Support

Enter a number, option-name or ? > 6

B)
SEQUENCE DATABASE SEARCHING MENU 

0) Help
1 ) Return to Previous Menu

2) GCG (The Wisconsin Package)
3) Blast (Fast database searching program)
4) Fasta (Database searching program)
5) Blixem (BLAST result file viewer)
6) Signal Scan (Search for Transcription Factor Signals)
7) Entrez (Search for M E D L I^  & sequences)
8) Mpsrch (Database searching program run on MasPar)
9) genQuest (Search using Oak Ridge National Labs tool)
10) Pythia (Search against database of repetitive DNA)
11) dbEST (Retrieve dbEST expressed sequence tag sequences)
12) ACNUC (Search and extract sequences by feature table etc.)
13) Hovergen (Browse trees of aligned families of proteins)
14) Protein Motifs and Domains Searching

Enter a number, option-name or ? >

Figure 2.2.
A simple representation of the Human Genome Mapping Project Resources Centre menu 
system. A) is the main menu with options spanning sequence analysis to cell line 
databases. B) is the sequence database searching menu with options allowing selection 
of differing databases and search engines.
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2.2.3. MULTAL

Aligning similar pairs of sequences first, then using this alignment as a core onto which 

more remotely-related sequences can be aligned, is a robust strategy for multiple 

alignments. After a rapid phase of development in the late 1980s, little fundamental 

progress has been made in this area (Doolittle, 1990; Taylor, 1994). MULTAL is a 

program developed by Taylor (1988^) that aligns two or more biological sequences in 

a fast interactive manner. The time taken in constructing the ahgnment is drastically cut 

over other methods that exhaustively try to find the best global alignment. The way 

MULTAL deals with this is by aligning sequences and alignments in a clustering method. 

This is achieved by taking a consensus for the alignments and subsequently aligning 

them. This allows for large numbers of proteins to be aligned in as short a time as 

possible with no loss in sensitivity. In the simplest way the algorithm can be illustrated 

by a two-pass run on 11 sequences (Figure 2.3). The algorithm begins by considering 

the best aligned pairs of sequences and considers further alignments in order of score. 

If alignments overlap then the chain of linked alignments is extended. If no overlap 

occurs, the alignment begins a new chain. This avoids the situation of distinct 

subfamilies being linked by a poorly aligned pair of sequences. Subsequent alignments 

are compared to all fi*ee ends to see if there are any potential sites of addition, and where 

an alignment can join two ends, the chains are fused into one. This method has a cutoff 

value below which alignments will not be allowed to add to chains of sequences. This 

can have the effect of excluding subfamilies or isolated sequences. An additional feature 

of the algorithm (the circle parameter) is that chains are allowed to link to themselves. 

For instance, in Figure 2.3, the alignment ABD is considered with the next best alignment 

as AD, thus, ABD is referred to as a circle and is closed to further additions (Taylor, 

19886).
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Figure 2.3.
An illustration of the MULTAL sequence alignment method: Sequences are identified 
by the letters A to K. The matrix a shows pairwise relatedness (or score) indicated 
graphically by black squares indicating strong relationships through to blank meaning no 
similarity. Scores are then sorted and those above a given cutoff (i.e., black or grey) are 
used to define clusters of sequences c. Two different clusters are shown. In both, the 
initial pair of sequences in the cluster is boxed with the other sequences within the cluster 
added to this pair. In the first example three groups were initially defined but the lower 
two clusters are fused into one. The second example shows the effect of the circle 
parameter. The dashed lines indicate groups that are closed to addition. This 
configuration is followed through a second pass of the algorithm in which the alignment 
of each group behaves as a single (consensus) sequence. This second pass quickly 
unifies the sequences in one group (Adapted from Taylor, 19886).
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2.3. Secondary structure prediction methods

A total of about 90% of residues in proteins are found in either a-helices (38%), P- 

strands (20%), or reverse turns (32%). The practice of predicting secondary structure 

from amino acid sequence on the way to predicting total protein structure is very 

widespread (Creighton, 1993). In this section secondary structure prediction techniques 

that are used with respect to the domains of aggrecan and link protein are discussed. 

The methods discussed vary from statistically based approaches to neural networks, all 

of which have advantages and disadvantages. By combining the results of each technique 

the reliability of the overall prediction is increased, and it can then be seen which a- 

helices and P-sheets are consistently predicted by all these methods.

2.3.1. The Chou & Fasman method

The Chou & Fasman predictive method relies on a table of conformational preferences 

that were statistically derived from the occurrence of these features in 15 proteins (Chou 

& Fasman, 1978). Along with an extension of the analysis (Table 2.2), Chou & Fasman 

also composed a set of empirical rules governing the folding of secondary structural 

elements.

The empirical rules involved the classifying of amino acids as favouring, breaking or 

being indifferent to each type of conformation. The prediction method only takes into 

account a-helical and p-strand parameters and assumes the rest of the chain to be 

random coil. The conformational parameters are as follows:

p  _ -̂ a
(A>

p  = _A_
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Table 2.2: Conformational Parameters for a-Helical, P-sheet, and p-tum Residues in 29 Proteins, used in the Chou & Fasman method.

P . P, f . f.n u

Glu 1.51 Val 1.70 Asn 1.56 Asn 0.161 Pro 0.301 Asn 0.191 Trp 0.167

Met 1.45
Ha

He 1.60 Hp Gly 1.56 Cys 0.149 Ser 0.139 Gly 0.190 Gly 0.152

Ala 1.42 Tyr 1.47 Pro 1.52 Asp 0.147 Lys 0.115 Asp 0.179 Cys 0.128

Leu 1.21 Phe 1.38 Asp 1.46 His 0.140 Asp 0.110 Ser 0.125 Tyr 0.125

Lys 1.16 Trp 1.37 Ser 1.43 Ser 0.120 Thr 0.108 Cys 0.117 Ser 0.106

Phe 1.13 Leu 1.30 Cys 1.19 Pro 0.102 Arg 0.106 Tyr 0.114 Gin 0.098

Gin 1.11
u

Cys 1.19 hp Tyr 1.14 Gly 0.102 Gin 0.098 Arg 0.099 Lys 0.095

Trp 1.08 Thr 1.19 Lys 1.01 Thr 0.086 Gly 0.085 His 0.093 Asn 0.091

He 1.08 Gin 1.10 Gin 0.98 Tyr 0.082 Asn 0.083 Glu 0.077 Arg 0.085

Val 1.06 Met 1.05 Thr 0.96 Trp 0.077 Met 0.082 Lys 0.072 Asp 0.081

Asp LOI
la

Arg 0.93 Trp 0.96 Gin 0.074 Ala 0.076 Thr 0.065 Thr 0.079

His 1.00 Asn 0.89
ip

Arg 0.95 Arg 0.070 Tyr 0.065 Phe 0.065 Leu 0.070

Arg 0.98 His 0.87 His 0.95 Met 0.068 Glu 0.060 Trp 0.064 Pro 0.068

Thr 0.83
•a

Ala 0.83 Glu 0.74 Val 0.062 Cys 0.053 Gin 0.037 Phe 0.065

Ser 0.77 Ser 0.75 Ala 0.66 Leu 0.061 Val 0.048 Leu 0.036 Glu 0.064

Cys 0.70 Gly 0.75 bp Met 0.60 Ala 0.060 His 0.047 Ala 0.035 Ala 0.058

Tyr 0.69
k

Lys 0.74 Phe 0.60 Phe 0.059 Phe 0.041 Pro 0.034 He 0.056

Asn 0.67
"a

Pro 0.55 Leu 0.59 Glu 0.056 He 0.034 Val 0.028 Met 0.055

Pro 0.57
Ba

Asp 0.54 Bp Val 0.50 Lys 0.055 Leu 0.025 Met 0.014 His 0.054

Gly 0.57 Glu 0.37 He 0.47 He 0.043 Trp 0.013 He 0.013 Val 0.053

P ,̂ Pp and Pj are conformational parameters of helix, (3- 
Helical assignments: strong a  former; ĥ , a  former;
(3-sheet assignments: Hp, strong (3 former; hp, (3 former;

sheet and P-tum s,/,/^i,/^ 2 , / , . 3  are bend frequencies in the four positions of the P-tum.
L, weak a  former; ig,, a  indifferent; b„, a  breaker; B„, strong a  breaker.
Ip, weak P former; ip, P indifferent; bp, P breaker; Bp, strong P breaker (Adapted from Prevelige & Fasman, 1989).
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where,/„  and/p are the frequency of residues in the helix and p-regions, and <f> and 

< f^  are the average frequency of residues in the helix and P-regions. Simple averaging 

ofP„ and fp values for a given residue gives the a-helical and P-sheet potential for that 

residue.

An a-helix is said to be initiated when a cluster of four out of six adjacent helical 

favouring residues occur i<P>  ̂ 1.03 and <P^ > <fp>). As these conditions continue, 

any segment longer than six residues will also be predicted as helical. For the initiation 

of a P-strand ahy three out of four or five adjacent residues needs to favour P-strand 

conformation. After p-strand initiation, any segment longer than three residues, where 

<Pp> k 1.05 and <Pp> > <P>, will be predicted as p-sheet. These regions of secondary 

structure will continue in either direction until opposite conformation is reached or sets 

oftetrapeptide breakers (<Pf> or <Pp> < 1) are encountered (Chou & Fasman, 1978). 

These conformational preferences fp, and P̂  are limited in that they apply to 

instances where a single amino acid occurrence is considered.

2.3.2. The Robson method

The Robson (or GOR) method is a different statistical approach to structure prediction 

and is simpler in concept than the Chou & Fasman method as the result of the formalised 

use of information theory. Originally, this technique was based on 26 protein X-ray 

crystal structures (Gamier et ah, 1978) but has been updated to include a database of 75 

structures (Gibrat et a l, 1987). The database has been defined containing eight 

secondary structures (Kabsch & Sander, 1983a), but this has been simplified into three 

secondary structures to use within this three state predictive method. These stmctures 

are a-helix (H), p-sheet or extended (E) and coil (C) (Gibrat et a l, 1987). The basis of 

the technique relies on the theory that the conformation of a particular amino acid is 

dependent upon the conformation of all the other residues in the sequence. Eight 

residues either side of this particular amino acid have been shown to exert the greatest 

influence on the amino acids conformational state (Robson and Pain, 1971; Robson and
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Suzuki, 1976). In the Robson method the information (7) on the conformational state 

(S), which occurs in only two ways (X  or not X), at position j  of residues , 7(J

is defined by the equation:

I  [Sj=XjC,R^J

This is one of two approximations and is named the directional information and specifies 

the information that a residue at position j  + m (with m ^ 8) brings to bear on the 

conformational state of the residue at position j  (Robson & Suzuki, 1976; Gamier et a/., 

1978). The other approximation is a combination of self information, that is the 

information carried by the residue itself concerning its own conformation, and pair 

information, which is the information carried by a residue at j+m on the conformation 

of the residue at j  taking into account the type of residue at j . This is a better 

approximation but it is less accurate due to the smaller number of observations in the 

database (Gibrat et al., 1987). Each conformational state (H, E and C) was evaluated 

for each residue within the database to give informational values for all 20 amino acids. 

These values are natural logs of the probabilities or probability ratios and are expressed 

subdivisions of a natural unit, known as centinats or cnats. These values give useful data 

for preferences of a particular amino acid to a particular conformation. If the values are 

plotted for -8 ^ w ^ +8 for each amino acid, four groups can be defined:

Group I: Those that have symmetrically distributed information

values with a maximum at /w=0 favour that conformation 

e.g. Ala favours helix (Figure 2.4a) and Val favours p- 

sheet.

Group II: Symmetrical information values that have a minimum at

m=0 will disfavour that conformation at that particular 

residue e.g. Gly disfavours helix (Figure 2.4b), Leu and 

Val disfavour turn.

Group III: Values that are asymmetrical and are positive for m < 0

and negative for m > 0 favour the conformational state
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Figure 2.4.

Directional informational values I[S =XJ(\R ) (Y-axis) plotted against 

position relative to j  (X-axis) for the residues (a) Ala, (b) Gly, (c) Glu and (d) 

Lys. From these plots, it can be seen that Ala favours an helical conformation 

at j  but Gly disfavours this conformation. Glu favours the helical 

conformation at the N-terminus of the helix whereas Lys favours the C- 

terminus (Adapted from Gamier and Robson, 1989).
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when located toward the N-terminal end of the 

secondary structure e.g. Asp and Glu (Figure 

2.4c) in the a-helix.

Group IV: Values that are asymmetrical and are negative for m < 0

and positive for m > 0 favour the conformational state 

when located toward the C- terminal end of the 

secondary structure e.g. Lys at the C-terminus of helices 

(Figure 2.4d).

When the information values obtained for the 1978 and the 1987 databases were 

compared, they were similar. Differences were noted for the a-helical propensities for 

Arg, Cys and Trp; the P-sheet propensities for Gin and Pro; the P-tum values for Cys, 

Gin, He and Trp; and the random coil propensities for Trp (Gamier & Robson, 1989).

These predictions may be improved by a number of measures. Decision constants, which 

can be subtracted from either a-helix or P-sheet values, are used to favour a particular 

conformation if experimental information is available (e.g. from either circular dichroism 

or Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy) (Gamier et al., 1978). Studies have shown 

the Robson and the Chou-Fasman prediction methods work better for proteins 

containing a single type of secondary structure, i.e. all a-helix or all P-sheet, than for 

proteins of a mixed type. In one example, the distribution of hydrophobic residues was 

used in association with these programs to improve the predictions (Busetta & Hospital, 

1982). Subsequent secondary structure prediction algorithms have made use of this 

technique.

2.3.3. The PHD method

The Profile network system from HeiDelberg (PHD) is a secondary structure prediction 

algorithm based on the output from neural networks. PHD uses the profiles from 

multiple sequence alignments as an input into a three-layered network (Figure 2.5). The
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resulting secondary structure predictions had an accuracy >70% when cross-validated 

on >100 unique proteins (Rost & Sander, 19936; 1994). Based on the statement that 

homologous proteins have the same three-dimensional fold and approximately equivalent 

secondary structure profiles at around a level of 25-30% identical residues, a multiple 

sequence alignment of the protein family can contain more structural information than 

a single sequence (Rost & Sander, 1993a).

The first layer (sequence to structure net) is concerned with classifying strings of 

adjacent residues into three states of secondary structure, helix (a), strand (P), and loop 

(L). Each position at the centre of a window (w) of 13 consecutive residues in the 

multiple sequence alignment is analysed for the frequency of occurrence of each of the 

twenty amino acids (profile generation. Figure 2.5). This frequency is used as an input 

into a network trained to classify mutually independent segments of residues in terms of 

the state of a single central residue. The output from this level gives the probability of 

the residue occurring in one of the three states. At this stage the prediction of the three 

states is for each individual position and is not related to the adjacent residues (sequence 

to structure. Figure 2.5).

The next layer is concerned with the interpretation of these individual positions in the 

context of the surrounding predicted states. This structure to structure network (Figure

2.5) uses a window length (w) of 17 that predicts the secondary structure for the central 

residue from stretches of predictions. Here, an unlikely prediction from the first level 

such as HHHEEHH (H, helix; E, strand) will be altered to HHHHHHH. Even though 

the overall prediction accuracy is not significantly improved the length of predicted 

segments is more consistent to observed protein structures than the output from level 

one.

The third level or jury decision (Figure 2.5) is effectively a noise reduction step that 

comes about by the arithmetic averaging of 12 different network predictions. These 

networks have been trained differently on 'balanced' and 'unbalanced' datasets. In 

'balanced' training the number of examples of a-helix, P-strand and loop presented in the
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profile generation 
from a multiple 

sequence alignment 
(here: p-lactamase: 3bla)

first level: 
sequence to structure 
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out: units for 

helix (a), strand (P) 
and loop (L)

protein DSSP aligned number of
sequence example: input

K K .HK 1: K=.75, H=.25
E EDAE 2; E=.6, D=,2, A=
L ft FFFF 3: L=.2, F=.8

ft SAAS 4: N = 2 . S=.4, A=
D a QKKQ 5: D=.2. Q=.4, K
L a LLLL 6;L = 1 .0
E a EEEE 7 :E = 1 .0  \
K a KEKK 8: K=.8, E=.2 \
K a KQEK
Y a FFYF
N DDND
A AAAA
H P RKKR
I P LLLL
G P GGGG

second level: 
structure to structure 
in: output of first level 

out: a, p, L

third level: 
jury decision 
in: output of 

different networks 
out: arithmetic 

average for a, p, L

prediction 
winner takes all 

(given here 
for the N at 
position 4)

L) .67 I  @ 2 .4 6

S ®  .37

I ®  .31

helix

Figure 2.5.
A representation of the PHD network for secondary structure prediction. The network consists of 3 layers: 2 network layers and 1 layer averaging 
over independently trained networks. Basic cell containing 20+1 units to code residues at position 1 to w of the input window; here w=7. ©, Hidden 
units. Circled a , (3 and L, output units for helix strand and loop. Output from architectures not shown here. Example: residue N at position 
4 predicted to be in helix#- (Adapted from Rost & Sander, 19936).
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training set are equal, as opposed to 31% a-helix, 22% P-strand and 47% loop found 

in the database or 'unbalanced' training set (Rost & Sander, 19933).

2.3.4, The SAPIENS method

SAPIENS (Secondary structure and Accessibility class Prediction Including 

ENvironment-dependent Substitution tables) is a prediction method based on the 

evaluation of mean propensities and environment-dependent substitution tables for amino 

acid residues in aligned sequences. The program uses this data in a three step method 

with a multiple sequence alignment as its primary input. Unlike PHD, SAPIENS 

evaluates four conformational states (a-helix [H], P-strand [E], buried coil [i], and 

exposed coil [o]).

The principle in step one is to evaluate the preference of each residue in the protein of 

interest for one of the four conformational states. This is done by analysing the amino 

acid substitution patterns and mean propensities at equivalent sites in aligned 

homologous proteins. Step one {stpl) consists of three substeps {al-3, bl-3. Figure

2.6). Initially, each residue is assigned to either one of H, E, i, and o by assessing the 

preference of that residue for the given conformational state derived from propensity and 

substitution tables (Wako & Blundell, 1994a). These assignments are re-evaluated for 

neighbouring residue co-operativity (giving H, h, E, e, i, and o) (a7, bl Figure 2.6). For 

this purpose, if the preference of a residue (for H or E) is not the greatest at that 

position, but greater than any other preference multiplied by a scaling factor (<[)), h or e 

is assigned. As assignment to both a-helix and P-strand is carried out independently, 

residues can be assigned to both h and e.

Based on these assignments secondary structure segments are predicted (a2, b2 Figure

2.6). Here, segments of residue length ©j,, exclusive of gaps are analysed for a-helix 

assignments (H or h). These H and h assignments are scored 1 and 0.5 respectively. 

This score is summed over the residues in the segment and if the score is above a certain
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protein § 1:
1 70

sqnc) DSRAIEVKLANMEAEINTLKSKLELTNKLHAFSMGKKSGKKFFVTNHERMPFSKVKALJSELRGTVAIPR 
ai) h HHhhHhhHHhHhH HHHH HhhHh hHhhH HhHh Hh h h Hhh hhhHh hHH h H H
a2) HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH HHHHHHHHH H
a3) HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH HHHHHHHH
bl) e eE E E  Eeeee eeeE eEee eE E EEeE eE E E E e eE E
b2) EEEEE EEEE
b3) EEEEEE

stpl) oHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHiiooiioEEEEEEoooooioHHHHHHHHioioiiioo 
stp2) oHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHioEEEEEHHHHooioHHHHHHHHioioiiioo

f)
g) HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHhhhhh HHHHh hhHHHHHHHHhh

aCCS) ooooioooiooioooiooioooiooiooooiiooiooiioiiiooooooooiooiooiiooioioiioio 
stp3) ooooHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHooooooHHHHHHHHHHHoioiiioo 
sqnc) DSRAIEVKLANMEAEINTLKSKLELTNKLHAFSMGKKSGKKFFVTNHERMPFSKVKALJSELRGTVAIPR

71 140
sqnc) NAEENKAIQEVAKTSAFLGITDEVTEGQFMYVTGGRLTYSNWKKDEPNDHGSGEDJVTIVDNGLWNDISJ 
ai) liHH HH Hh hhHhH h h h H h h  h h  H H h H H  h h
a2) HHHHHHHHHH HHHHHHH 
a3) HHHHHHHHHHHHH
bl) Ee EE E Ee EE E E EEEEe E Ee ee e E EEe e E
b2) EEEEEEEE EEEEEEEEE EEEEE EEEEE
b3) EEEEE EEEE EEEE EEEE
stpl) oHHHHHHEEEEHHHoiEEEEooooooioEEEEoiooioiooiooooooooiooooEEEEiooioiooooi 
stp2) oHHHHHHHHHHHHHoiEEEEooooooioEEEEoiooioiooiooooooooiooooEEEEiooioiooooi

f)
g) HHHHHHHHHHHHH hhhhhhhhhhhhhh

aCCS) oooiioiiooiioooiiioiooooooooiooooiooioioiioooiiooooooioiioiioiioiiiooi 
stp3) oHHHHHHHHHHHHHoEEEEEEEooooioEEEEoiooioiooiooooooooiooooEEEEiooioiooooi 
sqnc) NAEENKAIQEVAKTSAFLGITDEVTEGQFMYVTGGRLTYSNWKKDEPNDHGSGEDJVTIVDNGLWNDISJ

141
sqnc) QASHTAVJEFPA 
ai) hHhHhh H h 
a2) HHHHHH 
a3)
bl) e e eEE E 
b2) EEEEEEEE
b3) EEEEEE
stpl) ooooEEEEEEoo 
stp2) ooooEEEEEEoo

f)
g)

accs) ooooiiiiiioo 
stp3) oHHHEEEEEEoo 
sqnc) QASHTAVJEFPA

Figure 2.6.
An example of the output from SAPIENS as an illustration of the prediction method. 
The protein sequence, sqnc, is from rat mannose-binding protein of the CRD superfamily 
(Chapter 5).
al-3  and bI-3 are the a-helix and 3-strand assignment substeps in stepl, stpl.
f ,  is the 3-strand assignment based on the accessibility arrangement in accs.
g, is the a-helix assignment based on a Fourier transform analysis of the accessibility

arrangement in accs. 
stp2, is the secondary structure assignment based on the substeps/ and g. 
stp3, is the final secondary structure assignment taken by the averaging of the 

conformational states across equivalent positions in the alignment (not shown).
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cutofif value p̂ , the whole segment is predicted as a-helix. If N- and C-terminal residues 

of the segment are not already assigned to H or h in a l  or A7, they are not assigned H. 

Using this rule the case of an a-helix 3 residues long can occur, e.g. cHHHc (c=i or o). 

P-strand prediction is carried out the same way using E, e, (o,, and p,.

In Figure 2.6, the Hs in bold type are used to illustrate this procedure. For ©^=5 and 

Ph=3 the five amino acids SKVKA have a point score of 2.5, but KVKAL has a point 

score of 3 and all these residues are assigned H as the window moves along. Residues 

VKALJ only score 2.5 but Hs have already been assigned to VKAL. As the window 

moves along the point score falls below the p  ̂ threshold until the window reaches 

residues ALJSE and LJSEL which are assigned H. After this, Ph<3 defines the C- 

terminal edge of the segment.

The next substep involves the assignment of one of the four states to the N or C-terminal 

residues of the secondary structure segment (ai, b3 Figure 2.6). This substep is based 

on a search criteria that starts at the N or C-terminal and searches for residues within the 

secondary structure segment that satisfy the capping propensity conditions. If no 

residues that satisfy this criteria are found in the segment, or if the new N or C-terminal 

residues are reversed (i.e. the residue number for the N-terminal residue is greater than 

that of the C-terminal residue), the secondary structure assignments in the segments are 

cancelled out and i and o are reassigned.

The final substep concerns residues that have been assigned to both a-helix or P-strand. 

Initially, the defined states of neighbouring residues are used to decide the state of the 

residues in question. If this still results in dual assignments then the mean preferences 

for both states are calculated over the segment, and the most preferable state is assigned 

to the segment. This final assignment is reported in stpl (Wako & Blundell, \99Ab).

Step two {stp 2, Figure 2.6) involves using the arrangement of solvent accessibility 

classes along the sequence {accs. Figure 2.6). The assignments are adjusted based on 

the result. The P-strand if. Figure 2.6) assignment is just based on a simple template
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method, where the solvent accessibility profile of segments predicted as coil are searched 

for one of two patterns. The first pattern is an alternating series of i and o spanning more 

than six residues, and the second pattern is consecutive i for 5 or more residues. These 

patterns are classically seen for surface based P-strands and buried P-strands 

respectively. The solvent accessibility classes are worked out for each method by the 

method of Wako & Blundell (1994a). For the a-helix assignment (g. Figure 2.6) a 

Fourier transform method that detects periodicity in solvent accessibilities is utilised 

(Wako & Blundell, 19946). H assignments are changed without respect to their previous 

states after this algorithm is applied.

Step three {stp 3, Figure 2.6) takes the average conformational state assigned across the 

alignment at that residue position and is the final secondary structure prediction from 

SAPIENS. The most dominant state is the one that is reassigned to all residues at this 

position. If no state dominates then the original assignments stay the same (Wako & 

Blundell, 19946).

2.4. Solvent accessibility

The exterior portion of a protein that is in contact with solvent molecules is referred to 

as the accessible surface area. This surface is generally described as the centre of a probe 

as it moves across the surface of a molecule and is also in van der Waals contact with the 

molecule. The probe is approximated as a sphere of radius 1.4 Â which represents a 

water molecule. The accessibility of atoms or groups of atoms within a protein crystal 

structure to solvent molecules has been assessed using an algorithm developed by Lee 

& Richards (1971). This showed that about 40-50% of the surface area of a typical 

globular protein is occupied by nonpolar atoms.

Both PHD and SAPIENS incorporate solvent accessibility prediction analyses. With 

PHD, the relative accessibility of predicted residues is a function of the residue solvent 

accessibilities found in the dictionary of secondary structure of proteins (Kabsch &
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Sander, 1983a). These values had been arrived at by using the algorithm of Lee & 

Richards (1971) on the 62 proteins that the dictionary is based on. Relative accessibility 

is calculated by dividing the residue solvent accessibility by the value for maximal 

accessibility for that residue type. These values are used to train a neural network system 

(similar to the networks used for secondary structure prediction) using amino acid 

substitution profiles derived fi*om multiple sequence alignments. The predicted solvent 

accessibility is defined by 10 (0-9) states where the predicted value is the square root of 

the relative accessibility (Rost & Sander, 1994).

SAPIENS accessibility is derived with the same algorithm used to calculate residue 

solvent accessibilities (Lee & Richards, 1971). The prediction method is similar to the 

method used for the secondary structure prediction (Wako & Blundell 19946). Two 

solvent accessibility classes are defined as <20% (buried) and >20% (exposed), where 

the percentages are the residue solvent accessibility relative to the values for fully 

exposed side-chains as calculated by the method of Richmond & Richards (1978). The 

accessibility class of each residue is predicted according to an assessment function to 

measure the similarities of the observed substitution pattern to those in the environment- 

dependent amino acid substitution tables (Wako & Blundell 1994a).

Patterns of solvent accessibility can give clues to secondary structure as well as the 

tertiary structure of the protein, such as the occurrence of buried residues in antiparallel 

and parallel p-sheets. In a solvent exposed antiparallel P-sheet, a pattern of buried- 

exposed residues alternates every two residues. Buried residues are positioned at the 

centre and exposed residues at the ends of P-strands in parallel P-sheets as these 

structural elements tend to be buried (Richardson & Richardson, 1989). Ideally, solvent- 

exposed a-helices will illustrate an alternating pattern of two exposed and two buried 

residues per helical turn.
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2.5. Fold recognition methods

As an alterative to secondary structure predictions, fold recognition methods offer much 

promise. Fold recognition or inverted protein structure prediction attempt to match one

dimensional information contained in sequences directly to three-dimensional folds 

(Bowie & Eisenberg, 1993). These methods are based on the environment of the residue 

as this tends to be more highly conserved than the identity of the residue itself (Jones et 

al., 1992). Because of this, matching of a test sequence to a protein fold results in the 

detection of more distant sequence-to-structure relationships. This is an advantage over 

sequence based methods which can fail to recognise highly similar protein structures that 

have a sequence similarity of <25%.

For these methods to be successful, a measure of sequence compatibility must be found. 

Two principle measures of residue-to-environment compatibility are used, both of which 

are empirically based by analysis of known structures. The first principle referred to as 

the solvation preference measure characterises a residue by its degree of exposure to 

solvent. If the residue is of type ‘A’ the question is asked how likely are we to find a 

type ‘A’ residue with that degree of solvent exposure in known protein structures? 

Generally, polar residues are expected at exposed sites and apolar residues are expected 

at buried sites. The second principle or the neighbour preference measure characterises 

the residue by what type of residues are found nearby. Thus, if a residue is surrounded 

by apolar residues then the residue is expected to be apolar. The fold recognition 

algorithms that exist use a variation of one or both of these principles (Bowie & 

Eisenberg, 1993).

2.5.1. THREADER

THREADER is a fold recognition program that uses a dynamic programming algorithm 

based on a combination of neighbour and solvation preferences (Jones et al., 1992). A 

library of 102 unique protein chains of crystallographic resolution ^2.8Â, was
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constructed (that was increased to 254 in the version of the program used in this study). 

Each fold is ignored at the sequence level and considered just as a chain tracing through 

space. Optimal fitting (‘threading’) of the test sequence to the backbone coordinates of 

the fold then follows, and the pseudo-energy of each fitting is evaluated by the summing 

of pairwise interactions. The fitting process is carried out via a dynamic programming- 

based algorithm that is capable of optimising pairwise interaction potentials between 

amino acid residues. Evaluation of the pseudo-energy of a sequence in a particular 

conformation is not handled by classical energy potentials, but by a set of knowledge- 

based potentials that are derived from statistical analysis of known protein structures. 

A measure of the pseudo-energy is provided by considering a pair of atoms at a given 

residue sequence separation and a specified interaction distance. This relates to the 

probability of observing the proposed interaction in a native protein structure. These 

empirical potentials are divided into sequence separation ranges, where it is inferred that 

short range interactions specify secondary structural elements, medium range interactions 

specify super-secondary motifs, and long range interactions define tertiary packing.

Ranking of the library folds in order of ascending total energy is carried out with the 

lowest pairwise interaction energy attributed to the most probable match (Jones et al.,

1992). The interaction energies in THREADER are expressed as Z-scores which are 

defined as :

ry Energy - meanZ-score = ------- ^ -------------
standard deviation

for the pairwise or solvation energies. The Z-score that is used for overall ranking of the 

folds is the pairwise interaction energy Z-score based on the calculated residue potentials 

for the sets of proteins with a reasonable proportion of the sequence and structure 

matched. For example, a Z-score <-3.5 is regarded as very significant and is probably 

a correct prediction.
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2.6. Analysis of known crystal structures

By the analysis of existing crystal structures, protein folds have been classified into five 

classes according to their secondary structure (Richardson, 1981; Kabsch & Sander 

1983a). These classes are: (i) all a , with all a  helices and no p-strands; (ii) all P, 

containing only P-strands and no a-helices; (iii) a/p, in which the polypeptide chain 

alternates between a-helices and P-strands; (iv) a+p, where a-helices and P-strands 

occur in separate parts of the structure; and (v) coil, in which there is little or no regular 

secondary structure. All a  class proteins have about 60% of their residues in a-helices, 

and the helices are usually in contact with each other. All P class proteins have two P- 

sheets that pack against each other in an antiparallel sense, a/p class proteins may have 

one parallel p-sheet with a helix that occurs in the polypeptide segment that connects the 

p-strands. a+P class proteins may have one antiparallel p-sheet with the helices 

clustering together at one or both ends of the P-sheet. Computer programs have been 

developed that analyse the atomic coordinates of crystal structures and automatically 

identify regions of secondary structure as well as hydrogen bonding patterns. These 

programs give a consistent way of comparing the massive datasets that occur during the 

solution of atomic coordinates, thus facilitating ready identification of commonly 

occurring secondary structure elements (Fasman, 1989; Creighton, 1993).

2.6.1. DSSP (Dictionary of Secondary Structure of Proteins)

DSSP is a program that gives the secondary structure elements of a known crystal 

structure. The output from the program allows the comparison of secondary structure 

elements between crystal structures and predicted elements. DSSP works by analysing 

the pattern of hydrogen bonds, inter-C“ distances, and inter-C“ torsion angles plus 

solvent exposure of each residue within a file of protein atomic coordinates. A 

dictionary of eight conformational states was defined by analysing a set of atomic 

coordinates for 62 different globular proteins using this program (Kabsch & Sander, 

1983a).
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The eight conformational states are based on the hydrogen-bond pattern of the residues 

involved. Ideally, a hydrogen bond is established when the electrostatic interaction 

energy between a hydrogen-bond donator and a hydrogen-bond acceptor is less than -0.5 

kcal mole'\ The interaction energy is also a fiinction of the distance 6/ between the two 

groups (e.g., O of C=0 and N of NH in proteins) and the angle 0 between the bonds N- 

H and 0=C. The idealised hydrogen bond has an interaction energy value of -3.0 kcal 

mole'  ̂at a distance of 2.9 Â and the angle 0=0 between the two groups. At 5.0 A and 

angle 0=0 the energy falls to zero.

In defining the eight conformational states two elementary hydrogen bond patterns were 

described. The first pattern, or M-tum at residue / is defined as a pattern of «+I 

consecutive residues which hydrogen bond from C=0(/) to N-H(/+w) where w=3, 4, or 

5. An isolated w-tum is defined as a turn (T). Two or more consecutive «-turns are 

defined as helices; a 3iq helix for «=3 (G), an a-helix for n=4 (H), and a 7i-helix for n=5 

(I). The second pattern concerns the bridge of where two non-overlapping three-residue 

stretches (/-I, /, /+1 andy-l,y,y+l) form either a parallel or an antiparallel bridge with 

two bonds characteristic of p pleated sheet structure. Isolated occurrences are termed 

B at i and j, whereas consecutive bridges of identical type are named extended strands 

(E). Regions where the curvature of the backbone is at least 70“ at z as defined by a 

vector joining the carbon atoms C“ to making an angle greater than 70“ with the 

vector joining to C“, are termed S. Other regions not classified by any of these 

constraints are termed coil (C) (Kabsch & Sander, 1983a).

The output from DSSP is compared to the predicted secondary structure elements and 

gives a measure of the reliability of the secondary structure prediction as shown in 

Chapters 4 and 5.

2.6.2. COMPARER

COMPARER (Sali & Blundell, 1990) is a suite of programs that calculates an alignment
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for related proteins from their crystal structures. The suite of programs uses sequence 

and structural information from PDB files in a three stage process to give a multiple 

sequence alignment as output. For the ensuing study the program PSA was used to 

assess the solvent contact areas of known crystal structures and of models produced 

during the homology modelling process. PSA uses an algorithm (Richmond & Richards, 

1978) with side-chain accessibility calculations and normalisation carried out as described 

by Hubbard & Blundell (1987). The output from PSA is compared with the accessibility 

outputs from both PHD and SAPIENS to give a measure of reliability of these 

predictions.

2.7. Molecular modelling techniques

In order to visualise the atomic coordinates of crystal structures as well as predicted 

models, the technique of molecular modelling is used. Molecular modelling involves the 

manipulation of protein structures, and various suites of programs are available that run 

on a variety of platforms to achieve this effect. In the course of the modelling work that 

will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, the main molecular modelling suite used was 

INSIGHT n  (Biosym/MSI), which also enabled the protein to be viewed. An ancillary 

program called SETOR (Evans, 1993) was used to prepare simplified representations of 

the final structures.

2.7.1. INSIGHT n

INSIGHT n  is a suite of molecular graphics and computational chemistry programs that 

can be manipulated interactively via a mouse driven interface or from the command line 

in a non-interactive manner. Within INSIGHT II, the HOMOLOGY, DISCOVER and 

DELPHI programs allow the user to build, manipulate, and simulate virtually any class 

of molecule whilst also studying its molecular properties.
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2.7.1.1. HOMOLOGY

HOMOLOGY is one program within INSIGHT II that allows the prediction of protein 

structure to be based on existing conformations of reference proteins. As seen in Figure

2.7, suitable reference structures are determined for the model sequence. This can be 

done by a variety of methods such as sequence database search/alignment methods or by 

fold analysis methods. The next step is to define regions of structural conservation. 

These structurally conserved regions are more reliable in determining protein folding than 

the use of sequence alignments alone, as similar sequences do not always have the same 

conformations. This step is only useful if a family of homologous sequences has been 

defined and more than one reference structure is identified. After defining the 

structurally conserved regions the model sequence is aligned to these regions and the 

coordinates are assigned to the sequence.

The areas between these conserved regions need to have coordinates assigned and a 

variety of methods can be used to generate these conformations. This part of the model 

building procedure is a fairly time consuming process as these areas tend to be loop 

regions that tend to be divergent in sequence. HOMOLOGY enables either a de novo 

segment to be generated or a probable loop to be identified fi'om the crystallographic 

database using its own search algorithm. Search Loops is a routine that searches the 

Brookhaven protein database for the regions that meet a certain geometric criteria. A 

C“ distance matrix is used to determine regions of proteins that have C“ distances that 

best fit the region of the protein under study. An added constraint in the search is that 

the selected region should have the same number of residues as the region under study.

HOMOLOGY uses a best fit equation to define the lowest root mean-squared distance 

value as seen:
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ASSIGN COORDINATES IN 
THE CONSERVED REGION

DETERMINE STRUCTURALLY 
CONSERVED REGIONS

DETERMINE WHICH PROTEINS  
ARE RELATED TO THE  

MODEL PROTEIN

SEARCH FOR OPTIMUM SIDE CHAIN CONFORMATIONS  
FOR RESIDUES THAT DIFFER FROM THOSE  

IN THE REFERENCE PROTEIN

PREDICT CONFORMATIONS FOR THE REST 
OF THE PEPTIDE CHAIN, INCLUDING LOOPS 

BETWEEN CONSERVED REGIONS AND  
POSSIBLY THE N- AND C- TERMINI

ALIGN THE AMINO ACID SEQUENCE OF THE 
UNKNOWN PROTEIN WITH THOSE OF THE 

REFERENCE PROTEIN(S) WITHIN THE  
STRUCTURALLY CONSERVED REGIONS

USE ENERGY MINIMISATION AND MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 
TO REFINE THE MOLECULAR STRUCTURE SO THAT 

STERIC STRAIN INTRODUCED DURING MODEL-BUILDING
CAN BE RELIEVED

Figure 2.7.
A flow chart highlighting the main processes involved in homology model building 
(Adapted ïom Homology 95.0 User Guide, 1995).
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The ten best segments are retained that are the segments with the lowest RMS value. 

The matrix is based not on the area to be constructed (flex region) but upon the areas 

pre- and post- to the flex region (Figure 2.8). The geometry of the selected segment is 

allowed to vary and is not a search criteria. The number of distances compared is 

defined by (Â -Â /2 where N is the total number of pre- and post-flex residues. The next 

step is to search for optimum side chain conformations of residues that differ in the 

model protein from those in the reference protein.

2.7.1.2. DISCOVER

The final step in Figure 2.7 is to subject the structure to energy minimisation in order to 

relax any strain that has been introduced during the modelling process. DISCOVER is 

a molecular simulation program within INSIGHT II that will achieve this. Routines that 

include energy minimisation, template forcing, torsion forcing, dynamic trajectories as 

well as calculation of interaction energies, derivatives, mean square displacements, and 

vibrational fi*equencies are performed by this program. Flexible control is allowed so that 

these calculations can be carried out under varying conditions of temperature, pressure, 

with periodic boundary, fixed, and restrained atoms. Energy minimisation is a part of the 

area referred to as molecular mechanics which also includes harmonic vibration 

calculations. Minimisation provides a way of studying the consequences of the structural 

changes during the modelling process. A molecule is minimised in two steps. An 

equation describing the energy of the system as a function of its coordinates is defined 

and evaluated for a given conformation. Bias may be introduced to the minimisation by
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Flex Region

Start
Residue

Stop
ResiduePreflex

Region

Postflex
Region

Figure 2.8.
This diagram illustrates the regions involved in the loop search feature used in 
HOMOLOGY (Adapted from Homology 95.0 User Guide, 1995). The preflex region 
consists of residues preceeding the gap. The flex region is the the number of residues 
that the loop to be searched for must have. Post flex residues are the residues after the 
gap. The distance between the last C“ of the preflex and the first C“ of the postflex 
regions is used as the search criteria. The top ten loops are fitted to the model structure 
by the best RMS fit to all the atoms in the two residues already specified. The loops can 
also be fitted be taking into consideration the RMS fit between the pre- and postflex C“s 
of the model protein and selected loop.
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constructing target functions that include external restraining terms. The next step 

involves the conformation being adjusted (termed an iteration) to lower the value of the 

target fimction. A minimum may be found after one iteration or thousands of iterations, 

this is dependent on the nature of the minimising algorithm, the form the target function 

takes, and size of the system being minimised (Mackay et al., 1989; Discover User 

Guide, 1995).

Most minimisation algorithms assume the energy surface is approximately harmonic. 

Even for non-harmonic surfaces, the shape of the surface becomes harmonic during 

convergence to the minimum. This therefore becomes a most usefiil approximation. For 

simplification the target function is described as an elliptical surface in two dimensions:

E{x, y )  = ^ -^ S ÿ-

This equation will be used to illustrate the action of some minimisation algorithms that 

will be used in Chapters 4 and 5. Every minimisation begins with an equation that is 

analogous to the above equation. In addition to this equation that defines the energy 

surface, an initial guess for (x,y), that is, a starting set of coordinates, must be provided. 

The contour plot of energy E in the (x,y) plane has each ellipse spaced two energy units 

apart and represents a locus of points having the same energy (Figure 2.9). Obviously 

the minimum of this function is the origin, x=0, y=0. With a target function that defines 

the energy surface as well as an initial starting point, the minmiser must determine both 

the direction towards a minimum and the distance to the minimum in that direction. 

What is defined as a good initial direction is simply the derivatives or slope of the 

function at the current point. This gives rise to a dimensional vector:

= VE = (2x,10v)
dx dy

Note that in this case the derivatives are proportional to the coordinates, thus the further 

you are from the minimum the larger the derivatives. This is not always true for 

molecular energy surfaces where the forcefield is not always harmonic. The magnitude
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2.0

0.0

- 2.0

5.0-5.0 0.0

Figure 2.9.
An energy contour surface for the simple function x^+5y .̂ Each contour represents an 
increase of two arbitary energy units (Adapted fom Discover User Guide, 1995).

2.0

0.0

- 2.0

5.0-5.0 0.0

Figure 2.10.
The derivative vector from the initial point a (xo,yo) defines the line search direction. It 
should be noted that the derivative vector does not point directly toward the minimum. 
The line (b-a-c-d) is searched in one dimension for the minimum, this minimum (point 
c) occurs at the point where derivative vector is tangent to the energy contours. What 
this implies is that subsequent derivative vectors are orthogonal to the previous 
derivatives (Adapted ïrom Discover User Guide, 1995).
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of the derivatives are a good indication of convergence, thus convergence is achieved 

when the derivatives are equal to or nearly equal to zero. The derivatives point downhill 

and not always towards the minimum, thus moving in the direction of the initial 

derivatives the new derivatives will move and point in a new direction (Mackay et al., 

1989; Discover User Guide, 1995).

A generic part of most minimisers is the line-search, which actually changes the 

coordinates to a new lower-energy structure (Figure 2.10). In simple terms the line 

search amounts to a one-dimensional minimisation along a given direction. The line to 

be searched is taken along the direction vector determined at each iteration of the 

minimisation. For the case of the derivative in the equation above, the direction vector 

would be along (2x,\0y). If the direction is the derivative, this new one-dimensional 

surface can be expressed parametrically in terms of a new one-dimensional coordinate 

a:

/ dEx'=Xf,+a—

“ dx Vo

/ dE
y  = > '0 - ^

Vo

where (x 'j/ ') are coordinates along the line away from the current point (jtoxVo) ^  the 

direction of the derivative at (%oĴ o):

dx' dy Vo

When the energy for this set of new points is calculated and plotted as a function of a, 

a curve as in Figure 2.11 is seen (Mackay et at., 1989; Discover User Guide, 1995).
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Figure 2.11.
A representation of the cross section of the energy surface as defined by the intersection 
of the line search path in Figure 2.10 with the energy surface (Adapted from Discover 
User Guide, 1995).
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The minimising algorithm used in Chapters 4 and 5 is the steepest descents algorithm, 

which implements the line search direction as the current derivative. At the end of each 

line search the old direction is replaced with the gradient at the new point and the line 

search is repeated. As seen in Figure 2.10 the algorithm exhibits inefficient behaviour 

in the search for the minimum due to the paths oscillating on the way down. 

Convergence is slow near the minimum because the gradient approaches zero, but the 

method is extremely robust. This method is the one most likely to generate a lower- 

energy structure regardless of what the function is or where it begins. This algorithm is 

the method of choice for relaxation of models constructed by homology modelling due 

to the fact that initially configurations are far fi-om the minimum, where the gradients are 

usually large {Discover User Guide, 1995). Other algorithms for minimisation that are 

more efficient as the gradient decreases are available in DISCOVER.

2.7.1.3. DELPHI

Electrostatic interactions play a central role in a variety of biological processes (Honig 

& Nicholls, 1995). DELPHI is a software package that calculates these electrostatic 

properties for charged molecules. By using a finite difference solution to the Poisson- 

Boltzmann equation, the electrostatic potential in and around macromolecules can be 

calculated. DELPHI also permits the ionic strength as well as the dielectric constants of 

both the solvent and the molecule of interest to be varied. The ouput from DELPHI can 

be mapped onto the molecular surface of proteins via the interface with INSIGHT II.

The classical treatment of electrostatic interactions in solution is based on the Poisson- 

Boltzmann equation:

V-[e(r)V-(|) (r)] - e(r)K(r)^ sinh[(|)(r)] + A^^ç^\Y)lkT= 0

where <()(r) is the dimensionless electrostatic potential in units of kite {k is the 

Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and e is the elementary charge), e is
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the dielectric constant and is fixed charge density (in proton charge units). The term 

= %TZ(f̂ HekT, where X is the Debye length and /  is the ionic strength of the bulk 

solution. The variables 4>, e, k and p are all functions of the vector r.

The molecular surface is defined as the contact surface formed between the van der 

Waals envelope of the molecule and a probe solvent molecule. All regions inside the 

surface are assigned a low value of e (around 2-4), whereas exterior regions are assigned 

the standard dielectric constant of water (e of around 80). Using iterative procedures 

for the solution of the above equation, (|)(r) can be calculated for a molecule in solution 

of arbitrary ionic strength. In the context of proteins, unique patterns of (|)(r) are seen 

that in many cases have an important functional role (Honig & Nicholls, 1995).

2.7.2. SETOR

Once created a three-dimensional model needs to be visualised. The protein backbone 

can be approximated in a hand drawing by a smooth ribbon (Richardson, 1981) or a 

straight line linking C“ to C®. Even though the results were highly pleasing aesthetically, 

the quality and reproducibility of the diagrams depends very much on the artist involved 

and the time taken to produce each representation. INSIGHT 11 allows comprehensive 

visualisation of protein structures in a reproducible manner, but is limited in flexibility of 

display and hardcopy formats. This is due to the graphical interface of INSIGHT 11 

being designed for technical and precise representation of protein structures. This often 

leads to confusing displays of protein structure. SETOR, on the other hand, allows for 

a more schematic representation of protein structures enabling the user to produce 

displays in an illustrative manner.

SETOR is a program that exploits the hardware lighting capabilities of the 1R1S-4D 

series of graphics workstations. As SETOR is able to accept atomic coordinates in the 

Brookhaven PDB format (Bernstein, 1977), SETOR is capable of rendering high quality 

raster images of macromolecules that can undergo rotation and translation interactively.
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The program has a user friendly interface that allows for interactive editing of parameters 

such as the position and occurrence of secondary structure elements as well as lighting 

and colour effects via a mouse activated dialogue box. The polymer chain representation 

can be manipulated giving varying smoothness of the backbone trace as well as van der 

Waal models. In addition to the various output modes to produce HGPL or Postscript 

files as well as a photograph mode, SETOR is almost an invaluable tool in the 

representation of three-dimensional structures (Evans, 1993). Examples of SETOR 

output can be seen in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.8. Experimental determination of protein structures

Techniques such as circular dichroism (CD), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

(FT-IR), X-ray crystallography, and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), 

have all been used to study certain aspects of protein structure at varying levels of 

resolution. FT-IR and CD provide information about specific secondary structural 

conformations of the peptide backbone at low resolution, whereas X-ray crystallography 

and NMR provide information on protein structure at atomic resolution. In this section, 

the commonly encountered methods in application to the analysis of purified domains of 

aggrecan and link protein will be discussed.

2.8.1. Circular Dichroism

Circular dichroism is the difference in the absorption of left and right circularly polarised 

light. For a molecule to exhibit CD it must be optically active (e.g. chiral). As amino 

acids correspond to the L-form, the application of the technique is based upon the optical 

activity of the individual amino acids within the peptide backbone of the macromolecule. 

In practice, two types of CD spectra can be distinguished. There is CD that is associated 

with the peptide backbone (derived from amide-amide interactions). Superposed onto 

this is the optical activity of the chromophores (such as the phenol of tyrosine, the phenyl
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of phenylalanine, the indole of tryptophan, and disulphide bonds). The CD will be 

associated with the normal absorption spectra of the chromophore under study and will 

be characteristic of its position and orientation with respect to the molecule.

The amide interactions that give rise to CD are due to two types of electronic 

absorptions, electric dipole allowed and magnetic dipole allowed (Figure 2.12). Electric 

dipole allowed (magnetic dipole forbidden) n-n* transitions give a strong absorption 

around 190 nm, while magnetic dipole allowed (electric dipole forbidden) n-n* 

transitions give a weak absorption around 210 nm. Because of the weaker absorption 

of the n-n* transition, masking by the n-n* transition often occurs. These two 

transitions are observed over a spectral range o f250-170 nm, and it is this range that is 

used for the analysis of secondary structure. As the optical activity due to the coupling 

chromophores is related to the relative orientations of the transition moments, 

conformation (and hence secondary structure) can be inferred.

The absorption spectrum is considered as the measured spectrum for right circularly 

polarised light minus the absorption spectrum for left circularly light.

Thus:

Ae = 8̂  - 8̂  =(/l^ - Aji)/cl = AA/cl

As derived from Beer’s law where; A8 is the differential molar extinction coefficient; AA 

is the differential absorbance between left circularly polarised light (A^) and right 

circularly polarised light (/4 )̂; c is the concentration in molarity; and / is the path length 

in centimetres. When applied to the CD spectra of a protein the AA^^^ observed at every 

wavelength becomes:

^ ^ o b s  -  ^ \ - h e l i x  +  ^ ^ P - S h c e t  +  ^ ^ r a n d o m

where is the CD contribution of the indicated structural component. This is
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THE MONOMER UNIT: Optical activity induced by the groups 
attached to the centre of chirality (n-7i" is about the oxygen atom, 
it is offset for clarity)
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Low energy coupling mode

THE POLYPEPTIDE: Optical activity induced by the coupling of 
adjacent n-n transitions (two coupling modes are possible)

Figure 2.12.
A representation of the optical activity induced by the chiral centres that occur in amino 
acids and peptides. The figure illustrates the effect of the polypeptide on the CD 
contributions induced by the centres of chirality. The induced optical activity derived 
from coupling chromophores is relative to the orientations of the transition moments. 
This means that there is a direct relationship between conformation (secondary structure) 
of the polypeptide and optical activity (Adapted from Drake, 1994).
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based on the assumption that the measured spectrum can be reduced to a linear 

combination of fundamental spectra. The above equation in practice is a general 

oversimplification. When both parallel and anti-parallel p-sheets are taken into account 

as well as the various P-tums that have different CD spectra along with a reassessment 

of the random contribution, the above equation can be restated:

^  obs ~  ^  a-heKx ^  paraUcI p-«heet anl^aranel p-sheeJ

Vtum(m) A ^ V te n n  A 4

+[AÂ uf + A4^ij„gui3,.]

The reassessed random component now includes a contribution fi*om the polyproline II 

type left-handed helix conformation ) with the remainder assigned as irregular

conformation (Yang et a/., 1986; Toumadje et al., 1992).

In obtaining a CD spectrum, monochromatic and linearly polarised light passes through 

a polarisation modulator onto a photomultiplier detector. The light beam now possesses 

periodic polarisation (at any fixed wavelength), with the intensity of the beam not 

varying. When an optically active sample (that absorbs at this wavelength) is introduced 

into the beam, preferential absorption will be seen during one of the polarisation periods. 

The intensity of the transmitted light now varies during the cycle of periodic polarisation 

and is directly related to the circular dichroism of the sample at the specified wavelength. 

By scanning through the wavelengths, a fiall CD spectrum can be generated (Drake,

1994).

Experimental conditions are limited by the measurement method, as the more light that 

falls on the photomultiplier, the lower the noise. In contrast, increasing the amount of 

sample (increasing concentration or path length) gives a greater CD signal but also less 

light falls onto the photomultiplier as a result of sample absorption. The optimal 

absorbance to give the best signal-to-noise ratio is 4=0.864 for sample and solvent. This 

means that relatively low concentrations of proteins in solution are needed for this 

technique. As a result of this, the protein has to be pure, and the solvent has to be
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transmissive across the spectral range 250-170 nm.

Reliable calculations of the CD of a specific protein fi*om first principles remains difficult, 

thus, reference spectra of known X-ray structures giving a consensus set of spectra 

(Figure 2.13) are used to infer the appropriate secondary structure elements (Johnson, 

1990). This type of analysis has yielded results with a precision of 5% for a-helix 

proteins. This type of precision relies on the protein in question exhibiting one dominant 

conformational feature. With this in mind it has been suggested that CD spectra should 

be used to assign the fold class to the particular protein; and to monitor processes such 

as protein unfolding or interactions (Drake, 1994; Campbell & Dwek, 1984).

2.8.2. Fourier Transform Infi-ared Spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy is a technique that allows the elucidation of 

secondary structure elements within a peptide or protein. Due to the poor sensitivity of 

normal infrared spectroscopy, analysis of protein spectra was hampered by the strong 

absorption of H2O within the infî ared region. This has been circumvented in the past by 

the use o f% 0  (D2O) solvents, but this can introduce artefacts of interpretation due to 

solvent effects. The power of FT-IR is that it allows the background absorption of H2O 

(in the range 1700-1500 cm' )̂ to be subtracted fi-om the spectra under study to yield the 

infrared protein spectra in H2O.

With the advent of FT-IR the analysis of secondary structure components within infi-ared 

spectra of proteins has become commonplace. As with CD the amide bond is the moiety 

of the peptide backbone that gives the main infi-ared active vibrational modes (Table 2.3). 

The two most important absorption bands for secondary structure analysis are the amide 

I and amide II bands, with the amide III and amide A bands giving limited information 

(Haris & Chapman, 1994). The amide I band arises due to the C=0 bond stretch which 

is weakly coupled with the in-plane N-H bending and C-N stretching modes. The 

frequency of this band depends on the hydrogen bonding scheme of the C=0 and N-H
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Figure 2.13.
Characteristic CD spectra for various secondary structure elements derived from known 
crystal structures (Adapted from Drake, 1994).
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groups, thus, as the secondary structure changes so will the amide I band frequency. 

This has been shown to be the case with experiments carried out on proteins of known 

three-dimensional structure, which showed correlations between amide I band 

frequencies and secondary structure elements.

As opposed to traditional dispersive infrared spectrometers that irradiate the sample by 

scanning through the spectral range, FT-IR spectrometers irradiate the sample with all 

wavelengths simultaneously. This simultaneous irradiation comes about when a 

polychromatic beam encounters a beam splitter which redirects the beam onto two 

mirrors at right angles to each other. One of these mirrors is moved in a direction 

perpendicular to its axis. This has the effect of introducing a path length difference 

between the two beams. The beams subsequently recombine at the beam splitter. If the 

two path lengths are the same, then there is no path length difference and the beams 

constructively combine for all frequencies present in the original beam. For different 

path lengths the amplitude of the recombined signals will depend on the frequency and 

distance the mirror moves. The recombined beam is directed through the sample and 

onto the detector (Figure 2.14). The detector output is in the form of an interferogram, 

i.e., the sum of the sine waves of all frequencies present. Using an unattenuated 

polychromatic beam allows for a high signal to noise ratio in the measured spectrum. 

Speed increases are obtained over dispersive spectrometers as the length of time in 

getting the spectrum is dependent only on the speed the mirror can travel and not the 

time the spectrometer takes to scan the spectral range.

When obtaining the spectrum of a protein or polypeptide, a reference spectrum of the 

solvent/buffer (under exactly the same conditions) is needed so as to subtract the 

background absorption due to the solvent/buffer. The routine for subtraction of HjO 

based solvents is via an interactive difference method. Here, the H2O combination band 

near 2150 cm'  ̂ (where there is no protein absorbance) is cancelled to achieve a flat 

baseline between 2000-1710 cm'\

To get around the problem of a protein structure with many secondary structure
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Figure 2.14.
A schematic representation of apparatus used to produce an interferogram in FTIR. S 
is the polychromatic source, and D is the detector. The shaded rectangle is the sample 
(Adapted from Campbell & Dwek, 1984).
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elements which may give rise to many amide I bands that overlap, mathematical 

techniques applied to the spectral data such as derivative and deconvolution procedures 

can resolve these overlapping components. The N-H bending vibration that contributes 

the amide II band is most useful for studying the hydrogen-deuterium exchange that 

occurs at the amide group. Analysis of the resultant spectrum by using second-derivative 

and deconvolution procedures enables assignment of amide I band components. Various 

studies of these amide I components (Table 2.3) for model peptides and proteins of 

known secondary structure has led to the following assignments; 1620-1640 cm'  ̂are 13- 

sheet; 1670-1695 cm'̂  is associated with antiparallel p-sheet; 1648-1657 cm'  ̂is normally 

a-helical. In H2O there can be an overlap of absorptions due to a-helical and unordered 

structure. This can be remedied by taking the equivalent protein spectra in D2O where 

the unordered structure will absorb at 1644 cm"\

The use of FT-IR for quantitative analysis of secondary structure has been commonly 

carried out using the method of identifying the amide I component bands from the 

deconvoluted spectra then applying curve fitting to the band contours. This method 

suffers due to the assumption that all the components have the same shape. Another 

problem is that the process of deconvolution may bring about the appearance of side 

lobes as well as a disproportionate enhancement of random noise. An alternative method 

utilises a calibration set of IR spectra of 18 soluble proteins of known crystal structures 

(Lee etal., 1990). The errors of analysis using this method are 3.9% for a-helix, 8.3% 

for P-sheet and 6.6% for turns when these analyses are compared with X-ray diffraction 

values. Secondary structures can be determined using this method without the need for 

deconvolution and with little pretreatment of data (Haris & Chapman, 1994).

Even though the use of FT-IR only gives quantitative low resolution information about 

protein structure at the secondary structure level, the technique is very useful to check 

if a structure prediction correlates with the native structure and which of the five protein 

classes the protein belongs to (Section 2.6). This is how the technique is to be used in 

later chapters when assessing the secondary structure of expressed domains of aggrecan.
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Table 2.3: Characteristic Infrared Bands of the Peptide Linkage

Designation Approximate frequency, cm*̂ Origin

A 3300 N-H(s)

B 3100 N-H(s)

I 1690-1600 C=0(s) 80%, N-H(b) 10%, C-N(s)

10%

II 1575-1480 N-H(b) 60%, C-N(s) 40%

III 1301-1229 C-N(s) 30%, N-H(b) 30%, C=0(s)

10%, 0=C-N(b) 10%

IV 767-625 0=C-N(b) 40, other 60%

V 800-640 N-H(b)

VI 606-537 C=0(b)

VII 200 C-N(t)
Adapted from Haris & Chapman 1994. Amides IV to VII are out-of-plane modes; the others are in-plane 

modes, (s)-stretching, (b)-bending, (t)-torsion.
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2.8.3. X-ray Crystallography

Unlike CD and FT-IR, X-ray crystallography provides information about molecular 

structures at atomic resolution levels and is the most popular method of determining 

three-dimensional structure. X-ray crystallography relies on the basic principle of 

diffraction and the structure that can be determined is an approximation of all the 

molecules that occur within the crystal that diffracts the incident radiation (Creighton, 

1993). Diffraction patterns can be detected when a wave is scattered by a periodic 

structure such as a crystal or fibre. Thus, the first step in X-ray crystallography is to 

obtain a protein crystal. The crystal must be large, individual and extremely well 

ordered. Even though proteins are crystallised on a routine basis in many laboratories, 

the process of protein crystallisation is very dependent on the protein, its purity and 

crystallisation conditions. Because of this, empirical approaches are used to obtain 

suitable crystals. Commonly the protein crystals are grown in supersaturated solutions 

where the protein solubility is modified by the environment. When a crystal is obtained 

the proteins contained within it should be in a regular crystal lattice of which the smallest 

and simplest unit from which the three-dimensional periodic pattern can be produced is 

the unit cell. These unit cells are made up of asymmetric units which are identical units 

that can be repeated an integral number of times to make up the unit cell. Once obtained 

a single crystal is mounted and illuminated with an intense, well collimated source of X- 

rays of a single wavelength. The X-rays that are commonly used are generated by 

electron bombardment of a copper target with a wavelength of 0.1542 nm. X-rays are 

scattered by electrons, thus, scattering intensity is proportional to the atomic number of 

each atom. The resultant diffraction pattern is also a function of the atomic arrangement 

of the crystal. This pattern is captured on photographic film or on an area detector and 

from this picture the dimensions of the unit cell and the symmetry of the molecule can 

be determined. Before molecular information can be determined the phase problem 

which arises from loss of phase information during diffraction needs to be solved. 

Solutions that are commonly used are multiple isomorphous replacement, anomalous 

scattering, and molecular replacement. From any of these solutions an electron density 

map can be constructed fi'om which a contour diagram is drawn and the structure finally
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refined (Campbell & Dwek, 1984; Atkins, 1987; Branden & Tooze, 1991; Creighton,

1993).

Even though this technique is well established, there are a number of drawbacks. Crystal 

production can be difficult, time consuming and sometimes impossible. The protein has 

to form stable crystals to diffract well. The crystallisation procedure may render the 

protein in an unnatural, nonphysiological environment. Other problems are that the end 

model represents a time-averaged structure meaning, that flexible regions of proteins are 

unresolved (MacArthur etal, 1994). Despite these drawbacks, this technique alone has
I

advanced the field of protein structure determination, with over 4000 entries in the 

Brookhaven database that have resulted from this technique.

2.8.4. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

Nuclear magnetic resonance allows atomic resolution structural determination of 

molecules in solution. This technique has been applied in recent years to the elucidation 

of three-dimensional structures of proteins of molecular weights up to around 30 kDa. 

NMR is the spectroscopic method that allows observation of nuclear-spin reorientation 

in the presence of an applied magnetic field. This technique is applicable to pure protein 

in solution at millimolar concentrations. Nuclear-spin reorientation is observed by the 

detecting the frequency that the specific nuclei resonate or spin-flip between energy 

states. Normally this is done by irradiating the magnetically aligned sample with all the 

frequencies associated with the specific nuclei resonance. The nuclei will absorb the 

specific radio frequency that will cause the nuclear-spin to flip to the higher energy spin 

state. The excited nuclei precess around the magnetic component of the applied radio 

frequency and decays exponentially back to the base state. This process is called 

relaxation. Relaxation is detected as a transient signal that has the precession frequency 

with a decay rate of time for relaxation divided by 2. Using Fourier transform analyses 

multiple transients can be processed to give a spectrum of intensity against frequency as 

opposed to the transient being intensity against time (Campbell & Dwek, 1984; Evans
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1995). The nuclei are also susceptible to local magnetic field which is induced by the 

applied magnetic field affecting the electron clouds surrounding the nuclei. The degree 

the electron clouds are affected depends on the immediate chemical environment of the 

nuclei. The commonly used scale of spectral intensities in NMR is a function of the local 

magnetic environment of the nuclei and is called the chemical shift (Atkins, 1987).

The most common constituent of proteins that generate a NMR signal is the nuclei, 

with a nuclear spin of 16 . The low natural abundance of (nuclear spin !6) means that 

this can be used to some extent. With the exception of labile protons (e.g. -NH-, -NH2, 

-OH, and -SH), all the hydrogen atoms should be observable by NMR (Creighton, 1993). 

To cut out the effect of the protons from the surrounding solvent, D2O is used as a 

common solvent in NMR. Resolution of the individual hydrogen depends on the 

hydrogen possessing its own unique chemical shift which in turn depends on the 

hydrogen atom occupying a unique chemical environment.

Structural information that is contained within a NMR spectra can take a number of 

forms. The most regularly used effects are the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) and 

coupling constants (/). NOEs arise from through-space proton-proton interactions (for 

protons <5Â apart) and give information about distance constraints. The J  coupling 

constants are through bond spin-spin interactions (for protons within three chemical 

bonds of each other) and give detailed dihedral angle constraints. Study of amide proton 

exchange rates also gives information in respect to regular secondary structures (Evans,

1995). Application of multidimensional NMR techniques to obtain atomic structures 

involves the designation of these parameters to individual NMR signals of the protein 

sequence, and the combination of all the NMR constraints using molecular modelling 

software.

The general advantages of NMR over X-ray crystallography are that the technique can 

be performed in conditions closer to the biological environment without the artefacts that 

result from the crystallisation process. NMR also provides information on dynamics and 

can identify individual sidechain motions (MacArthur et aL, 1994). Disadvantages of
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NMR are that the sample for analysis has to be in solution at high concentration (around 

mM concentrations) to give good signal to noise ratios. As stated earlier the 

determination of protein structure has been limited to small molecules (<15 kDa) with 

reasonable ease. Larger proteins (<30 kDa) after extensive work and isotopic labelling 

using and have also been determined.
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CHAPTER THREE

EXPRESSION METHODS
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

The study of proteins is one of the most fundamental exercises in biochemistry, be it the 

effect a protein has on a whole cell down to its structure at atomic resolution. The 

problem faced by biochemists over the years is the isolation of sufficient amounts of the 

protein of interest. Proteins are encoded by the cellular genome which is composed of 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). DNA is transcribed to ribonucleic acid (RNA) and finally 

translated in the cytoplasm of the cell to protein. With the advent of in vitro 

manipulation of DNA, the ability to transfer genetic information that encodes for proteins 

between organisms has become relatively easy via a variety of methods. The adaptation 

of these techniques and a more thorough understanding of the molecular biology of the 

cell of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms has led to the advent of foreign genes, 

or parts thereof, being expressed in heterologous systems and the resulting products 

characterised (Alberts et al, 1989). This has enabled the biochemist to obtain reasonable 

amounts of protein without the rigorous procedures that can be involved in obtaining the 

protein from its normal environment.

Available expression systems make use of a variety of hosts, both prokaryotic and 

eukaryotic (including vertebrate cells, insect cells, plant cells, and fungi). All these 

systems rely on their ability to effectively transcribe and translate the inserted 

recombinant DNA/RNA. Control of transcription is very important, and the initiation 

of transcription is dependent on the conserved DNA sequences known as promoters that 

occur upstream (5') of the recombinant sequence of interest. RNA polymerase and 

associated transcription factors bind to this region to initiate RNA synthesis. The rate 

of initiation is proportional to the strength of the binding of the RNA polymerase. 

Promoter sequences that mediate strong binding of RNA polymerase, and therefore have 

a higher rate of RNA synthesis, are known as strong promoters. RNA synthesis that is 

initiated in the presence of an external stimuli is said to be controlled by an inducible 

promoter, whereas constant synthesis is due to constitutive initiation. Comparison of E. 

coli promoter regions showed that two areas within this region are highly conserved. 

Both are hexamers with the first region being 35 basepairs (bp) upstream and the second
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10 bp upstream (the Pribnow box) from the start of transcription. The spacing of these 

two regions is important in the regulation of transcription levels as well as the regulation 

of transcription initiation. The resulting transcribed RNA is translated into an amino acid 

chain by ribosomal assemblies (Alberts et al., 1989). There are significant differences 

in RNA processing between prokaryotes and eukaryotes which will not be discussed 

here.

3.1.1. E. coli as an expression host

In this chapter, the expression systems specifically used to produce foreign proteins 

within E. coli are studied. These will include systems that have been used during the 

course of this study (Chapter 6). The use of the Gram-negative bacterium E. coli in the 

production and propagation of recombinant gene products is widespread. The ease with 

which E. coli can be fermented and handled has made this prokaryotic organism one of 

the most popular expression hosts, and because of this a large amount of expression 

systems exist for E. coli. E. coli expression systems can produce proteins directly as 

discrete domains or express the protein with a fiision partner. The latter enables higher 

levels of solubility to be reached in some cases, and can ease purification and detection 

of the expressed product. Careful selection of the E. coli host strain and expression 

system can give protein levels of up to 25% of the total cell protein (Marston, 1986). 

When using E. coli as an expression host, the initiation of transcription must be an ATG 

as translation is initiated by N-formyl-methionine. Even though the methionine is 

deformylated during synthesis, it is not always cleaved. This means that any foreign 

peptide expressed may possess a -NH2 terminal Met. E. coli does possess the specific 

aminopeptidase but the removal of the -NH2 terminal Met is variable. Differential -NH2 

terminal Met processing has been demonstrated with deletion mutants of IL-2 (Seeburg 

e ta l, 1983).

E. coli does not glycosylate expressed polypeptides and this means that normally 

glycosylated proteins will not possess these oligosaccharide groups. This can be useful
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if these groups interfere with the purification of the native protein, but can also be 

detrimental if glycosylation is essential for protein function or solubility. If glycosylation 

of the protein is essential, other expression hosts should be considered that provide this 

type of posttranslational modification. Other posttranslational modifications not 

performed by E. coli are acétylation and amidation which are features of eukaryotic 

expression hosts.

Problems associated with E. coli expression systems are numerous and also depend on 

the selected system, host strain, and inserted gene. Over expression of protein within E. 

coli can lead to the formation of inclusion bodies which may pose a problem (Marston, 

1986). Inclusion bodies are dense aggregates of protein observed within the cytoplasm 

of E. coli during synthesis. These inclusion bodies are insoluble upon lysis of the cells 

where they coaggregate with components of the outer cell membrane (Frankel et al.,

1991). Various purification methods exploit the formation of inclusion bodies, whereas 

some purification methods try to avoid the formation of the insoluble coaggregates 

(Marston, 1986; Uhlén & Moks, 1990). Lipopolysaccharide endotoxins derived from 

the cell wall oîE. coli can be a problem due to their pyrogenic nature. Because of this, 

efficient removal is needed to ensure a safe product. This is of paramount importance 

if the product is to be used clinically. Even so, successful production of clinically active 

proteins that are pyrogen-fi-ee have been isolated from E. coli (Marston, 1986; Regent 

e ta l,  1996).

3.1.2. Localisation of expression products

Depending on how the expression system is made up, expressed protein can either reside 

cytoplasmically or it can be directed to the periplasmic space or secreted extracellularly. 

The periplasmic space is bounded by two cell membranes, the cytoplasmic membrane and 

the outer membrane which are separated by a cell wall. All E. coli proteins are 

synthesised in the cytoplasm and if their final location is the periplasmic space or 

incorporation into the outer cell membrane, they must possess the information for
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direction to these regions. This information is in the form of a cleavable -NH2 terminal 

signal sequence that is fused to the protein. Signal sequences are an absolute 

requirement for export but the final protein can contain information about its ultimate 

location as well. True extracellular secretion of proteins by E. coli is very rare and does 

not always involve a specific signal sequence. Even so, secretion of the protein can have 

advantages, as direction into the periplasmic space can prevent degradation of the mature 

peptide by intracellular processes as well as to place the peptide into an oxidising 

environment where spontaneous disulphide bond formation can occur (Marston, 1986; 

Better & Horwitz, 1989; Plückthun, 1990).

Expression vectors for the secretion of proteins fi^omE. coli have been engineered which 

contain the bacterial lipoprotein or the OmpA (both major outer membrane proteins) 

signal peptide sequences. The efficient lipoprotein gene {Ipp) promoter combined with 

the lac promoter operator allows the inducible expression of the cloned genes in the 

presence of a lac inducer such as isopropyl-P-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). This 

leads to recombinant protein levels of possibly higher than 20% of the total cellular 

protein (Duffaud et a l, 1987). Other secretion systems have used the alkaline 

phosphatase promoter (phoA), a signal sequence to direct the synthesis of recombinant 

proteins into the periplasm (Oka et al, 1985; Skerra & Plückthun, 1988). The leader 

sequence from the bacterial pectate lyase gene (pelB) has also been used for protein 

secretion from E. coli (Better & Horwitz, 1989; Casey et a l, 1995). Advantages of 

these systems over intracellular expression systems is that subsequent protein purification 

is relatively easy with less background from contaminating proteins due to periplasmic 

proteins ofE. coli making up only 4% of the cellular proteins (Marston, 1986; Uhlén & 

Moks, 1990).

3.2. Requirements for expression of foreign genes in E. coli

The three main requirements for expression of foreign genes in E. coli are: (i) the gene 

must not be interrupted by intervening sequences; (ii) the gene must be placed under the
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control ofanE. coli promoter that is efficiently recognised by E. coli RNA polymerase; 

(iii) the transcribed mRNA must be relatively stable and efficiently translated.

Transfer of the recombinant gene into E. coli is usually via a plasmid which is an 

independent genetic element capable of replicating outside of the host genome. The 

plasmids used for the expression of recombinant gene in E. coli are usually derived from 

a general cloning vector pBR322 (Bolivar et al., 1977). pBR322 contains an origin of 

replication as well as an antibiotic resistance gene. This enables selection of hosts cells 

carrying the plasmid when they are grown on media containing the respective antibiotic.

3.2.1. Bacterial promoters

As many bacterial promoter regions are relatively weak, plasmids have been engineered 

that possess stronger promoters and greater controls have been introduced in the 

initiation of transcription. Promoters such as the lacUVS (lac), trp, tacitrc {pp-lac 

hybrid promoters), the X phage promoter and the T7 phage promoter are now used 

to control and initiate recombinant gene expression in E. coli. These promoters are 

essential as eukaryotic promoters have very poor function in E. coli. Many of these 

promoters are chosen because they can be regulated. If the recombinant gene is toxic 

to the host upon expression, coupling to a strong, unregulated promoter is not 

recommended. High levels of constitutive transcription have been shown to interfere 

with plasmid DNA replication and lead to plasmid instability (Remaut et al., 1981).

3.2.1.1. The Pl promoter

By using the phage X (P J promoter sequence, tight control of transcription can be 

controlled. This promoter region is regulated by the X repressor protein, cl, and by using 

host cells that can be induced to either turn off production of this protein, or produce a 

cl protein that can be selectively degraded, transcription can be selectively initiated.
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Most examples of this system are pBR322 derived plasmids that contain the P l promoter 

region. Upon insertion into temperature sensitive mutants that express thermolabile cl 

repressor protein, a temperature shift from 28°C to 42°C degrades the cl and enables 

transcription of the plasmid encoded sequence. Examples of the tight control achieved 

by this system for the expression of toxic genes have been demonstrated (Shimatake & 

Rosenberg, 198l;Derome/a/., 1982; Remaut a/., 1987). A problem associated with 

the promoter is that the temperature shift increases heat-shock gene expression, of which 

some products are proteases. A more recent derivative of the promoter based 

expression system involves the host cell expression of Xcl being under the tight 

regulation of a, trp promoter that has being inserted upstream of the Xcl repressor gene. 

Production of Xcl is inhibited by the addition of free tryptophan which binds to the trp 

repressor and the activated complex binds to the trp promoter (LaVallie et aL, 1992).

3.2.1.2. The T7 promoter

Insertion of the bacteriophage promoter region into an expression vector is another way 

of tightly controlling transcription. This system involves the bacteriophage T7 promoter 

region which is only recognised by bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase. Again the 

pBR322 vector backbone has been used, and the T7 gene 10 promoter, the T7 gene 10 

translation start and the T7 transcription terminator have been cloned into it. To initiate 

transcription, T7 RNA polymerase needs to be introduced to the system. This can be 

done by fusing the T7 gene 1 that encodes this complex into the E. coli genome or by 

introduction of the coding sequence by direct infection with a bacteriophage carrying this 

information on a ^ vector (Studier & Moffat, 1986). When fused into the E. coli 

genome, the transcription of the T7 gene 1 can be brought under control of the lacUW5 

promoter which is IPTG inducible. The hybrid vectors that work via this system are 

known as the pET series of vectors or the pRSET vectors (Studier & Moffat, 1986; 

Schoepfer, 1993). Many products from these systems are expressed to high levels very 

quickly but the occurrence of inclusion bodies is higher as the expression is not so tightly 

regulated (Taylor et al., 1992; Schoepfer, 1993).
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3.2.1.3. trpUac Hybrid promoters

Previously, the trp and lac promoters had been used to direct expression of foreign gene 

products within E. coli. By themselves these promoters are relatively weak, but by 

fusing the -35 region of the trp promoter and the -10 region of the lacUWS promoter 

along with the lac operator, this trp-lac hybrid (known as the tac or trc promoter) is 

relatively strong and also controllable by addition of the gratuitous inducer, IPTG. What 

distinguishes the two types of hybrid promoter from each other is that the nucleotide 

spacing in between the -35 and -10 regions is 17 for the trc promoter and 16 for the tac 

promoter (Amann, 1988; Amann, 1985; DeBoer, 1983). Both promoters are the same 

relative strength being up to 11 times more efficient than /acUV5 and three times more 

efiBcient than trp promoters alone (DeBoer, 1983). Many expression vectors are based 

on this promoter hybrid including the pGEX and pTrcHis expression systems which will 

be discussed in detail later.

In addition to the strong, regulated promoter to produce large amounts of mRNA, 

another major factor for efficient expression of recombinant genes in E. coli is a 

ribosome-binding site to ensure efficient mRNA translation. In E. coli the ribosome- 

binding site consists of an initiation codon and a sequence 3-9 bp long which is located 

3-11 bp upstream fi’om the initiation site for the gene. This sequence is called the Shine- 

Delgamo (SD) sequence and is complementary to the 3' end of E. coli 16S rRNA (Shine 

& Delgamo, 1975; Steitz, 1979). Strong termination signals at the end of the sequence 

to be expressed are also needed to enhance plasmid stability (Gentz et aL, 1981), as 

having strong promoters and ribosomal binding sites without efficient termination will 

produce potentially high amounts of unstable RNA due to read-through. This unstable 

RNA could enter the RNA metabolism pathway leading to low levels of mRNA 

translation.
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3.3. Expression systems for fusion proteins

Direct expression of foreign polypeptides within E. coli can be limited as the protein may 

be degraded by the host cell. This is most apparent with small peptides (Marston, 1986). 

Another problem associated with direct expression is solubility and subsequent 

purification of the protein product. In an attempt to circumvent these problems, fusion 

of the sequence with a highly expressed non-toxic protein has been used. A number of 

fusion systems exist for E. coli which use such proteins (e.g. P-galactosidase, 

chloramphenicol acetyltransferase, glutathione transferase, maltose binding protein, 

phosphate binding protein, protein A, protein G, streptavidin and thioredoxin) or 

synthetic peptides (e.g. poly-Arg, -Glu or -His residues). These fusion partners may be 

placed either -NH2 terminal or -COOH terminal to the recombinant gene sequence 

(Uhlén & Moks, 1990).

Commonly, the fusion partner is selected in part, due to its ability to be adsorbed 

specifically and reversibly by a complementary binding substance (or ligand). If this 

ligand is immobilised on an insoluble support, then selective separations can be 

performed on complex mixtures. This technique is known as affinity chromatography 

which can be carried out in a batch or column format. This forms a major step in the 

isolation process of the foreign gene product (Figure 3.1). Recovery of the fusion 

protein from the affinity matrix is facilitated by eluting the protein off of the matrix by 

using fi*ee ligand or by varying the binding conditions.

Often the product is needed as a separate entity from the fusion partner. This is achieved 

by engineering cleavage-recognition sequences for site-specific proteases into the 

polylinker sequence between the fusion partner and the recombinant gene product. This 

enables selective removal of the fiision partner. Cleavage of the fiision protein can be 

carried out whilst the fusion protein is still attached to the affinity matrix. This yields the 

protein of interest whilst leaving the fusion partner still attached to the affinity matrix. 

If the fiision protein is cleaved in solution, the fiision partner can be removed by passing 

the protein mixture over the affinity matrix.
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INTRODUCE VECTOR INTO SUITABLE HOST STRAIN OF E.COU]

ELUTION OF 
FUSION PROTEIN

FURTHER PURIFICATION OF PROTEIN

ADSORB FUSION PROTEIN 
ONTO AFFINITY MATRIX

SELECT A POSITIVE COLONY, 
GROW AND INDUCE EXPRESSION

INSERT FOREIGN GENE INTO FUSED EXPRESSION VECTOR

PROTEOLYTIC CLEAVAGE 
OF FUSION PROTEIN 

WHILST STILL ADSORBED 
TO MATRIXPROTEOLYTIC CLEAVAGE 

IN SOLUTION TO 
REMOVE AFFINITY TAG 

(optional)

GROW E.COU UNDER SELECTIVE PRESSURE, PICK 
COLONIES THAT HAVE THE CORRECTLY INSERTED VECTOR

HARVEST AND LYSE CULTURE 
(under denaturing or non-denaturing conditions) 

CLARIFY LYSATE

Figure 3.1.
A flow chart of the stages involved in the expression and purification of a foreign gene 
within Eschericia coli. This methodology has been utililised in the expression of 
aggrecan and link protein domains using the pGEX and pTrcHis fused expression 
systems (Chapter 6).
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The following two expression systems are both fused expression systems that enable 

purification of the resultant fusion protein by affinity chromatography.

3.3.1. The pGEX expression system

The pGEX series of vectors are expression vectors that encode the gene sequence for 

the -COOH terminus of Sj26, a 26 kDA glutathione /^-transferase (GST; E C. 2.5.1.18) 

fi"om the parasitic helminth Schistosoma japonicum. This protein is fused to the 

sequence of interest by a synthetic polylinker sequence that may contain a protease 

cleavage site enabling the product to released fî om its fusion partner (Figure 3.2a).

The vector was originally constructed from the plasmid pSj5 (pBR322 based) which 

directs the synthesis of Sj26 in E. coli under the control of the ITPG-inducible tac 

promoter (Smith et al., 1988). pSj5 was modified to express foreign proteins as fusions 

at the -NH2 terminus of Sj26. The first plasmid pGEX-1 contains the tac promoter 

followed by the complete coding sequence of Sj26 in which the normal termination 

sequence is replaced by a polylinker containing unique sites for the restriction enzymes 

BamYH, Smal and EcoBl. This is followed by a TGA translation termination codon in 

all three reading frames. pGEX-1 also contains the gene encoding P-lactamase that 

enables ampicillin resistance, along with the pB322 ori (origin of DNA replication), and 

the fi'agment of the lac operon which contains the over-expressed lacP allele of the lac 

repressor and part of lacZ. The existence of the lac operon fragments allows the tight 

control of transcription in host E. coli that do not encode this type of repressor in their 

genome (Smith & Johnson, 1988). Based on pGEX-1, two other plasmids were 

originally assembled, these vectors, pGEX-2T and pGEX-3X shift the reading fi-ame of 

the multiple cloning site (MCS) by one nucleotide (Smith & Johnson, 1988).
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Figure 3.2.
Schematic diagrams of the pGEX (Pharmacia) and pTrcHis (Invitrogen) vectors, (a) 
Depicts the pGEX vector with the promoter binding (ftac), glutathione S-transferase 
coding, thrombin cleavage site, multiple cloning site (MCS) and termination regions 
highlighted. (Adapted from GST Gene Fusion System, Technical document, Pharmacia 
Biotech, 1993).
(b) Depicts the pTrcHis vector in a similar fashion. After the promoter region (Ptrc) the 
lac O region is the binding region for the lac repressor protein encoded by lac Î*. The 
ColEl region is the origin of replication and shares extensive homology with the pBR322 
origin region. The other regions are referred to in the text. (Adapted from Invitrogen 
Product Catalog, 1996).
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3 .3 .1.1. Purification and isolation of protein products

By exploiting the ability of GST to bind to glutathione, a simple purification procedure 

for this expression system has been created. Affinity chromatography using immobilised 

glutathione enables GST fiision proteins to be purified under non-denaturing conditions 

(Smith & Johnson, 1988). The GST fusion protein is absorbed onto the resin of 

immobilised glutathione and most of the non-specific bacterial proteins will remain in 

solution. By removing the mobile phase and washing the beads with fresh buffer, a high 

proportion of product recovered will be the GST fusion protein. The purified fusion 

protein can be eluted fi'om the affinity resin by competition with fi’ee reduced glutathione. 

As glutathione has a low molecular weight, it is easily dialysed away, and a relatively 

pure protein preparation can be achieved with little effort (Smith & Johnson, 1988).

pGEX-2T and pGEX-3X contain within the polylinker sequence specific cleavage sites 

for thrombin and factor X, respectively. Inclusion of the protease cleavage sites enables 

the removal of the GST portion from the fusion protein after isolation by affinity 

chromatography.

3.3.1.2. Suitability of pGEX for protein expression

Due to the specificity of the affinity interaction involved within this system, single step 

purifications that are >90% pure can be achieved (Smith & Corcoran, 1995). Normally, 

the products of the pGEX expression system are soluble under non-denaturing conditions 

and the affinity of GST for immobilised glutathione is not reduced when the fusion 

protein is solubilised using detergents (Smith & Johnson, 1988; Frankel etal., 1991). 

Because of this, the foreign polypeptide may retain native structure as well as functional 

activity. If stronger conditions are needed for solubilisation of the fusion protein, then 

the affinity is affected and poor or no binding to the resin is observed (Frangioni & Neel, 

1993). Insolubility of fusion proteins have been associated with the presence of either 

strongly hydrophobic regions, a high proportion of charged residues or proteins of sizes
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greater than 100 kDa (Smith & Johnson, 1988).

The pGEX expression system has been used for the production of: (i) protein for 

crystallisation (Cox et al., 1993; Codd, 1992); (ii) protein for structural determination 

by NMR (Driscoll et al., 1991); (iii) protein for secondary structure analysis by CD 

(Donaldson & Capone, 1992); and (iv) soluble biologically active proteins (Chang et a l, 

1993; Olsen & Mohaptra, 1992).

3.3.2. The pTrcHis expression system

The pTrcHis series of vectors are a set of expression vectors that encode a fusion partner 

linked to the sequence of interest via a polylinker that contains a protease specific 

cleavage site. The fusion partner is a metal binding domain made up of a sequence of six 

consecutive histidine residues which is often called His-tag (Figure 3.2b).

The vectors are pKK233-2 based (Amann et al., 1988) and high levels of transcription 

can be achieved due to the presence of the trc promoter (-35 region of the trp promoter 

and the -10 region of the lac promoter) which is repressed by the lac repressor protein 

encoded by the lacF gene of the vector. The vectors also possess the sequence from E. 

coli rrwB (ribosomal RNA gene) which reduces the level of premature transcription 

termination. Optimisation of translation initiation is provided by the existence of the 

ribosome-binding site from the bacteriophage T7 gene 10 (glO RBS). Further 

enhancement of translation initiation is due to a mini cistron. This is a short open reading 

frame containing nucleotides that are efiSciently translated by prokaryotic cells. The mini 

cistron contains a ribosome-binding site within the coding sequence that is 5' to the 

termination codon. By positioning the ribosome-binding site and termination codon in 

frame and three nucleotides upstream from the initiation codon for the fusion protein, 

ribosomes efficiently reinitiate translation at the second initiation site. The fusion tag is 

followed by a polylinker sequence that has unique cleavage sites for the restriction 

enzymes BamYQ., Sacl, Aval, Xhol, BglAl, Pstl, Kpnl, EcdBl, ^j/BI and Hindlll. This
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is the multiple cloning site (MCS) and enables the insertion of the foreign gene of 

interest. This is followed by the strong transcription termination sequence from the E. 

coli rmB gene. Three types of pTrcHis vector are available. A, B and C. Each of these 

vectors contain the MCS in one of three different reading frames.

3 .3 .2.1. Purification and isolation of protein products

The pTrcHis expression system uses a synthetic metal binding domain, consisting of six 

consecutive histidine residues, as an affinity tag. As the mode of affinity binding of this 

tag is not reliant on a functional protein structure, the affinity binding can be carried out, 

if need be, under denaturing conditions. The type of interaction that the fusion partner 

exhibits with the affinity matrix is by partial chelation of free coordination sites on an 

immobilised metal ion. This type of selective adsorption is commonly known as 

immobilised metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) or metal chelate affinity 

chromatography (MCAC). The metal ions most often used in IMAC are the first row 

transition metals (Cu^ ,̂ Zn^^ N P, Fe^  ̂ and Co^ )̂ (Arnold, 1991). The metal is 

immobilised via coordination by a tridentate or tetradentate chelator covalently attached 

to a solid chromatography support. The metals, depending upon their oxidation states, 

have coordination numbers between 4 and 6 with geometries varying between square 

planar, tetrahedral and octahedral (Arnold, 1991). When chelated by the matrix, the 

metal cation normally has 2 or 3 coordination sites free which are occupied by water 

molecules or buffer ligands. These molecules are displaced by the e- or 0-nitrogen of 

the surface accessible histidyl residues. By placing the affinity tag at the NH2-terminus 

of the expressed protein, solvent accessibility is more probable. Elution in IMAC is 

facilitated by the addition of Lewis acids (H% Zn̂ % NH^^), which compete with the metal 

for the protein, or Lewis bases (imidazole), which compete with the protein for the metal 

(Arnold, 1991).

Like the pGEX system of vectors, pTrcHis vectors possess, within the polylinker 

sequence, a specific cleavage site for a site specific protease. The protease used is
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enterokinase (EC. 3.4.21.9). This enables the specific removal of the fusion partner 

after affinity purification chromatography.

3.3.2.2. Suitability of pTrcHis for protein expression

Histidine-tagged expression systems are versatile in respect to purification of the fusion 

protein via the use of metal chelating resin. Versatility is imparted due to the fact that 

if the protein is insoluble upon expression then denaturing conditions can be used to 

solubilise the protein without any adverse effect on the binding of the fusion protein to 

the aflSnity matrix. The use of non-ionic detergents (Triton X-100 or Tween-20) or high 

salt concentrations (0.1-lM) has no effect on the binding of the fusion protein. This 

facilitates the removal of any non-specific contaminants as well as any host organism 

proteins that may have an affinity for the cation charged resin (Hochuli et a/., 1988; 

Stuber et al., 1990). This makes the resin useful for the purification and removal of 

DNA or RNA from nucleotide binding proteins.

The relative stability of the fusion protein interaction with the affinity matrix under 

varying concentrations of chaotropic salts, makes this system ideal for use in protein 

folding/refolding studies. If the product is produced in an unfolded state, the resin can 

be used during controlled refolding conditions, as a stable anchor for the protein in 

question (Jaenicke & Rudolph, 1990).

Due to the relatively small size of the fusion partner, it exhibits very low antigenicity, and 

enables the generation of antibodies to the inserted recombinant sequence. To the 

disadvantage of the system, this low antigenicity means that it is very difficult to raise 

antibodies to the polyhistidine tag (making detection of expressed product difficult) and 

many companies sell antibodies to the polylinker regions expressed by their respective 

histidine tagged expression systems. An alternative method to detect the fiision tag is 

by epitope-tagging of the -COOH terminus of the expressed product (Olah et al., 1994). 

By inserting the last 12 amino acids of the protein kinase C epsilon gene into the MCS
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of the pTrcHisA vector, expressed products can be easily identified by using a readily 

available antibody specific for the epsilon-peptide. Recent work by Zentgraf and co

workers (1995) has yielded a highly specific monoclonal antibody to the polyhistidine tag 

by using a mixture of his-tagged proteins for immunisation.

As the fusion partner may be relatively small compared to a vast number of recombinant 

proteins, usually the tag will not interfere in the folding or functionality of the protein in 

question.

The pTrcHis system has been used to express a variety of proteins; for monoclonal and 

polyclonal antibody production (Johnson et a/., 1994; Yoo & Wolin, 1994), binding 

studies (Russnak etal., 1995; Kim etal, 1995), epitope screening (Jenkins et al., 1993). 

IMAC has been used; to purifiy histidine tagged proteins for structural determination 

(Nikolov et al, 1992; Zhang et a l, 1993; Kubalek et a l, 1994) and for the purification 

of antibody Fab fi’agments (Skerra,1994), rat protein disulphide isomerase (DeSutter et 

al , 1994), and kringle domains (Marti et al., 1994).

3.4. CONCLUSIONS

Both the pGEX and pTrcHis expression systems have been utilised in the expression of 

the G3 domain of aggrecan (Chapter 6). These systems have been chosen as preparation 

and expression of gene constructs is relatively straight forward with growth and selection 

of clones being easy to do. The use of expression systems that couple the domains to a 

fiision partner with affinity bindin enables potential purification of expressed products to 

very high levels in just one step. Coupled with the fact that many proteins expressed by 

these systems are functional (or easily refolded to attain function), this makes them ideal 

candidates for expressing domains of aggrecan and link protein for structural analysis.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

Proteoglycans consist of many long anionic polysaccharide chains (glycosaminoglycans) 

covalently attached to an extended central protein core which stabilise the extracellular 

matrix (Hardingham & Fosang, 1992; Hardingham et a l, 1992). Aggrecan is the 

archetypal member of this group, and contains a globular N-terminal region G1 that is 

constructed from an immunoglobulin fold domain and two proteoglycan tandem repeat 

(PTR) domains (Hardingham & Fosang, 1992; Hardingham et a l, 1992). A second 

region G2 in aggrecan next to G1 contains two PTRs. Link protein also contains one 

immunoglobulin fold and two PTR domains (Neame & Barry, 1993). G1 and link 

protein form a very stable ternary complex with hyaluronate. X-ray and neutron solution 

scattering and electron microscopy show that Gl, link protein and the ternary complex 

possess compact structures (Morgelin et a l, 1988; Perkins e ta l, 1991; Perkins e ta l,

1992). Aggrecan also contains a globular C-terminal region (G3) with variable numbers 

of epidermal growth factor domains, followed by a carbohydrate recognition domain 

(CRD) belonging to Group I of the C-type lectin superfamily (Drickamer, 19936), and 

a short consensus/complement repeat domain.

Both the PTR and CRD superfamilies are associated with carbohydrate binding, where 

the PTR binds hyaluronate and the CRD binds a variety of oligosaccharide ligands. The 

PTR superfamily includes the CD44 group of cell surface receptors. Previous consensus 

secondary structure analyses of 15-20 PTR sequences indicated the occurrence of a- 

helices (A) and p-strands (B) in the sequence BABABBB (Perkins et a l, 1989). This 

is very similar to recent consensus secondary structure prediction for 129 CRD 

sequences which gave BABABBBB (Brissett & Perkins, 1996). Crystal structures of 

rat mannose binding protein and human E-selectin in the CRD superfamily are available 

for comparison with these predictions (Weis et a l, 1992; Graves et a l, 1994).

In this chapter, this similarity between the PTR and CRD superfamilies is examined 

further, using a proven approach to predict a protein fold prior to its crystal structure 

determination (Edwards & Perkins, 1995; Lee et a l, 1995; Edwards & Perkins, 1996).
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Consensus structure predictions were performed for 59 PTR sequences for comparison 

with the previous analysis of 129 CRD sequences. Protein fold recognition analyses 

were performed in which the 59 PTR sequences were scored against 254 known folds. 

These analyses showed a relationship between the PTR and CRD folds. Molecular 

graphics modelling of the PTR based on CRD crystal structures (Weis et al., 1992; 

Graves et al., 1994) showed that the PTR and CRD structures are characterised by a 

conserved a-helix/p-sheet core and distinct P-sheet regions. The model was examined 

for information relating to a hyaluronate binding site.
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4.2. METHODS

4.2.1. Sequence Alignment and Predictions

A total of 59 PTR (48 proteoglycan, 2 TSG-6 and 9 CD44) sequences were extracted 

from the ENTREZ CD-ROM database (National Center for Biotechnology Information) 

(Figure 4.1). The sequence alignment followed that for 15-20 PTR sequences (Perkins 

et al., 1989; Perkins et al., 1991). 129 CRD sequences were extracted from ENTREZ 

(Brisset & Perkins, 1996). Five different methods were used to yield averaged three- 

state or four-state secondary structure predictions, based on the classical GOR I and 

GOR III and Chou-Fasman statistical methods (Perkins et al., 1988; Chou & Fasman, 

1978; Gamier et al., 1978; Gibrat et al., 1987), together with the environment-dependent 

amino acid substitution probability method SAPIENS (Wako & Blundell, 1994a) and the 

neural networking method PHD (Rost & Sander, 1993). The sequence alignment was 

used to compute the mean hydropathy using a consensus hydrophobicity scale (Perkins 

et al., 1988), and solvent accessibilities were computed by the SAPIENS and PHD 

approaches (Rost & Sander, 1994; Wako & Blundell, 19946).

4.2.2. Protein Fold Recognition and Modelling

All 59 PTR sequences were subjected to optimal fitting to a library of 254 protein folds 

using THREADER (Jones etal, 1992). Threadings were computed in terms of pairwise 

interaction energies in order to evaluate the fit of each PTR sequence to a particular fold 

conformation. The comparison was represented as Z-scores [ = (Energy - 

Mean)/Standard Deviation]. A high stmctural match requires a Z-score of less than -2.7. 

The Z-scores were sorted for input into SUM THREADER (Edwards & Perkins, 1996) 

to calculate the average Z-score and position of each of the 254 folds from the 59 

threadings.

Protein structures were visualised using INSIGHT II 95.0 (Biosym/MSI, San Diego, 

USA) or SETOR (Evans, 1993) on Silicon Graphics INDY Workstations. The rigid
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body fragment assembly method as used in HOMOLOGY was used to model the first 

PTR of human link protein using the crystal structure for rat mannose-binding protein 

(Brookhaven code: 2msb (Weis et al., 1992)). After the definition of a 65-residue 

protein core, deletions were made in 2msb to define 33 loop residues in three segments 

in the PTR, at residues 41-47, 54-72 and 77-82. The loop conformations were 

constructed from a database of Brookhaven fragments. All the sidechains were mutated 

to those in the PTR Energy refinements using DISCOVER were performed at the loop 

splice junctions, then on the loops, then on the mutated core residues. Distance 

constraints in these refinements were used to join Cys45 and Cys66 in the PTR. The 

refinements improved the connectivity of the model and reduced the proportion of bad 

contacts or stereochemistry, as confirmed by the use of PROCHECK (Laskowski et a l,

1993).

The DSSP program (Kabsch & Sander, 1983) was used to assign the observed secondary 

structure as P-strands (DSSP codes E and B), a-helices (I, H, or G), and loop regions 

(s, t and .). Side-chain solvent accessibilities were calculated by the Lee & Richards 

method in COMPARER (Sali & Blundell, 1990) on a scale from 0 to 9 for each residue, 

where 0 corresponds to 0-10% solvent exposure, 1 corresponds to 11-20% solvent 

exposure, and so on.
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4.3. RESULTS

4.3.1. Sequence alignments and residue conservation

The alignment of 59 PTR sequences on the basis of residue similarities and minimal gap 

formation required only five short gaps (Figure 4.1). The consensus length of the PTR 

was 97 residues. Both these results agree with previous analyses (Perkins et a/., 1989; 

Perkins etal.^ 1992). The extracellular proteoglycan subgroup (link protein, aggrecan, 

brevican, neurocan, versican) with 48 sequences was distinct fi'om that of the CD44 cell 

surface receptor with 9 sequences. Residue conservation within the PTR superfamily 

was found to be high, with 19 of the 97 residues showing over 90% conservation and 37 

of the 97 residues showing over 70% conservation. The highest conservation is found 

for the 4 Cys residues, together with 3 aromatic and 9 aliphatic residues (Figure 4.1). 

These are presumed to form a hydrophobic core within the PTR. There are also 3 small 

conserved residues. These highly conserved residues occur in both the extracellular 

proteoglycan and CD44 subgroups except for Ala26 which is mostly replaced by Ser26 

in CD44. In addition, Arg9 or Lysl 1 is conserved in all the PTRs except in the fourth 

PTR of aggrecan. Arg56, Arg63 and Arg75 are conserved in virtually all the 

extracellular proteoglycan subgroup, and Arg58 is conserved in the CD44 subgroup. 

Gln33 and Asp/Glu43 are conserved in 52 and 53 sequences respectively.

4.3.2. Protein fold recognition analyses

The PTR sequences were scored for protein fold compatibility using THREADER with 

254 known folds (Table 4.1). The use of all 59 sequences is more rigorous than the use 

of a single sequence (Edwards & Perkins, 1995). The best scoring fold in terms of 

pairwise interaction energies was that to the CRD of rat mannose binding protein (2msb). 

This fold occurred 49 times out of 59 in the top five best-scoring positions of the 254 

folds. The Z-scores were particularly good for many sequences, and were less than -2.7 

in 23 cases and less than -3.0 in 16 cases. The mean position was 4 ± 5, and the mean
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Figure 4.1: [Overleaf] Alignment for 59 PTR sequences.
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PTR SEQUENCES

PLK HUMAN Link
PLK"HUMAN' Link
PLK~PIG Link
PLK-PIG' Link
406TJ53 (bovine) Link 
406053'(bovine) Link 
S42938 (horse) Link 
S42938' (horse) Link 
PLK RAT Link
PLK“RAT' Link
PLK“CHICK Link
PLK~CHICK' Link
PGCK HUMAN1 Aggrecan 
PGCA HUMANl'Aggrecan 
PGCA HUMAN2 Aggrecan 
PGCA~HUMAN2'Aggrecan 
829139(1) Aggrecan 
829139(1') Aggrecan
PGCA RATI 
PGCA~RAT1' 
PGCA“ RAT2 
PGCA~RAT2' 
A55132(1) 
A55182(l') 
A55182(2) 
A55182(2') 
839796(1) 
839796(1') 
839796(2) 
839796(2') 
A54423(l) 
A54423(l') 
849126(1) 
849126(1') 
844097(1) 
844097(1') 
886890(1) 
886890(1') 
828764(1) 
828764(1') 
852781(1) 
852781(1') 
PGC8 
PGC8

Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Aggrecan 
Brevican 
Brevican 
Brevican 
Brevican 
Brevican 
Brevican 
Brevican 
Brevican 
Neurocan 
Neurocan 
Neurocan 
Neurocan 

HUMANl Versican 
HUMANl'Versican

862431(1) Versican 
862461(1') Versican 
A4 7171(1) Versican
A47171(1') Versican 
A41735 (human) T8G-6 
A47290 (rabbit)T8G-6 
CD4H HUMAN CD44
CD4XHUMAN CD4 4
CD4 4~PAPHA CD4 4
A53236 (bovine) CD4 4 
CD4 4 H0R8E CD4 4
84 5335 (dog) CD4 4
CD44 CRI8P CD44
CD4 4“RAT CD4 4
CD4 4~MOU8E CD4 4

1 0  2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  60
. . . .  ;  I  ;  I I  . . . .  ;  I ------- ; ---------| I . .
FPYFPRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQDAVIASFDQLYDAWRG GLDWCNAGWL8DG8VQYPITKP 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLNDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKILGYDRCDAGWLADG8VRYPI8RP 
FPYFPRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQDAVIASFDQLYDAWRG GLDWCNAGWL8DG8VQYPITKP 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLNDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKLLGYDRCDAGWLADG8VRYPI8RP 
FPY FPRLGRYNLN FHEAQQACLDQDAVIA8 FDQLY DAWR8 GLDWCNAGWL8 DG8VQY PITKP 
GRFYYLIH PTKLTYDEAVQACLNDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKLLGYDRCDAGWLADG8VRY PI8RP 
FPY FPRLGRYNLN FHEAQQACLDQDAVIAS FDQLYDAWRG GLDWCNAGWL8DG8VQY PITKP 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLKDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKLLGYDRCDAGWLADG8VRYPI8RP 
FPY FPRLGRYNLN FHEARQACLDQDAVIAS FDQLY DAWRG GLDWCNAGWL8 DG8VQY PITKP 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLNDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKLLGYDRCDAGWLADG8VRYPI8RP 
FPY8PRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQD8IIA8FDQLYEAWR8 GLDWCNAGWL8DG8VQYPITKP 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLKDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKLLGYDRCDAGWLADG8VRYPI8RP 
FHYRAI8TRYTLDFDRAQRACLQN8AIIATPEQLQAAYED GFHQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIHTP 
GEVFYAT8PEKFTFQEAANECRRLGARLATTGHVYLAWQA GMEMCSAGWLADRSVRY PI SKA 
FHYRPGPTRY8LTFEEAQQACPGTGAVIA8PEQLQAAYEA GYEQCDAGWLRDQTVRYPIV8P 
GEVFFATRLEQFTFQEALEFCE8HNAT ATTGQLYAAW8R GLDKCYAGWLADG8LRYPIVTP 
FHYRAI8XRYTLDFDRAQRACLQN8AIlATPEQLQAAYED GFHQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIHT P 
GEVFYATSPEKFTFQEAANECRRLGARLATTGQLYLAWRG GMDMC8AGWLADR8VRYPISKA 
FHYRAI8TRYTLDFDRAQRACLQN8AIlATPEQLQAAYED GFHQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIHTP 
GEVFYAT8 PEKFT FQEAANECRTVGARLATTGQLYLAWQG GMDMC8AGWLADR8VRY PI SKA 
FHYR PG8TRY8LT FEEAQQACIRTGAAIAS PEQLQAAYEA GYEQCDAGWLQDQTVRY PIV8P 
GEVFFATQMEQFTFQEAQAFCAAQNATLA8TGQLYAAW8Q GLDKCYAGWLADGTLRYPIVNP 
FHYRAI8TRYTLDFDRAQRACLQN8AIlATPEQLQAAYED GFHQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIHTP 
GEVFYAT8 PEKFTFQEAANECRRLGARLATTGQLYLAWQG GMDMC8AGWLADR8VRYPISKA 
FHYRPG8TRY8LT FEEAQQACMHTGAIIAS PEQLQAAYEA GYEQCDAGWLQDQTVRY PIV8 P 
GEVFFATRLEQFT FQEARAFCAAQNATLA8TGQLYAAW8Q GLDKCYAGWLADGTLRY PIIT P 
FHYRAI8TRYTLNFERAKQACIQN8AVIATPEQLQAAYED GYEQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIHLP 
GKVFYATSPEKFTFQEAFDKCH8LGARLATTGELYLAWKD GMDMCSAGWLADR8VRYPI8RA 
FHYRAAT8RYAF8FIQAQQACLENNAVIATPEQLQAAYEA GFDQCDAGWLRDQTVRYPIVNP 
GEVFFATQPEQFTFQEAQLYCE8QNATLA8AGQLHAAWKQ GLDRCYPGWLADG8LRYPIV8P 
FLYREG8ARYAF8FAGAQEACARIGARIATPEQLYAAYLG GYEQCDAGWL8DQTVRYPIQT P 
GELFLGAPPDKLTLEEARTYCQERGAKIATTGQLYAAWDG GLDRC88GWL8DG8VRYPIVTP 
FLYREG8ARYAF8 FAGAQEACARIGARIAT PEQLYAAYLG GYEQCDAGWL8DQTVRYPIQNP 
GELFLGAPPGKLTWEEARDYCLERGAQIA8TGQLYAAWNG GLDRC8PGWLADG8VRYPIITP 
FLYREG8ARYAF8 FARAQEACARIGARIATPEQLYAAYLG GYEQCDAGWL8DQTVRYPIQTP 
GELFLGAPPDNVTLEEATAYCRERGAEIATTGQLYAAWDG GLDRC8PGWLADG8VRYPIVTP 
FLYREG8ARYAF8 FAGAQEACARIGARIAT PEQLYAAYLG GYEQCDAGWL8DQTVRY PIQN P 
GELFLGAPP8KLTWEEARDYCLERGAQIA8TGQLYAAWNG GLDRC8PGWLADG8VRYPIITP 
FHYRAARDRYALTFAEAQEACHL88ATIAAPRHLQAAFED GFDNCDAGWL8DRTVRYPITQS 
GEVFYVGPARRLTLAGARALCQRQGAALASVGQLHLAWHE GLDQCDPGWLADG8VRYPIQT P 
FHYRAARDRYALTFAEAQEACRL88ATIAAPRHLQAAFED GFDNCDAGWL8DRTVRYPITQ8 
GEVFYVGPARRLTLAGARAQCQRQGAALA8VGQLHLAWHE GLDQCDPGWLADG8VRYPIQTP 
FHYRAAT8RYTLNFEAAQKACLDVGAVIATPEQLFAAYED GFEQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIRAP 
GDVFHLTVP8KFTFEEAAKECENQDARLATVGELQAAWRN GFDQCDYGWL8DA8VRHPVTVA 
FHYRAAT 8RYTLN FAAAQQACLDIGAVIAS PEQL FAAYE D G FEQCDAGWL8 DQTVRY PIRAP 
GDVFHITAP8KFTFEEAEAECT8RDARLATVGELQAAWRN GFDQCDYGWL8DA8VRHPVTVA 
FHYRAAT8RYTLNFTQAQQTCLDNGAVIA8PEQLKAAYED G FEQCDAGWL8 DQTVRY PIRH P 
DEWHV8VPEKLTFEEAKELCRKRDGVLASVGNMYVAWRN GFDQCDYGWLADG8VRYPA8VA 
YHREAR8GKYKLTYAEAKAVCEFEGGHLATYKQLEAARKI G FHVCAAGWMAKGRVGYPIVKP 
YHREAR8GKYKLTYAEAKAVCEFEGGRLATYKQLEAARKI GFHVCAAGWMAKGRVGYPIVKP 
VFHVEKNGRY8I8RTEAADLCKAFN8TLPTMAQMEKAL8I GFETCRYGFIEGHWIPRIHPN 
VFHVEKNGRY8I8RTEAADLCKAFN8TLPTMAQMEKAL8I GFETCRYGFIEGHWIPRIHPN 
IYHVEKNGRY8I8RTEAADLCKAFN8TLPTMAQMEKAL8I GFETCRYGFIEGHWIPRIHPN 
VFHVEKNGRY8I8KTEAADLCKAFN8TLPTMAQMEAARNI GFETCRYGFIEGHWIPRIHPN 
VFHVEKNGRY818RTEAADLCKAFNSTLPTMAQMQKALNI GFETCRIGFIEGHWIPPIHPN 
VFHVEKNGRY8I8RTAAADLCKAFN8TLPTMAQMERAL8V GFETCRYGFIEGHWIPRIQPN 
VFHVEKNGRY8I8RTEAADLCQAFNSTLPTMDQMVMAL8K GFETCRYGFIEGHWIPRIQPN 
VFHVEKNGRY8I8RTEAADLCEAFNTTLPTMAQMELALRK GFETCRYGFIEGHWIPRIHPN 
VFHVEKNGRY8I8RTEAADLCQAFN8TLPTMDQMKLAL8K GFETCRYGFIEGHWIPRIHPN

10 20 3 0 4 0 5 0 60
RESIDUE C O N SERV A TIO N  _
>=90% conserved 
>=7 0% conserved 
Most frequent 
Next most frequent 
PREDICTED SEC STRUCT <B1

A C  A  I I A
L L,M

K— ——A l —— >  B2 < — A2 — >

GWL
FI

< -B 3 >
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Figure 4.1.
Alignment for 59 PTR sequences. Sequences are identified by their SWISSPROT or 
PIR accession names or numbers. The aggrecan Gl and 02 sequences are in the 
order: human, pig, rat, mouse, chicken. Those for brevican are m the order: bovine, 
cat, rat, mouse. Those for neurocan are in the order: rat, mouse. Those for versican 
are in the order: human, mouse, chicken.
[Figure 4.1 continued opposite]



PTR SEQUENCES

PLK HUMAN Link
PLK~HUMAN' Link
PLFTPIG Link
PLK~PIG' Link
406Ü53 (bovine) Link 
406053'(bovine) Link 
S42938 (horse) Link 
S42938' (horse) Link 
PLK RAT Link
PLK~RAT' Link
PLK"CHICK Link
PLK~CHICK' Link
PGCA HUMANl Aggrecan 
PGCA_HUMAN1'Aggrecan 
PGCA HUMAN2 Aggrecan 
PGCA~HUMAN2'Aggrecan 
329139(1) Aggrecan 
329139(1') Aggrecan

8 0  9 0
. .  I  ;  I  ; . .
G FWDKDK3RYDVFC FT3N FN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
G FWDKDK3RY DVFC FT3N FN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
GFWDKDK3RYDVFCFT3NFN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
GFWDKEK3RYDVFCFT3NFN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
GFWDKDK3RYDVFCFT3NFN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
GFWDKER3RYDVFCFT3NFN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
GIRDTNET YDVYCFAEEME

PGCA RATI 
PGCA“RAT1 
PGCA“RAT2 
PGCA“ RAT2' 
A55132 (1) 
A55182(l') 
A55182(2) 
A55182(2') 
339796(1) 
339796(1') 
339796(2) 
339796(2') 
A54423(l) 
A54423(l') 
349126 
349126 
344097 
344097 
886890(1) 
886890(1') 
328764(1) 
328764(1') 
352781(1) 
352781(1') 
PGC3 HUMANl

[ 1 1
[1

:!')
(1')

Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Aggrecan
Brevican
Brevican
Brevican
Brevican
Brevican
Brevican
Brevican
Brevican
Neurocan
Neurocan
Neurocan
Neurocan
Versican

PGC3“ HUMAN1'Versican 
862431(1) Versican 
862461(1') Versican 
A4 7171(1) Versican
A47171(1') Versican 
A41735 (human) TSG-6 
A47290 (rabbit)T3G-6 
CD4H HUMAN CD4 4
CD4X~HUMAN CD4 4
CD4 4 PAPHA CD4 4
A532H6 (bovine) CD4 4
CD4 4 HORSE CD4 4
345335 (dog) CD4 4
CD44 CRISP CD44
CD4 4 RAT CD4 4
CD4 4%M0U3E CD4 4
RESIDUE CONSERVATION
>=90% conserved 
>=70% conserved 
Most frequent 
Next most frequent 
PREDICTED SEC STRUCT 
PREDICTED A C C ESSIB IL

70

RÉPCGGQNTV P G WNY 
RRRC3PTE AAVRFV 
REPCGGQNTV PGVRNY 
RRRCRPNE AAVRFV 
REPCGGQNTV PGVRNY 
RRRC3P3E AAVRFV 
REPCGGQNTV PGVRNY 
RRRC3PTE AAVRFV 
REPCGGQNTV PGVRNY 
WRRC3PTE AAVRFV 
REPCGGKNTV PGVRNY 
RKRC3PNE AAVRFV 
REGCYGDKDEFPGVRTY 
RPNCGGNL LGVRTVYVHANQTGYPDP33R YDAICYTGEDFVD 
RTPCVGDKD33PGVRTY GVRP3TET YDVYCFVDRLE
RPACGGDK PGVRTVYLYPNQTGLPDPL3R HHAFCFRGI3AVP 
REGCYGDKDEFPGVITY GIRDTNET YDVYCFAEEME
RPNCGGNL LGVRTVYLHANQTGYPDP33R YDAICYTGEDFVD 
REGCYGDKDEFPGVRTY GIRDTNET YDVYCFAEEME
RPNCGGNL LGVRTVYLHANQTGYPDP33R YDAICYTGEDFVD 
RTPCVGDKD33PGVRTY GVRP33ET YDVYCYVDKLE
RPACGGDK PGVRTVYLYPNQTGLPDPL3K HHAFCFRGV3WP 
REGCYGDKDEFPGVRTY GIRDTNET YDVYCFAEEME
RPNCGGNL LGVRTVYLHANQTGYPDP33R YDAICYTGEDFVD 
RTPCVGDKD33PGVRTY RVRP33ET YDVYCYVDKLE
RPACGGDK PGVRTVYLYPNQTGLPDPL3K HHAFCFRGV3VAP 
RERCYGDKDEFPGVRTY GVRETDET YDVYCYAEQMQ
RPNCGGNL VGVRTVYLNPANQTGYPHP33RYDAICY3GDDFEA 
R3NCVGDKE33PGVR3Y RMRPA3ET YDVYCYIDRLK
RPACGGDA PGVRTIYQHHNQTGFPDPL3R HHAFCFRALP3W 
REACYGDMDGFPGVRNY GWDPDDL YDVYCYAEELN
3QRCGGGL PGVKTLFLFPNQTGFPNKH3R FNVYCFRD3AQP3 
REACYGDMDGYPGVRNY GWGPDDL YDVYCYAEDLN
3QRCGGGL PGVKTLFLFPNQTGFP3KQNR FNVYCFRD3AHP3 
REACYGDMDGFPGVRNY GLVDPDDL YDIYCYAEDLN
3QRCGGGL PGVKTLFLFPNQTGFPNKY3R FNVYCFRD3GQP3 
REAC3GDMDGYPGVRNY G W G PDDL YDVYCYAEDLN
3QRCGGGL PGVKTLFLFPNQTGFP3KQNR FNVYCFRD3AHP3 
RPGCYGDR33LPGVR3Y GRRDPQEL YDVYCFARELG
RRRCGG3A PGVRTVYRFANRTGFPAPGAR FDAYCFRAHHHTP 
RPGCYGDR33LPGVR3Y GRRDPQEL YDVYCFARELG
RRRCGGPA PGVRTVYRFANRTGFPAPGAR FDAYCFRAHHHTA 
RVGCYGDKMGKAGVRTY GFRSPQET YDVYCYVDHLD
RAQCGGGL LGVRTLYRFENQTGFPPPD3R FDAYCFKRRMSDL 
REGCYGDMMGKEGVRTY GFRSPQET YDVYCYVDHLD
RAQCGGGL LGVRTLYRFENQTCFPLPD3R FDAYCFKRRL3DM 
RIGCFGDKMGKKGVRTY GRRFPNET YDVYCYVEHMQ
RPQCGGGL 
GPNCGFGK 
G3NCGFGK 
31 CAANN 
31 CAANN 
31 CAANN 
31 CAANN 
31 CAANN 
AI CAANH 
AI CAANH 
AI CAANN 
AI CAANH 
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e e e b e e e e

LGVRTLYRYENQTGFPYPD3K FDAYCYERKKIV3
TGIIDY
TGIIDY
TGVYIL
TGVYIL
TGVYIL
TGVYIL
TGVYIL
TGVYIL
TGVYIL
TGVYIL
TGVYIL

GV
A
< -B 5 >

e b b e e b

GIRLNR3ERWDAYCYNPHAKE 
GlRLNR3ERWDAYCYNPHAKE 

T3NT3Q YDTYCFNA3A 
TYNT3Q YDTYCFNA3A 
T3NT3Q YDTYCFNA3A 
T3NT3Q YDTICFNA3APPG 
T3NT3Q YDTYCFNA3A 
I3NT3Q YDTYCFNA3A 
T3NT3H YDTYCFNA3A 

LA3NT3H YDTYCFNA3A 
VT3NT3H YDTYCFNA3A 
8 0  90

. . I . . . . ; . . . . I . . . . ; . .

Y CF 
F Y 

< -B 7 >  
b b e e e e e e  b e b b b b e e e b e

[Figure 4.1 continued]
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Table 4.1: THREADER analyses of PTR and CRD sequences

Sequences Rank^ Matched fold^ Mean position^ Mean Z-score^

59 PTRs 1 2msb 4 ± 5 -2.5 ± 0.7

2 Iftis 12± 13 -1.7 ±0.9

3 lilb 12 ±24 -1.5± 1.7

129 CRDs 1 2msb 7 ±22 -2.2 ± 1.3

 ̂The top scoring three folds of 254 are listed.

 ̂Brookhaven database codes.

 ̂The mean position ± standard deviation of the 59 PTR and 129 CRD sequences in the 

sorted list of 254 folds after threadings.

* Mean pairwise interaction energy Z-score ± standard deviation for the matched fold in 

the 59 PTR and 129 CRD threadings.
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pairwise interaction energy Z-score was -2.5 ± 0.7. The 2msb hit was clearly superior 

to others that gave close Z-scores. The next best scoring fold was Ifus (ribonuclease FI, 

106 residues in an a  4- p fold), followed by lilb (interleukin Ip, 153 residues, 12 

antiparallel p-strands in a six-stranded p-barrel), both of which showed noticeably 

greater variability in rank position and weaker Z-scores. Control THREADER 

calculations were performed for 129 CRD sequences (Brissett & Perkins, 1996). As 

required, THREADER was able to correlate the 129 CRD sequences with its own fold 

(2msb) in top position (Table 4.1).

4.3.3. Secondary structure and accessibility predictions

In order to correlate the CRDs with the PTRs, the averaged observed and predicted 

secondary structure in the CRD superfamily (Brissett & Perkins, 1996; Chapter 5) is 

summarised in Figure 4.2. Two a-helices Al and A2 and seven P-strands B1 to B7 were 

consistently detected in five CRD crystal structures by DSSP analysis, although some 

variability in the P-strands is noticeable. Based on 129 CRD sequences, the majority 

votes from five predictions showed that all nine features could be detected with the 

exception of B6 which forms part of Câ  ̂binding site 2 in mannose binding protein and 

E-selectin. In the crystal structures, the alternating e and b values for the solvent 

accessibilities of the a-helices Al and A2 correspond to amphipathic structures, which 

was correctly predicted. The P-strands B3, B5 and B7 were observed to be buried, 

which was predicted correctly for B3 and B7. The p-strands Bl, B2, B4 and B6 were 

observed to be amphipathic, and this was predicted correctly for Bl, B2 and B4. These 

results justify the application of prediction methods to the CRD superfamily, and in turn 

to the PTRs.

The consensus secondary structure predictions for the PTR superfamily corresponded 

closely with the CRDs. The two predicted PTR a-helices Al and A2 are close to Al and 

A2 in the CRDs. Both were predicted to be amphipathic as observed in the CRDs. The 

two predicted PTR p-strands Bl and B2 also correlate well with the CRDs. PTR B7
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Figure 4.2: [Overleaf] Comparison of the observed and predicted secondary 

structures and solvent accessibilities for 5 CRD ciystal structures and 129 CRD 

sequences with the predictions from 59 PTR sequences.
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Figure 4.2: [below]

Comparison of the observed and predicted secondary structures and solvent accessibilities for 5 CRD crystal structures and 129 CRD sequences with 

the predictions from 59 PTR sequences. Residue numberings are taken from the consensus CRD and PTR sequence alignments. The crystal structures 

have Brookhaven codes Imsb, 2msb and lesl. The consensus secondary structures are indicated by arrowed regions showing a-helix (A) and P-strand 

(B) locations. The DSSP output is denoted by: H, a-helix; E, p-strand; other symbols are defined in Methods. The secondary structure predictions 

are denoted by: A, a-helix; B, p-strand; t, turn; c, coil; 1, loop; i, buried coil; o, exposed coil. The observed accessibilities have values between 0-9 

(Methods), with 0-1 corresponding to buried (b) and 2-9 to exposed (e).



CONSENSUS CRD SEQUENCES
MABA RAT 1MSB/2MSB : 
E -SE rE C T IN  HUMAN lESL :
OBSERVED SEC STRUCTURE:
DSSP IMSB A-chain : 
DSSP IMSB B-chain : 
DSSP 2MSB A-chain : 
DSSP 2MSB B-chain : 
DSSP lESL :
OBSERVED ACCESSIBILITY:
COMPARER IMSB A-chain : 
COMPARER IMSB B-chain : 
COMPARER 2MSB A-chain : 
COMPARER 2MSB B-chain : 
COMPARER lESL :
PREDICTED SEC STRUCTURE
GOR I prediction:
GOR III prediction: 
Chou-Fasman prediction : 
SAPIENS prediction : 
PHD prediction:
PREDICTED ACCESSIBILITY
Eisenberg hydropathy 
SAPIENS accessibility 
PHD accessibility

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130* 1 * 1 *  1 * 1 *GKKFFVTNHERMPFSIwi^CSELRGTVAipRNAEENi«iQEVA ’ 'AFLGITDEVTEGQEWVTCGRLT YSNM^EPNDHGSGEDC NGLW^DISCQASHTAVCEFPA
WSYNTSTEAMTYDEASAYCQQRYTHLVAIQNKEEIEYLNSILSYSPSYYWIGI RKVNNVWVWV GTQKPLTEEAKNWAPGEPNNRQKDEDCVEIYIKREKDV01WNDERCSKKKLALCYTA
< Bl > <----Al— > B2

,ttEEEEEEEEEE.HHHHHHHHHHtt.EE. 
..EEEEEEs...B.HHHHHHHHHHtt.EE. 

.EEEEEEEEE.HHHHHHHHHHtt.EE. 
.EEEEEEEEEE.HHHHHHHHHHtt.EE.

< A2 >
..sHHHHHHHHHHH.s. 
•SSHHHHHHHHHHH.S. 
.SSHHHHHHHHHHHSS. 
■SSHHHHHHHHHHH.S.

<-B3-> B4
EEEEEE.ssstt..EEttssB.s ...B.tt.
EEEEEE.ssstt..EEttS.B.s ...B.tt.
EEEEEE.ssstt..EEttssB.. s..B.tt.
EEEEEE.ssstt..EEttssB.. s..B.tt.

. EEEE .SS.B.HHHHHHHHHHHssEE sHHHHHHHHHHs...tt.EE.sE EEEttEEEEt tttEE..ttt..B.tt.

<B5> <B6> <-B7— >
..tt...EEEE.G GG.EEEE.tts.EEEEEEEE.
..tt...EEEE.G GG.EEEE.tts.BB.EEEEE.
..tt...EEEE.t ts.EEEE.tts.EEEEEEE.
..tt...EEEE.G GG.EEEE.tts.EEEEEEEE.
..stt..EEEE.tt.ssstt.EEEE.tts.BEEEEEE.

387000000257030970672068081300004667007104 90058 3 
9824 00I02397I2086058007 7062300004 4 7 9207 503800583 
0230000274110760471075091500004679207503800641 
4120000I7 51208704 7I07608I4 00004 569206502600762

903030151944200001178 
9 0 4 0 3 0 1 5 2 9 5 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 8 7
70402025284410000108 
903020252834100001085

05062098 3020860172058 5241000034 57 007 3038619417 4100000 227 9861202 0287 60687 0311069127288 95220000104 398350301025174601000052

00000106955780402598 918 
00000005976840301598818 00000004855760302599817 
000000047767404024 8 9718

24313991253899213000027 
23314 9902 538 99213000029 
22315981253799313000027 
3231599125478 9313000019

<B1> <----Al----> <B2> <---A2---> <-B3> B4
tttBBttccctAAAAAAAAAttttcBBBBccAAAAAAAAAAcctcctcBBBBccccccttttttctCCCCC 
AABBBtttAAAAAAAAAAAAAtttBBBBBAAAAAAAAAAAAAttcttcBBBBBcccctttcBBBBttccBB 
BBBBBAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAttABAAAAAAAAAABBBBBAAAtttBBBBBBAttttttBBBBttttBBB 
oBBBBBBoAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoioBBBBBoAAAAAAAAoiiooo...BBBBBooooooooioiiooooio 
BBBBBBBllllAAAAAAAAllllAAABBBBl111llAAAAAlllllllBBBBBBllllllllBBBBl1111

ebbebeeeeeebeebeebeeeeebebbebeeeeeeebbeebbeeeeeebbbbbeeeeeeeebebbeeeebe 
ebbebeeeeeebeebeeebeeeebebbebeeeeeeebbeebbeee...bebebeeeeeeeeeebeeeeeee 
ebbbbbee.eebeebeebbeeeebbbbbbeeeee.ebbbebbee.ee.bbbbb.eeeeee.b. bbee. e.e

<-B5>
ttttctcccttttttttBBBBBtt
BBBccttccccctttttABBBBcc
BBBtAtttttttttttABBBBBtt
AAAAoooooooooooooBBBBooo
lllllllllllllllllBBBBBBl
b»ab————
beebeeeeeeeeeeeeeebebeee 
beebeeeeeeeeeeeeebbebeee 
b.ebbeee.eeeeeeebbbbbb.e

<B7>
ttttctttttttttBBBBttt
tCCCtttttcttttAAAAttC
ttAAAtttttABBBBBBAAAA
oooiooooiooooBBBBoooi
llllllllllllllBBBBlll
•«wba— «hbb—b
eeebeeeeeeeeeebbeeeeb 
eeebeeeebeeeeebbbeeee 
e.eb.e.ebee.b.bbbebeb

CONSENSUS PTR SEQUENCES
PLK HUMAN :
PLhTHUMAN' :
PREDICTED SEC STRUCTURE
GOR 1 prediction:
GOR 111 prediction: 
Chou-Fasman prediction: 
SAPIENS prediction: 
PHD prediction:
PREDICTED ACCESSIBILITY
Eisenberg hydropathy 
SAPIENS accessibility 
PHD accessibility

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
FPYFPRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQDAVIASFDQLYDAWRG GLDWCN AGWLSDGSVQYPIT KPREPCGGQNTV PGV^Y GFWD K DKSRYDVFC FTSNFN
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLNDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKILGYDRCD AGWLADGSVRYPIS RPRRRCSPTE AAVRFV GFPD K KHKLYGVYC FRA YN
<B1 <--- Al-- > B2 < A2 > < B3> <-B5> <-B7 >
B B B B11 c c 11 c c c AAAAAAAAAAA t c c B B c AAAAAAAA11 tttttt tttctttttBBBtB cttttttttc BBBBBB tccc t ttt ttBBB Bttttt
tBBBtttctttAAAAAAAAAAAAttAABAcAAAAAAAAtt tctAAA ttcctttBBBcccc ccccttttcc ttBBBB cccc t ttt tBBBB BAtttc
ABBBAAttttBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAtt ttBBBt tttAtttBBBBBBA tttttttttt tBBBBB tBBt t ttB BBBBB BBttAA
iOBBiooooooBoAAAAAAAAAAooiABABAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAA AiiioooBBBBBBB BBoooiiooo OBBBBB iioo o ooo iBBBB Boooio
1BBBBBl11111lAAAAAAAAAAAl11111AAAAAAAAAA 111111 lllBllllBBBBll 1111111111 lllBBB 1111 1 111 IBBBB BBBlll

bbeebe bbbbeeaebabbb* eeeeebeeee ttbb««b b b M • •«« bobbb
bebbbbebebebebeebeebbbeeebebbebbebbbbbeb bbeebe bbbbeeeebebbbe ebeebbbbee bbbeeb bbbe e eee bebbb beeebe
beeeeeeeeeebebeebeeebeeeebebbeeebbeebeee bbeebe bbebeeeebebebe eeeeebeeee ebbeeb bbee e eee eebbb beeeee
eebbbbeee.ebebeebeebbeeeebbbbbbeeb.bbbee bbebbe bbbbbe.bbebbbe eeeeebeeee ebbbbb ebee e eee bebbb bbeebe
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correlates very well with CRD B7 as both contain a Cys residue that is bridged with one 

in PTR Al (Neame etal.^ 1986) and CRD Al, and both B7 P-strands are hydrophobic. 

The PTR residues 47-85 correspond to the CRD residues 68-126, but this region is 20 

residues shorter than that of the CRD In this region, the predicted PTR p-strands B3 

and B5 may be correlated with B3 and B5 in the CRDs, although B3 is now shifted in 

position. The PTR B6 was not predicted, but neither was it predicted in the CRD.

4.3.4. Molecular graphics analyses and modelling of the predicted PTR fold

The topology of the CRD 2msb fold fully accounts for the PTR prediction:

(i) In the view shown in Figure 4.3, the p-strands Bl, B7 and B2 in the CRD 

form an antiparallel p-sheet at the base which is flanked by the two a-helices Al and A2 

on either side, and stabilised by a disulphide bridge. This topology accounts for the 

hydrophobic nature of B7 at the centre of the p-sheet. The best-predicted PTR a-helices 

Al and A2 and the P-strands Bl, B2 and B7 are in full agreement with this topology. 

This includes the conserved PTR disulphide bridge Cys21-Cys91.

(ii) The antiparallel P-sheet B3-B5-B6 form an upper region that is slightly 

different in the CRDs of mannose binding protein (lmsb/2msb) and E-selectin (lesl). 

This region corresponds to the largest differences between the predicted PTR and 

observed CRD sequences. As 51 of the 59 residues between positions 68-126 in the 

CRD are in loop conformations, no firm conclusions can be inferred for the P-strands in 

this part of the PTR fold. It seems likely that at least B3 and B5 are present in the P- 

sheet region, as the topology of Figure 4.3 suggests that the connection can be formed 

with B7 even if B6 was not present, and the innermost two p-strands B3 and B5 of the 

p-sheet were identified in the prediction (Figure 4.2).

The predicted PTR topology was tested by the construction of a molecular graphics 

model. The lmsb/2msb fold was used as this gives a better alignment with the PTR fi'om 

human link protein than the lesl fold (Figure 4.4). Interestingly, the 7-residue insertion 

between residues 77-78 in aggrecan, brevican, neurocan and versican (Figure 4.1) is the
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Figure 4.3: [Overleaf] Molecular graphics model of the PTR.
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Figure 4.3: [Below]

Molecular graphics model of the PTR. The CRD from mannose binding protein is shown to the left in the same orientation as the PTR model to the 

right. a-Helices and p-strands are identified as in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. In the PTR model, the conserved residue Arg9/Lysl 1 is well-defined, while the 

conserved residues Arg56, Arg63 and Arg75 occur in the p-sheet region which is truncated in the PTR and are less well-defined. The positions of the 

two disulphide bridges in each fold is denoted by thick black lines.
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Aggrecan PTR exons : CONSENSUS PTR SEQUENCES
PREDICTED ACCESSIBILITY 
PREDICTED SEC STRUCTURE
PLK HUMAN (human link) 
Residue identity 
PLK HUMAN'(human link) 
PTR7CRD correlation 
MABA RAT 1MSB/2MSB 
Residue identity 
E-SELECTIN HUMAN lESL Calcium sitaa 1 and 2 
OBSERVED SEC STRUCTURE: OBSERVED ACCESSIBILITY:
CONSENSUS CRD SEQUENCES
Aggrecan CRD exons

10
I

20 30 40 50 60
. .  I . . . .  ;  I  ;  I ------; .  . . . | ------; -------- |babbbbaaa.abobaabaabbaaaabaJababaab.bbbaa bbaaba bbbbaaaababbba 

<B1 <--- A1 > B2 <--A2-->
fpyfprlgrynlnfheaqqacldqdaviasfdqlydawrg gldwcn 

II I I I 11 1111 III 111 III I I IGRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLNDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKILGYDRCD 
II III II II II I III I I I I I I I I I IIGKKFFVTNHERMPFSKVKALCSELRGTVAIPRNAEENKAIQEVAKTS 

I I I I  I II III III II II IWSYNTSTEAMTYDEASAYCQQRYTHLVAIQNKEEIEYLNSILSYSPSYYWIGI

<-B3>
AGWLSDGSVQYPIT 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I AGWLADGSVRYPIS 
I I I I IAFLGITDEVTEGQFMYVTGGRLT 
I I I I I I I I I

80
. . Ibba

- E x o n  5 / 9 —  ------------70
aaaaabaaaa abbaab<-B5>
KPREPCGGQNTV PGVRNY 
III II III
RPRRRCSPTE AAVRFV 
II II I I III

YSNWKKDEPNDHGSGEDCVTIVD 
II III I I I I I I

RKVNNVWVWV GTQKPLTEEAKNWAPGEPNNRQKDEDCVEIYIKREKDVC3^DERCSKKKLALCYTA 1 1  2 21 21 22< B1 > < A1— > B2 <---A2--- > < B3 > B4 <B5> <B6> <-B7— >aaaaababbaaababaabaaabaahaaahhhbaaaaabaabaabbaaa hhbhhhbaaaaaababaaaaaaa aaabaaabaaaaaaahabhhhaa aXahahaaaaaaahhhhhaaa
 ;  I  ;  I  ; ------| --------; ------ | ------- ; -------I ------- ; -------I -------; -------| . . . .  ; -------| --------; ------- | ------- ;  | ------- ; ------- | ------- ; .30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130
----------------------- E x o n  1 4 --------------------------------------------X ------------------------ E x o n  1 5 ------------------------x     E x o n  1 6 —-----------------

90
aaaa babbb baaaba

<-B7 >
GFW D KDKSRYDVFC FTSNFN 
II I I I  I I I I I I I I GFP D KKHKLYGVYC FRA YN 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I NGLWNDISCQASHTAVCEFPA 
I I I I I III

Figure 4.4.

Sequence alignment of the two PTRs from human link protein with the CRDs of rat mannose binding protein and E-selectin. This alignment is used 

for homology modelling. Residue identities between the two PTRs and two CRDs are indicated by vertical strokes. When either of the two residues 

in a pair of PTRs or CRDs are matched with the other pair, a vertical stroke indicates this correlation. Exon boundaries for the PTR and CRD domains 

in aggrecan are marked. The two Câ  ̂binding residues in lmsb/2msb and lesl are indicated by ‘T and ‘2'.
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same as that observed at residues 114-117 in the lesl sequence for E-selectin. Sequence 

alignment of the PTR and CRD in Figure 4.4 show that many residue similarities exist 

betwen B1 and B3, and again between B5 and B7, and this was used to produce a model 

that was stereochemically satisfactory according to PROCHECK. Energy refinement 

was able to generate a possible structure incorporating the required disulphide bridge 

between Cys45 and Cys66 on two neighbouring loops (Figure 4.3). It was easier to 

model B6 as a loop rather than as a p-strand as Figure 4.4 showed that this segment had 

lost two residues in the PTR sequence compared to that of the CRD. B4 in the CRD is 

not part of a P-sheet, and corresponds to a sequence deletion (Figure 4.4) that is readily 

achieved in the PTR model.
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4.4. DISCUSSION

The inspection of the earlier secondary structure predictions for the PTRs and CRDs first 

raised the possibility that both superfamilies have similar folds (Perkins et a l, 1989; 

Brissett & Perkins 1996). This premise is supported by a combination of (i) protein fold 

recognition analyses; (ii) comparative predictions of secondary structures and 

accessibilities; (iii) sequence alignments and molecular graphics analyses. An atomic 

structure determination will be required to confirm the prediction. It should be noted 

that the prediction of a model by threading is not the same as the construction of a model 

by simple homology. Nonetheless the present study means that protein folds are known 

for all the domain types found in link protein and aggrecan (Hardingham & Fosang, 

1992; Hardingham et al, 1992; Neame & Barry, 1993), and all can be modelled (Chapter 

5).

The structural analysis of the PTR and CRD folds suggest that B1-A1-B2-A2-B7 forms 

a conserved a/p core framework which provides a platform for two types of p-sheet 

region in the PTR and CRD superfamilies. In effect, B1-A1-B2-A2 form a central slot 

for the insertion of the hydrophobic p-strand B7, which is then held in place by a 

disulphide bridge between A1 and B7 (Figure 4.3). Interestingly, gene structures for 

aggrecan shows that B1-A1-B2-A2 are encoded by Exons 4 and 8 in the first and third 

PTRs of aggrecan (Figure 4.4), Exon 4 also encodes this region in the first PTR of 

versican, and Exon 2 likewise in the PTR of CD44 (Screaton et a l, 1992; Doege et a l, 

1994; Naso et a l, 1994; Valhmu et al, 1995). The CRD of aggrecan is encoded by 

three exons, and B1-A1-B2-A2 corresponds to the first of these, namely Exon 14 

(Doege et a l, 1994; Valhmu et a l, 1995). In fact, three exons encode the Group I, II 

and VI classes of CRDs (Drickamer, 19936).

The CRD residues that form the Câ  ̂and carbohydrate binding sites 1 and 2 in maimose 

binding protein and E-selectin are found in the p-sheet region (Figure 4.4). Link protein 

does not bind Câ ,̂ and this concurs with the absence of these CRD residues in the 

PTRs. Instead Asp/Glu43 is conserved in many PTRs. Link protein is reported to
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possess two binding sites, of which at least one is found on the first PTR domain. 

Link protein also binds N P  and Co^  ̂but not or Ca^  ̂(Rosenberg et a l, 1991; 

Varelas 1995).

The PTR model makes possible an analysis for possible hyaluronate binding sites. Basic 

residues in link protein have been implicated in hyaluronate binding (Hardingham et a l, 

1976; Lyon, 1986). Two sets of these can be considered:

(i) Arg9 is conserved in the PTRs of CD44 (Figure 4.1). Removal of Arg9 by 

site-specific mutagenesis abolished hyaluronate binding (Peach et a l, 1993), and other 

evidence supports this role (Yang et a l, 1994). Such a hyaluronate binding site at 

Arg9/Lys 11 lies on an exposed surface loop (Figure 4.3). Arg9/Lysl 1 is conserved in 

all the PTRs of Figure 4.1 except in the second PTR of the aggrecan G2 domain when 

it is replaced by Glnl 1. As G2 in aggrecan does not bind hyaluronate (Caterson et a l, 

1985; Morgelin et a l, 1988; Fosang & Hardingham, 1989), this is supportive of the 

proposed binding site.

(ii) Other conserved Arg residues occur at Arg56, Arg63 and Arg75 in the P- 

sheet region of the extracellular proteoglycan subgroup (Figures 4.1 and 4.3). The 

monoclonal antibody 8-A-4 binds to link proteins from many species and to 

proteoglycans (Caterson et a l, 1985; Neame et a l, 1985). Sequence studies show that 

its epitope has the sequence AGWLXDXSVXYPI (Neame et a l, 1985), which includes 

Arg56 except when this is replaced by Gln56 in the first PTR of link protein. This 

epitope encompasses B3, and is located on a loop adjacent to that bearing Arg9/Lysl 1 

(Figure 4.3). The link protein peptides WDKERSRYDV/PDKKHKLYGV and 

QYPITKPREP/RYPISRPRKR inhibit hyaluronate binding, although this has been 

recently questioned (Goetnick et a l, 1987; Yang et a l, 1994; Horita et a l, 1994). The 

second peptide pair correspond to Arg56 and Arg63. The involvement of Arg56 and 

Arg63 is compatible with the PTR model.

In summary, as discussed in (Goetnick et a l, 1987; Yang et a l, 1994), the conserved 

basic residues Arg9/Lysll, Arg56 and Arg63 have been implicated in hyaluronate 

binding in the proteoglycan subgroup of PTRs, and together with Arg75 all four are
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located in surface-exposed positions proximate to one another on one face of the PTR 

model. Two of these, Arg9/Lysll and Arg58, are likewise conserved in the CD44 

subgroup. The PTR model will be of value for future functional and structural studies 

of hyaluronate binding.
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CHAPTER FIVE

STRUCTURAL PREDICTION 

OF THE 

G3 REGION IN AGGRECAN
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5.1. INTRODUCTION

The aggregating group of proteoglycans consist of many long anionic polysaccharide 

chains (glycosaminoglycans) covalently attached to an extended central protein core. 

Proteoglycans of the extracellular matrix form aggregates with hyaluronate to play a 

highly important role with collagen in the maintenance of the main tensile and elastic 

properties of cartilage (Hardingham & Fosang, 1992; Hardingham et a l, 1992). Four 

such proteoglycans are aggrecan, versican, neurocan, and brevican, and the domain 

structure of aggrecan is typical of these (Figure 1.3). Aggrecan contains two N-terminal 

globular regions G1 and G2. G1 contains one immunoglobulin (Ig) fold domain and two 

C-type lectin-like proteoglycan tandem repeat (PTR) domains, all of which are also 

found in link protein. A very stable ternary complex is formed by G1 and link protein 

with the negatively-charged glycosaminoglycan hyaluronate. G2 contains two PTR 

domains and is only found in aggrecan. G1 and G2 are followed by a large extended 

intermediate region of 1487 residues which contains keratan sulphate and chondroitin 

sulphate attachment sites. The C-terminal G3 region in aggrecan is present when 

aggrecan is secreted, and is lost as cartilage ages (Paulsson et a l, 1987; Dennis et a l, 

1990; Dudhia et a l, 1996). G3 has been implicated in the intracellular synthesis and 

maturation of aggrecan, as its absence causes the lethal genetic mutation in chickens 

known as nanomelia (Li et al, 1993; Vertel et a l, 1993; Luo et a l, 1996). G3 consists 

of one of two alternatively-spliced epidermal growth factor domains (EGFl and EGF2), 

followed by a C-type lectin carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD) and a short 

consensus/complement repeat (SCR) domain. The CRD is always present in G3, while 

the occurrence of the other two domains are alternative splicing controlled events 

(Doege et al, 1991). The occurrence of SCR domains in G3 is variable (Baldwin et a l, 

1989; Doege et al, 1991), while those for the EGFl and EGF2 domains are 25-28% and 

5-8% (Fülôp e ta l, 1993).

The protein folds of the CRD and SCR superfamilies are known from crystallography 

and NMR studies. The CRD in proteoglycans belongs to Group I of the Ca^^-dependent 

(C-type) animal lectin superfamily, where a total of seven sequence or fiinctional groups
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Groups I to Vn have been defined (Figure 5.1) (Drickamer, 1993a; 19936). CRDs were 

initially identified in the mammalian asialoglycoprotein receptor, its chicken homologue 

and serum manhose-binding protein (Drickamer, 1988). They contain between 115-130 

amino acids with 14 invariant and 18 highly conserved residues (Drickamer, 1993a). 

Crystal structures for mannose-binding protein A and C, E-selectin, lithostathine and 

tetranectin in Groups lU, IV and YU of the CRD superfamily have been described (Weis 

et a/., 1991, 1992; Graves et a/., 1994; Weis, 1994; Ng et a l, 1996; Bertrand et a/., 

1996; Larsen et a l, 1996). The CRD fold contains a characteristic motif of two a- 

helices (a) that flanks three antiparallel p-strands (P) at its base, this motif being attached 

to three fiirther p-strands in an upper extended loop region that can contain two Câ  ̂

binding sites (Brissett & Perkins, 1996a, 19966; Chapter 4). The interaction with 

carbohydrate is mediated via contacts with Câ .̂ A similar but not identical 2a/3p motif 

together with a truncated upper loop region is found in the PTR domain in G1 and G2 

(Perkins et a l, 1989; Brissett & Perkins, 19966; Chapter 4; Kohda e ta l, 1996). The 

SCR domain in proteoglycans occur as the most abundant domain type in the 

complement proteins of immune defence. This contains 60-62 residues with 4 invariant 

and 10 highly conserved residues and a six-stranded p-sheet secondary structure (Figure 

5.1) (Perkins et a l, 1988; Molina et al, 1995). NMR atomic structures for two SCR 

domains in human complement factor H have been described (Norman et a l, 1991; 

Barlow a/., 1993).

In principle, the availability of atomic structures for the CRD and SCR domains makes 

possible the construction of a molecular model for G3 fi*om homology modelling. 

However, the existence of distinct groups of CRD sequences implies that the structure 

of a Group I CRD may not be the same as that found in known CRD crystal structures 

fi’om Groups m, IV and VII. In fact, two subsets of CRD structures exist that possess 

either two or three conserved disulphide bridges, termed the short and long CRD subsets 

respectively. Different types of molecular modelling analyses have been applied to CRD 

proteins of the long subsets of Group II and VII, namely CD23/FceRII, CD69 and Type 

n  antifi’eeze protein (Padlan & Helm, 1993; Bajorath & Aruffo, 1994; Sonnichsen et a l, 

1995). The initial application of an integrated modelling approach to the Group I CRD
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Figure 5.1: [Overleaf] A schematic representation of the seven groups in the CRD

superfamily is shown in red.
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FIGURE 5.1: [Below]

A schematic representation of the seven sequence groups in the CRD superfamily. Sequences are shown in red. The group descriptions in light blue 

signify groups associated with known crystal structures. Shown in grey is a similar representation of the SCR superfamily (Perkins et al., 1988) aligned 

to the group I SCR sequences. Conserved cysteine residues throughout the families are shown as solid green lines with their alignment positions 

depicted next to them (suflSx A for the CRD superfamily, suflOx B for the SCR superfamily). For the Group I (CRD/SCR) sequences, blue lines depict 

the relative position of conserved basic residues (Arg/Lys/His). The observed secondary structure elements are depicted at the bottom with arrows 

representing p-strands and rectangles representing a-helices. The connectivities of the disulphides as seen in the PDB files are depicted by dashed 

green lines. B6 for the CRD superfamily, B1 and B5 for the SCR family are depicted as empty elements as these are observed with DSSP but not seen 

by consensus prediction methods.
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in Brissett & Perkins (1996a) showed deviations between the predicted structure for G3 

CRD and the observed crystal structures of CRDs in Groups III and IV. This prompted 

a detailed reinvestigation of the CRD superfamily, based on a multiple sequence 

alignment, consensus secondary structure predictions, and averaged protein fold 

recognition. This joint analysis resulted in the construction of a homology model for the 

G3 CRD of human aggrecan. The SCR superfamily can be considered as one structural 

class. A similar integrated analysis was used to construct a homology model for the G3 

SCR domain. Combination of the G3 CRD and G3 SCR models showed that large 

exposed regions of conserved basic residues occurred at adjacent surfaces between these 

two domains. It is shown that this positively-charged surface in G3 may be related to 

interactions with glycosaminoglycans that may regulate the formation and stabilisation 

of proteoglycan aggregates in cartilage.
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5.2. METHODS

5.2.1. Sequence retrieval and alignment

Sequences for 131 CRDs were extracted from the ENTREZ CD-ROM database 

(National Center for Biotechnology Information; Section 2.2). The CRD sequences 

totalled 13 from Group I (proteoglycans), 19 from Group n  (Type II receptors), 15 from 

Group III (collectins), 13 from Group IV (selectins), 10 from Group V (Type II 

lymphocyte antigens), 24 from Group VI (mannose receptors), and 37 from Group VII 

(miscellaneous). The SWISSPROT or FIR accession names or numbers are summarised 

in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The CRD domain boundaries in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 were taken 

from the ENTREZ database when specified, but were defined arbitrarily otherwise. The 

sequence alignment was initiated using the multiple alignment program MULTAL with 

a range of fixed and variable gap penalties (Taylor, 1988; Section 2.2). The final 

refinement of the alignment was carried out to maximise the occurrence of conserved or 

chemically similar residues, and to minimise the occurrence of sequence gaps. This 

facilitated the calculation of the consensus predicted structure. Similar residues were 

defined into groups: tiny, G, A, S; aliphatic, I, L, V, M; aromatic, H, F, Y, W; positive, 

R, H, K; negative, D, E; hydroxyl, S, T; amide, N, Q (Taylor, 1986).

5.2.2. Consensus secondary structure and hydropathy/solvent accessibility predictions

Five different methods were used to yield averaged three-state or four-state secondary 

structure predictions, based on the classical GOR I and GOR III and Chou-Fasman 

statistical methods (Gamier et al.  ̂ 1978; Gibrat et al.  ̂ 1987; Chou & Fasman, 1978; 

Perkins etal, 1988; Section 2.3), together with the environment-dependent amino acid 

substitution probability method SAPIENS (Wako & Blundell, 1994a; Section 2.3) and 

the neural networking method PHD method (Rost & Sander, 1993; Section 2.3). The 

sequence alignment was used to predict the mean hydropathy using a consensus 

hydrophobicity score (Perkins et a l, 1988), and mean solvent accessibilities were
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Figure 5.2: [Overleaf] Sequence alignment for 131 CRD sequences.
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G r o u p  I I  
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G ro u p  I I I  S u r f a c t a n t  
G ro u p  I I I  S u r f a c t a n t  
G ro u p  I I I  S u r f a c t a n t  
G ro u p  I I I  S u r f a c t a n t  
G ro u p  I I I  S u r f a c t a n t  
G ro u p  IV  E - s e l e c t i n  

E - s e l e c t i n

Name

CD23

ggH
H e p a t i c

H e p a t i c
H e p a t i c
H e p a t i c
H e p a t i c

R e c e p t o r
^ ^ c e p to r
CD72
H I V - b in d

H e p a t i c
H e p a t i c
R e c e p t o r

E - s e l e c t i
E - s e l e c t i n

E - s e l e c t i n
L - s e l e c t i n
L - s e l e c t i n
L - s e l e c t i n
L - s e l e c t i n
P - s e l e c t i n
P - s e l e c t i n
P - s e l e c t i n

ggs

K i l l e r
K i l l e r
M a n n o se
M a n n o se
M a n n o se
M a n n o se
M a n n o se
M a n n o se
M a n n o se
M a n n o se

G ro u p  IV  
G ro u p  IV

G ro u p  IV  
G ro u p  IV  
G r o u p  IV  
G r o u p  IV  
G r o u p  IV  
G r o u p  IV  
G r o u p  IV  
G r o u p  IV  
G r o u p  IV

G ro u p  V

G ro u p  V li 
G ro u p  V Ij 
G ro u p  V Ii 
G ro u p  V lé 
G ro u p  V Ii 
G ro u p  V Ii 
G ro u p  V Ii 
G ro u p  V Ii 
G ro u p  V Ib  M a n n o se  
G ro u p  V Ib  M a n n o se  
G ro u p  V Ib  M a n n o se  
G ro u p  V Ib  M a n n o se  
G ro u p  V Ib  M a n n o se  
G ro u p  V Ib  M a n n o se  
G ro u p  V Ib  M a n n o se  
G ro u p  V Ib  M a n n o se  
G ro u p  V Ib  M a n n o se  
G ro u p  V Ib  M a n n o se  
G ro u p  V Ib  R e c e p t o r  
G ro u p  V Ib  R e c e p t o r  
G ro u p  V Ib  R e c e p t o r  
G ro u p  V Ib  R e c e p t o r  
G ro u p  V Ib  R e c e p t o r  
G ro u p  V Ib  R e c e p t o r  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G ro u p  V I I  L e c t i n  
G r o u p  V I I  L e c t i n
î?8 l eSRSgRflËiSR

A c c e s s io n  name/number

FCE2 MOUSE
FC E2” HUMAN
S 3 4 1 9 8
LECH CHICK
LECH-RAT
LECH-MOUSE
LECH*HUMAN
L E C I“ MOUSE
L E CI-R A T
L E C I“ HUMAN
JX 02Ü 9
A 4 2 2 3 0
CD72 MOUSE
CD 72” HUHAN
A 46274
L E C l FOVPM
LEC2“ F0VPM
LBC3 FOVPM
KUCR-RAT
MABA-RAT ( C r y a L a l ,

B 4 6 4 6 6
CONG BOVIN
A 4 6 6 7 9
PSPD  BOVIN
PSPD~HUMAN
PSPQ-RAT
PSPA  CANFA
PSPAHUMAN
PSPA“ RABIT
PSPA-RAT
P S P A ^ O U S E
LEM2” HUMAN ( C r y s t a l )
LEM2-M0USE
LÏW 2~RABIT.™2;CAKKA
P IG E SE L E  
LEMl HUMAN 
LEW1“ M0USE

LEM3 MOUSE 
L m 3 “ HUMAN 
JN 0 4 7 3  
CD 69 HUMAN 
CD69"MOUSE 
NKGA“ HUMAN 
NKGC~HUMAN 
NKGD“ HUMAN 
LY49"MOUSE 
NK11“ M0USE 
NK12“ M0USE 
N K l 3-RA T 
NK I4"M 0U SE 
MANR"HUMAN 
MANR"HUMAN

MANR HUMAN 
MANR” HUHAN 
MANRHUMAN 
MANR-HUMAN 
MANR“ HUHAN 
S 2 1 3 7 0

# #
A 4 9 7 0 7  
A 4 9 7 0 7

A 4 9 7 0 7  
A 4 9 7 0 7  
LITH  HUMAN 
L ITH -PA T  
LITH -BO V IN  
LEC3“ MEGR0 
LEC2“ MEGR0 
LECE“ ANTCR 
J C 2 2 7 6  
LPSB PERAM 
LECA-SARPE 
TETfTHUMAN ( C r y s t a l )  
TETN"CARSP 
P L I A I R I F L  
P L IB  T R IF L  
JX 0 2 6 1  
BOTA BOTJA 
B0TB“ B0T JA  
IXA T R IF L  
IXB“ T R IF L  
B 4 2 9 7 2  
LECA PLEVA 
L J^ -C R O A T

PA P2 RAT 
P A P IH O U S E  
PA P1-RA T 
PAP1-HUMAN 
V A34” VACCV 
VA40-VACCV 
ANP REMAM 
ANP-OSMMO 
S 6 5 7 1 9  
EMB2 CAVPO 
EMBl CAVPO 
EMBP“ HUMAN 
LFC TACTR

10

’ ÂCNICPIW
VCNTCPEK
ACNVCPKD

ERTCCPIN
ERTCCPVN
GTECCPVN
GTECCPVN

AVACCPLH
SDTCCPCG
ADTCCPSG
LCHPCPVE
FSKVCPDE
KILYCKEG
YLVRCGKD
VLQLIMQD

20 30

WLHFQQ KCYYFGKGSKQ
------------  KCYYFGKGTKQ

KCYYFGEGSKQ 
RCYYFSLSRMS 
SCYVFSSSVKP 

W EY EG  SCYVFSSSVRP 
W E H E R  SCYVFSRSGKA 
W EFG G  SCYWFSRDGLT 
W EFG G  SCYWFSRDGLT 

SCYVFSHSGKA 
SCYVFSESEKS 
SCYVrSQSGKP 

WIPYQE RCFYISHTLRS 
VIMHQK SCFYISLTSKN 
WTFFQG NCYFMSNSORN 
VIGYNS KCYYFTINETN 
WVGYNK NCYFFSEEKNN 

LCYFISENKLS

WINF
WLHF$
WEYFEG
W EYEG

VTEHEG
VMEHEG

VLEFDN
VKYFNG KFYYFSRDKKS 

AEINTLKSKLELTNKLHAFSMGKKSGKKFFVTNHERMP 
AEIRILKSKLQLTNKLHAFSMGKKSGKKLFVTNHEKMP 
LEIAALRSELRAMRKWLLSMSENVGKKYFMSSVRRMP 
RKA LOTEHARIKKVLTFSLGKQVGNKFFLTNGEIHT 
SEIAALRSELRALRNWLFSLSEKVGKKYTVSSVKKMS 
GHLRRFQNAFSQYKKAVLFP DGQAVGEKIFKTAGAVKS 
GEVQRLQNIVTQYRKAVLFP DGQAVGEKI FKTAGAVKS 
GQLORLQNAFSOYKKAMLFPNGRSVGEKIFKTVGSEKT 
GgyOHLQAAFSQYKKVELFPNGgSVGEKI FKTAGFVKP 
GiWWiEAAFSRYKKAALFPDGOSVGDKIFRAANSEEP 
HDLRHQI LOTMGVLS LHES LLWGRKVFS SGAQSIN 
HDFRHQI LOTRGALSLQGSIMTVGEKVFSSNGQSIT 
HELRHHA LQSIGVLSLQGSMKAVGEKIFSTNGOSVN 
YEIKHQI LOTMGVLS LQGSMLSVGDKVFSTNGQSVN 
-------------  LQTMGVLS LQGSM LSVG D K ^ T N G g g g

VYYNASSELMT 
VTYHFSAENMT 
VSYNASTEAMT 
VSYHASTEWMT 
WSYSASTETMT 
WTYHYSEKPMN 
VTYHYSEKPMN 
WTYHYSERSHN 
VTYHYSKRPMP 
VTYNYSTKAYS 
VTYHYSTKAYS 
VTYHYSNKTYS 

W GYQR KCYFISTVKRS

YEIKHQI

SMPSDSHVSSCSED 
LESSDHHVATCKNE 
RTQKARHCGHCPEE 
RTQKARHCGHCPEE 
IPLTESYCGPCPKN 
LDSLQHTGRGDKVY 
KTTDCSAKLECPQD 
HTTDCSVNLECPQD 
KTGSP AKLKCPKD 
KTT VNLECPQD

40

VIQARFACSDLQ
WHARYACDDME
VIQAKFTCSDLE
VHKAKAECEEMH
VTEADKYCQLEN
WTEADKYCQLEN
WADADNYCRLED
WAEADQYCQLEN
VAEADQYCQMEI
VAEAEKYCQLEN
VPEADKYCRLEN
VPEADKYÇQLEN
LEESQKYCTSLS

WNDSKKLCDVMD
KSLAVERCKOMD
WDDSMMVCDNLG
VHEAENFCVSQG
FSKVKALCSELR
FSKVKSLCTELQ
LNRAKALCSELQ
FEKVKALCVKFQ
LDRVKALCSEFQ
YSDAEQLCREAK
YSDAEQLCREAK
FQDAQQICTQAG

KKKÈ&gg&g
FNDIQELCAGAG
FDAIQEACARAG
FDAIREVCARAG
FDTIKEMCTRAG

YDEASAYCQRDY
YDEASAYCQQNY

%%%«
VENARKFCIWNY
VENARKFCmNY
VEKARAFCRENY
VNNSRVFCRRHF
WNISRKYCQNRY
VNYSRAFCQKYY
WTSAQNACSEHG
VALAQRSCSEDA
VEESLLACTSKN
VEESLLACTSKN

W ISYKR TCYFFSTTTKS
VITYSN SCYYIGKERRT
WITYSN SCYYIGKERRT
VICYKN NCYQFFDESKN
WFCYGM KCYYFVMDRKT VSGCRQACQS§S
VLSHRD KCFHVSQVSNT VEEGLVDCDGKG
VLSHRD KCFRVFQVSNT WEEGQADCGRKG
VLSHRD KCFHVSQTSIT VKESLADCGGKG
WLLHRD KCFHVSQVSNT WEEGQADCGRKG

P LKFEGS ES LWNKDP LTSVSYQINS KS ALT VHQARKSCQQQN
PKPEPTPAPQDNPPVTEDGWIYKDYQYYFSKEKETMD NARAFCKRNF

R5DPSLTNPPATIQT DGFVKYGKS S YS LMRQKFQ WHEABTYCKLHN
PLH FEG SE^V N KD PLTG I LYQINSKSALT WHQARASCKQQN

LLPIPTPAPQDNPPVTADGWIYKDYGYYFSKEKETMD NARRFCKKNF
QTDPSLPVSPTTTPKDGFVTYGKSSYSU1KLKLP VHEAGTYCKDHT

PRDVRPKIPSVYQYDAPVLFHQDAEYLFYPHSSE VSSFEFVCGVLR
IQDSAGHEVNTSIMDPIPNT LEYGNRTYKIINANMT VYAAIKSCQLHG

IPSESDVPTHCPSQ VWPYAG HCYKIHRDEKKI QRDALTTCRKEG
GPEIVEVEKGCRKG VKKHHF YCYMIGHTLST FAEANQTCNNEN
PKPTTTPEPKCPED VGASSRTSLCFKLYAKGKHEKKT VFESRDFCRALG
MPTMPSVPSGCKEG VNFYSN KCFKIFGFMEEERKN WQEARKACIGFG
ATEPPQLPGRCPESDHTA WIPFHG HCYYIESSYTRN VœASLECLRMG
IPSASDVPTGCPNQ VWPYAG HCYRIHREEKKI QKYALQACRKEG
AWPEGADKGCRKG WKRHGF YCYLIGSTLST FTDANHTCTNEK
PEPTTTPEPKCPEN VGTTSKTSMCFKLYAKGKHEKKT WFESRDFCKAIG
MPTTPTTPGGCKEG VHLYKN KCFKIFGFANEEKKS WQDARQACKGLK
ATEPPQLPGKCPESEQTA V IPFY G  HCYYFESSFTRS VGQASLECLRMG

DPTSAEVGCDAV VEKDLNSHICYQFNLLSSLS WSEAHSSCQMHG
KDAWKYYATDCEPG VAPYHR NCYKLQKEEKT WNEALHSCLSSN
GHVLSDAESGCQEG VERHGG FCYKIDTVLRSFD HASSGYYCPPA
EHEERVPFHPCYLD VESQPGLASCFKVFHSEKVIA1KRTVREAEAFCEEFG
EKDTPKQHGTCPKG VLYFDY KCLLVNVPKDPSNVKNVTQARDFCFDEG
E TRPFEHPELCSETSIP WIKFKS NCYSFSTVLHSAS FEWÜIEFCKKEG
QTELPQARISCPEG 
ÊEDLPSARITCPEG 
QKELPSARISCPSG

TCPGNLD
VTNTFHGCNHCPNG

GCCPTF
CSCYPD

A A PSIPPG

-ISLKEQQALQTVCLK

NLRYAFLTVHKARS
MTVHKARS

NNCPLD 
EEDLPSARISCPEG 
QTELPNPRISCPEG 
EKDLPSAKINCPEG 
QKAVPSTRTSCPMG 
LKNIPSARISCPKG 
PKKIPSARISCPKG 
QRELPSARIRCPKG 
HYKEEU4PSACANG 
TIKDAYIREDCPTD 

QRAPPNCPAG

TNAYRS YCYYFNEDRET 
SNAYSS YCYYFMEDHLS 
SMAYRS HCYALFKTPKT 
VQEYDG HCYVASTYQVR 
W T S E N  KCFHVPLEKAS 
VTSFGS NCYRFFAVSLT 
VMAIPGS GCYKYVDTPKT 
YELSAVL GYYKFHKTPKT 
LQKALDG REYLIETELKYN 
T W  HM KCFLAFTQTKT 
TK I HK KCYLASRGSKS 
FGSGSE RLYVSNKEIKT 
FGSGSE RLYVSNKEIKT 
FGSGSE RLYVTNKEVGN 
VSSYEG N C Y K F F Q Q ^  
VSSYEG HCYRFFKEWMH 
VSSYEG HCYKAFEKYKT 
VSSYEG HCYKPFSEPKN 

HCYKGFNDLKN 
SYYKYIPNAKS 

VLPMNG LCYKIFNQLKT 
SNAYSS YCYYFTEDRLT 
TNAYRS YCYYFNEDPET 
ANAYGS YCYYLIEDRLT 
SKAYRS YCYTLVTTLKS 
SQAYGS YCYALFQIPQT 
SQAYGS YCYALFQIPQT 
s ia Y G S  HCYALFLSPKS 
VIQYDK HCYLDTNIKMS 
VISYNN KCIHLSTDRKT 
WQPLGD RCIYYETTAMT
------------- RCFLFNPLQLH

RCFLFNPLQLH
VKMFNG 
VKMFNG

ELDMGPEDVQCPKEEDIVKFEGSPGCKICRYWLSVPKT 
ELDVSPEDIQCPKEEDTVKFFSRPGYKTRGYVMVGSART 
VPDMVDKNLTCPEEEDTVKWGIPGCQTCRYLLVRSLQT 
VSSSTAGR5GCPDG VFEVEE NCVYVTSKQRA

WDADLYCQNMNS
VAEADLFCQNMNS
VMDADIACQKRPS
VNDAQLACQTVHPG
VMVAHGVCARLDSR

VDEARIICQQEG 
WHQAVHECARHD 
FHEASEDCISRG 
YHAANEDCIAQG 
FEPLKEICEEAG 
FEPLKEICEEAG 
FEGLGBICRQAG 
VADAERFCSEQAKG 
VDDAEEFCTEQQTG 
VEDAERVCTEQAKG 
VADAENFCTQQHAG 
VTDAEKFCTEQKK 
VTDAEFYCQKLYPG 
WEDAEMFCRKYKPG 
WADADLFCQNMNS 
WDADLYCQNMNS 
WGEADLFCQNMNA 
VFQADLACQKRPS 
VFOAELACQKRPG 
VFDAELACQKKPE 
VTDADLACQKRPS 
TDNAVYQCRKLR 
VEEGRNACKALN 
VALAETNCMKLG 
VAHAQISCMKDG 
 QESCMKEG

VCQRCFR
CQRCYR
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GRLVSIHSQKEQD
GQLVSIHSPEEQD
GRLVSIHSQKEQD
SHLIIIDSYAKQN
AHLVWTSVEEQR
AHLVWTSRDEQN
AHLVWTSWEEQK
AHLLVINSREEQD
AHLLVINSREEQE
AHLW INSVEEQK
SHLVWNSLEEQN
SNLVWNSLATON
SKLAAFDEPSKŸYYEV
SKLATFSEIYPQSHSYY
a q l w i k s a e e Qn
SSLIR FD N IETLN
G H LTSISSK EEFK
GGNNININTNSGL
AHLASVTSQEEQA
GTVAIPRNAEENK
GTVAIPRNAEENK
GTVATPRNAEENR
ASVATPRNAAENG
GSVATPRNAEBNS
GQLASPRSSAENE
GQLASPRSSAENE
GQLPSPRSGAENE
GQLASPRSAAENA
GQLASPRSATENA
GQIAAPMSPEBNE
GRIAVPRNPEENE
GRIAVPRSLEENE
GNIAVPRTPEENE

t h l v a iq n Iœ e i e
THLVAIQNKEEIN 
THLVAIQNKEEIO 
THLVAIQNQEEIK 
TALVAIQNQEEIE
THLVAIÇ-------------
T D L V A li 
TDLVAIQNKREIE 
TDLVAIQNKREIE 
TDLVAIQNKGEIE 
TDLVAIQNKNEIA 
TDLVAIQNKNEID 
TDLVAIQNKNEIA 
ATLAVIDSEKDMN 
ATLAVIDSEKDMT 
SSLLSIDNEEEMK 
SSL L SID N E E E IK  
ASLLKVYSKEDQD 
LSLLKIDDEDELK 
ATLMLIQDQEELR 
ATLLLIQDQEELR 
ATLLLVQDQEELR 
ATLLLIQDQEELR 
A ELLSITEIH EQ T 
GDLVSIQSESEKK 
SLIA SILD PY SN A  
ADLLSVTEIHEQM 
GDLATIKSESEKK 
SLLASILDPYSNA 
SDILTIHSAHEQE 
AELVSITDQYHQS 
G D LTSIH TIEELD  
AYLTTIEDRYEQA 
GDLASINNKEEQQ 
GNLVSIQNEKEQA 
SSLV SIESA A ESS 
G D LA SIH SIEEFD

SlüSÏSa
GALLSIVDEAEEN 
STLID IG SLA EV E 

LVTIADRFEQA 
AHLASFAHIEEEN 
GTLVAIESEVTOA 
SNLLTIKDEAENS 
GNLVSVLTQAEGA 
GYLVSVLSQAEGN 
GHLVSVLSGAEES 
AYLATIQSQLENA 
ARLASID AADQ

GHLVIINSEDESKVLQNL
QQLVTIE SADKNNAIIDL
GTLSTPQTGSEND
G TLSIPRSSDEGN
GHIPSPQLENQNKA
GHIPSPQLENQNKA
GRIPSPQLKNQNKA
GHLVSIKIYSKEKD
AHLVSFQSKEEAD
AHLVSIESSGEAD
GHLVSFQSSEEAD
GSHLVSLHSRCEEE
AHLASIHSEDEND
CHLASFHRYGESLEIAE
GYLVSVLSQAEGN
GNLVSVLTQAEGA
GHLVSILSQAESN
GHLVSILSGGEAS
GHLVSVLNSAEAS
GHLVSVLNVAEAS
GNLVSVLSGAEGS
ARLPRPDTRHLRVL
PN SD LIK IETPNELS
GHLASIHSQEEHS
ANLASIHSLEEYA
A NLASIHSLEEST
GNLASIHSYN
GNLASIHSFA
GNLVSIHNFN
AARLAVLDKDL

Figure 5.2: [continued opposite]
SfCjUcnce dignment for 131 CRD sequences. The CRD sequences are presented in order 
of the seven Groups II-VII defined in Drickamer (Î993;, and those for'Group I aie 
presented in Figure 5.3. Each sequence is identified by their SWISSPROT or FIR 
accession names or numbers. Residue positions that are occupied in more than 50% of 
the 131 sequences are included in the consensus CRD sequence and are numbered 
between 1 to 136 in the alignment. Residues conserved to greater than 50% and 70% 
are indicated by asterisks below the alignment. Sequences associated with a known 
crystal structure are indicated on the left.



A c c e ss io n  name/number

FCE2 MOUSE
FC E2“ HUMAN
5 3 4 1 9 8
LECH CHICK
LECHT^AT
L E C H ^O U SE
LECHHUMAN
LECI“ MOUSE
L E CI“ BAT
L E C I“ HUMAN
JX 02D 9
A 42230
CD72 MOUSE

Uc2-F0ÏpM
LEC3-FCWPM
KUCR” BAT
K A B A -^ T  ( C c y . t . 1 ,

B 4 6 4 5 6  
CONG BOVIN 
A 46 6 9 9  
PSPD  BOVIN 
PSPD“HUMAN 
PSPD-RAT 
PSPA“ CANFA 
PSPAHUMAN 
PSPA "RA BIT 
PSPA-RAT 
PSPA” MOUSE 
L012-HUMAN ( C r y s t a l )  
LO12“ M0USE 
L B 42-R A B IT  
LB42-CANFA 
S 3 6 7 7 2  
PIG ESELE 
L D (1 HUMAN 
LEMl-MOUSE 
LEU 1 “ RAT 
S 2 2 1 2 4  
LEM3 MOUSE 
LD43“ HUMAN 
JN 0 4 7 3  
CD69 HUMAN 
C D 69“ MOUSE 
NKGA“ HUMAN 
NKGCTHUMAN 
NKGO“ KUMAN 
LY 49“ MOUSE 
NK11“ M0USE 
NK12"M0USE 
NK13” RAT 
NK14“ M0USE 
MANRHUMAN 
MANR“ HUMAN

A 4 9 7 0 7  
A 49707  
MANR HUMAN 
MANR“ HUHAN 
MANRHUMAN 
MANR-HUMAN 
M A N R ^ A N

i i#
LITH_HUMAN ( C r y s t a l )

LITH -BO V IN
LEC3-MEGR0
LEC2‘ MEGR0
L ECTA N TCR
JC 2 2 9 6
LPSB PERAH
LECA'SARPE
TETN-HUMAN ( C r y s t a l )
TETN-CARSP
P L IA -T R IF L
P L IB -T R IF L
JX 0 2 6 1
BOTA BOTJA
BOTB-BOTJA
IXA T R IF L
I X B T R I F L
B 4 2 9 7 2
LECA PLEVA

B 47148  
PAP2 RAT 
PAP1“ M0USE

PAPl-HUMAN
VA34“ VACCV
VA40-VACCV
ANP REMAM
ANp-OSMMO
S 6 5 9 1 9
EMB2 CAVPO
EMBl CAVPO
EMBP-HUMAN
LFC_TACTR
?8I 68R3IPÿâH8R

60 70

SVIGLQDLNMEGE 
SVIGLRNLDLKGE 
SVIGLQDLNMEGE 
FVIGLTDENQEGE 
TVIGLTDQN GP 
TVIGLTDQN GP 
TVMGLHDQN GP 
IVIGLTDRD GS 
IVIGLTOKD GS 
TVIGLTDSD GS 
SWIGLTDQN GP 
TVIGLTDQN GP 
YVIQMSKK 
YVTGLSSNKD 
TVMGLSDLNQEGT 
YVIDINQNRKIPGIN  
H VIGIEK/DFNGT  
YVIKIVDELDCTNI 
HVIGLTDQGTEGN 
AFLGITDEVTEGQ 
AFLGITDEATEGQ 
AFLGITDQRTENV 
AFLGITDEKTEGQ 
AYLGITDVRVEGS 
AYLSMNDISTEGR 
AYLSMNDISKEGK 
AFLSMSDTRKEGT 
AFLSMTDSKTEGK 
AFLSMTDVGTEGK 
AYLGLVESPDSGD 
AYVGLTEGPSPGD 
AYLGLAEGPTAGD 
VYLGMIEDQTPGD 
PYLGVIEGQTPGD 
YWIGI RKVNNV 
Y VIGI RKVNNV 
Y V IG I RKVNNV 
Y V IG I RKVNKK 
Y VIGI RKINGT 
Y V IG I RKINGT 
Y VIGI RKIGGI 
Y VIGI RKIGKH 
Y V IG I RKIGKT 
Y V IG I RKVEGV 
Y V IG I RKINNK 
Y V IG I RKNNKT 
Y V IG I RKINNK 
HWGLKKEPGHP 
HVIGLKNEANQT 
SVIGVFRNSSH  
SVIGVFRNSSH  
HVMGLVHIPTNGS 
CWGLSYDNKKKD 
FVIGLRYTLPDMN 
FVIGLRFTLPDMN 
FVIGLSYTLSDEN  
FVIGLRFTLPDMN 
LVIGLNSLSFNSG  
YFIGLLISLDKK  
W IALNSNLTDNQ  
LVIGLNSLSVRSG 
YFIGMLISMDKK 
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Figure 5.2: [continued]
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CONSENSUS Group I CRD SEQUENCES

PGCA_HUMAN (Aggrecan: human ) 
PGCA_RAT (Aggrecan: rat ) 
PGCA_BOVIN (Aggrecan: bovine) 
PGCA_CHICK (Aggrecan: chick ) 
A55182 
A54423 
S49126 
886890 
S28764 
S52781

10 20 30 50 60

(Aggrecan: mouse )
(Brevican: bovine)
(Brevican: rat )
(Brevican: mouse )
(Neurocan: rat )
(Neurocan: mouse )

PGCS_HUMAN (Versican: human )
A47171 (Versican: chick )
8624 61 (Versican: mouse )
Most frequent residue (>90% conservation) 
MABA_RAT 1MSB/2MSB :
E-SELECTIN HUMAN lESL :
Most frequent CRD residue (>70% conservation) 
Calcium sites 1 and 2
OBSERVED SEC STRUCTURE (5 CRD STRUCTURES)

DQEVCEEGWNKYQGHCYRHFPDRETWVDAERRCREQQSHLSSIVTPEEQEFVNNNAQDY 
DQEQCEEGWTKFQGHCYRHFPDRETWVDAERRCREQQSHLSSIVTPEEQEFVNKNAQDY 
DQKLCEEGWTKFQGHCYRHFPDRATWVDAESQCRKQQSHLSSIVTPEEQEFVNNNAQDY 
DLANCEEGWIKFQGHCYRHFEERETWMDAESRCREHQAHLSSIITPEEQEFVNSHAQDY 
DQEQCEEGWTKFQGHCYRHFPDRETWVDAERRCREQQSHLSSIVTPEEQEFVNKNAQDY 
GLHFCSPGWDAFQGACYKHFSARRSWEEAENKCRMYGAHLASISTPEEQDFINNRYREY 
GLHFCSPGWEPFQGACYKHFSTRRSWEEAESQCRALGAHLTSICTPEEQDFVNDRYREY 
GLHFCSPGWEAFQGACYKHFSTRRSWEEAESQCRALGAHLTSICTPEEQDFVNDRYREY 
DTEGCDRGWHKFQGHCYRYFAHRRAWEDAERDCRRRAGHLTSVHSPEEHKFINSFGHEN 
DT EGCDRGWHKFQGHCYRYFAHRRAWEDAE RDCRRRAGHLTSVHS P E EHKFINS FGHEN 
DTETCDYGWHKFQGQCYKYFAHRRTWDAAERECRLQGAHLTSILSHEEQMFVNRVGHDY 
DTETCDYGWHKFQGQCYKYFAHRRTWDTAERECRLQGAHLTSILSHEEQVFVNRIGHDY 
DTETCDYGWHKFQGQCYKYFAHRRTWDAAERECRLQGAHLTSILSHEEQMFVNRVGHDY 

C GW FQG CYRHF R W AE CR AHLTSI EE FVN D 
GKKFFVTNHERMPFSKVKALCSELRGTVAIPRNAE ENKAIQEVAKTS
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Figure 5.3.
Residue conservation in 13 Group I sequences of the CRD superfamily. All residues conserved to greater than 90% are indicated below the alignment. 
These are compared with residues conserved to better than 70% in the 131 CRD sequences, the two calcium sites, and the observed secondary 
structures in the crystal structures of mannose-binding protein and E-selectin. Residue numbering follows that of Figure 5.2.
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predicted by the SAPIENS and PHD approaches (Wako & Blundell, 19946; Rost & 

Sander, 1994; Section 2.4).

5.2.3. Protein fold recognition and modelling

All 131 CRD sequences were subjected to optimal fitting to a library o f254 protein folds 

using THREADER (Jones et a l, 1992; Section 2.5). Threadings were computed in 

terms of pairwise interaction energies in order to evaluate the fit of each CRD sequence 

to a particular fold conformation. The comparison was represented as Z-scores [ = 

(Energy - Mean)/Standard Deviation]. A high structural match requires a Z-score of less 

than -2.7. The Z-scores were sorted for input into SUM THREADER (Edwards & 

Perkins, 1996) to calculate the average Z-score and position of each of the 254 folds 

from the 131 threadings.

Protein structures were visualised using INSIGHT 11 95.0 (Biosym/MSl, San Diego, 

USA; Section 2.7) or SETOR (Evans, 1993; Section 2.7) on Silicon Graphics INDY 

Workstations. The rigid body fragment assembly method in HOMOLOGY 

(Biosym/MSl, San Diego, USA; Section 2.7) was used to model the CRD of aggrecan 

using crystal structures for rat mannose-binding protein and E-selectin (Brookhaven 

codes: Imsb, 2msb and lesl: Weis etal, 1991; Graves et a l, 1994). After the definition 

of a structurally conserved core region consisting of 28 a-helix and p-sheet residues as 

well as 75 loop residues, insertions and deletions were made in 2msb to construct 10 

surface loop residues in the aggrecan CRD from a database of protein fi-agments using 

the Brookhaven loop database of INSIGHT 11 95.0. These 10 residues corresponded 

to those between Asnl02-Glul06 (5 residues) and Metl 12-Glyl 17 (5 residues). All the 

sidechains were mutated to those in the CRD For the N-terminal extension of the CRD 

model, the first 14 residues Asp7-Gly20 were added to the model in an extended p- 

strand conformation, then two p-tums were introduced at Glul2 and TyrlS in order to 

bring Cysll and Cys22 close to each other to join them. The C-terminal residues 

Glyl35-Thrl36 were added. Energy refinements using DISCOVER (Biosym/MSl, San
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Diego, USA; Section 2.7) were performed at the loop splice junctions, then on the loops, 

then on the mutated core residues. The 103 core residues were tethered to their original 

positions with greater energy terms that the reconstructed loops with 26 residues. 

Refinements were based on the consistent valence forcefield, and iterations were made 

using combinations of the steepest descent and conjugate algorithms. The refinements 

improved the connectivity of the model and reduced the proportion of bad contacts or 

stereochemistry, as confirmed by the use of PROCHECK (Laskowski et a l , 1993). The 

same procedure was applied to model the G3 SCR of human aggrecan using the four 

NMR structures for SCR-15 and SCR-16 in human factor H (Brookhaven codes: Ihcc, 

Ihfi, Ihfh: Norman etal, 1991; Barlow etal, 1993). After the definition of a conserved 

protein core of 15 p-sheet and 33 loop residues, insertions and deletions were made in 

a final model based on Ihfh in order to construct the remaining 12 loop residues in the 

G3 SCR as three surface regions between residues Lys21-Glu25 (3 residues), Cys48- 

His53 (4 residues) and Trp54-Thr60 (5 residues), together with the end residues Glyl 

and Thr62.

The DSSP program (Kabsch & Sander, 1983; Section 2.6) was used to assign the 

observed secondary structure as P-strands (DSSP codes E and B), a-helices (I, H, or G), 

and loop regions (s, t and .). Side-chain solvent accessibilities were calculated by the Lee 

& Richards method in the COMPARER program (Sali & Blundell, 1990; Section 2.6) 

on a scale fi'om 0 to 9 for each residue, where 0 corresponds to 0-10% solvent exposure, 

1 corresponds to 11-20% solvent exposure, and so on.

Electrostatic calculations were performed using DELPHI (Biosym/MSl, San Diego, 

USA). The total electrostatic energy of the system was calculated using a full coulombic 

boundary condition, with the interior and exterior dielectric constants set as 2 and 80 

respectively, and assuming an ionic strength corresponding to a 0.145 M salt solution. 

The solvent accessible surface of the molecule was displayed using the Connolly 

algorithm with a solvent probe radius of 0.14 nm. This surface was coloured red for 

potentials less than -2 kTle, blue for potentials greater than 2 kTle, and white for neutral 

potentials of 0 kTle. Linear interpolation was used to produce the colours between these 

values.
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5.3. RESULTS

5.3.1. Sequence alignment and residue conservation in the CRD superfamily

In order to correlate all the CRD sequences with those in Group I, an alignment of 131 

CRD sequences is summarised in Figure 5.1 and reported in Figure 5.2 for Groups II- 

Vn, and with the same residue numbering in Figure 5.3 for Group I. By defining a 

consensus where residue occupancies are over 50% in the alignment, the consensus 

sequence of the CRD was defined to be 136 residues in length. The previously-reported 

subdivision of the CRD sequences into seven groups I to VII on the basis of sequence 

similarity is evident. One subset of 95 CRD sequences in Groups I, II, V, VIb and VII 

constituted the long CRDs, which were defined by the occurrence of two extra N- 

terminal cysteine residues Cysl 1 and Cys22 that are disulphide linked (Spiess, 1990). 

The short CRDs of Groups III, IV and Via did not possess these Cys residues.

Residue similarities between Groups II-VII and Group I is summarised at the bottom of 

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 and in Table 5.1. In general, conservation in the 131 CRD sequences 

is low. Only 44 of 136 residues were conserved or conservatively replaced in over 50% 

of the 131 sequences. Only 26 residues were likewise conserved in over 70% of the 

sequences. Only 10 residues were conserved in over 90% of the sequences. As noted 

in Table 5.1, the latter are four cysteines (Cys39, Cys 109, Cys 124 and Cys 132), five 

hydrophobic residues (Tyr/Phe23, Trp32, Leu46, Trp70, He71) and Gly72. The crystal 

structures of mannose binding protein, E-selectin and lithostathine show a 2a/3P motif 

at the base of the structure that is formed from Bl, Al, B2, A2 and B7 (Perkins & 

Brisett, 19966; Chapter 4). B3 in the neighbouring p-sheet makes contact with this 

motif. With the sole exception of the two disulphide bridge residues Cys 109 and 

Cys 124, 8 of these 10 best-conserved residues are found within this region, and define 

the conserved core of the CRD structure. The other 17 residues in Table 5.1 are well- 

conserved in either the short or long CRD subsets. It is interesting that 25 out of the 73 

conserved residues in Group I (Figure 5.3; Table 5.1) matches the consensus patterns for 

either the short and long CRD subsets. This supports the modelling of the Group I
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Table 5.1: 27 Residues conserved to greater than 90% in the Short and Long CRD
____________sequences________________________________________________

Short (36 sequences) Long (95 sequences) Group I (13 sequences)

Position* Residue Conservation Residue Conservation Residue^ Conservation

11 Cys 91% Cys 100%

22 B l Cys 91% Cys 100%

23* B l Phe, Tyr 100% Tyr, Phe 92% Tyr 100%

32* A l 88% Trp, Phe, Tyr 94% Trp 100%

35 A l Ala, Ser, Gly 95% Ala 100%

39* A l Cys 100% Cys 100% Cys 100%

44 Gly, Ala, Ser 94% Ala, Ser, Gly 100%

46* B2 Leu, He, Val 100% Leu, He 95% Leu 100%

54 A2 Glu 91% 83% Glu 100%

58 A2 Leu, He, Val 94% 88% Val, He 100%

70* B3 Trp, Phe, Tyr 100% Trp, Phe, Tyr 98% Trp 100%

71* B3 He, Leu, Val 100% He, Leu, Val 91% He 100%

72* B3 Gly, Ser, Ala 100% Gly, Ala 92% Gly 100%

73 B3 He, Leu, Met 100% 86% Leu 100%

82 Trp, Phe, Tyr 100% 86% Phe 100%

94 Asn 92%

95 Trp 100% 74% Tip 100%

99 (Ca) Glu 91% Gin 100%

100 Pro 94% Pro 100%

109* B5 Cys 100% Cys 100% Cys 100%

110 B5 Val, Leu 97% Val 100%

112 B5 He, Met, Leu 97% 75% Met, He 100%

117 Gly, Ala 100% Gly 100%

119 B6 Tip 100% 80% Trp 100%

124* Cys 100% Cys 100% Cys 100%

131 B7 Leu, He, Val 100% 82%

132* B7 Cys 100% Cys 100% Cys 100%

 ̂Residue positions are from Figure 5.2. The ten best-conserved residues are asterisked. 
The secondary structures in which residues are found are the consensus of five 
crystal structures from Figure 5.3.

 ̂The first three most commonly occurring residues are given. Residues are only listed 
if they occur in over 90% of either the Short or Long subsets. Percentages only 
are given if they fall in the range 70-89%.

 ̂Residues are listed here only if they appear in the Short or Long subsets.
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structure on available crystal structures.

Carbohydrate binds to the CRD through hydrogen bond formation with a Ca^̂  ion 

coordinated at site 2 at Glu99-Asnl01-Glul07 (or Asn 102 in E-selectin)-Asn 120- 

Aspl21 in mannose-binding protein (Figure 5.3). Mannose specificity is primarily 

determined by Glu99-Asnl01, and galactose specificity is determined by their 

replacement to Gln99-Aspl01. A Câ  ̂site 1 is found at Asp75-Glu79-Asp 102-Asp 108 

in mannose-binding protein that does not exist in E-selectin. The crystal structure of 

lithostathine contains neither of these Câ  ̂sites (Figure 5.2). Figure 5.3 shows that these 

nine residues corresponding to the two Câ  ̂sites are usually conserved in the Group I 

CRD sequences, and therefore support the modelling of this structure using available 

crystal structures. The Ca^ -̂binding residues are found in an extended loop region in the 

CRD fold between residues 75-127 (Figure 5.3). The similar length of this region in the 

protein sequences in Groups I-VII together with the conserved disulphide bridge 

Cysl09-Cysl24 suggests that its structure is similar in all the CRD groups. However, 

evidence that the CRD structure is sensitive to change of residues in this region 

(Kolatkar & Weis, 1996), together with the occurrence of only some of these residues 

fi’om mannose binding protein in the vicinity of the Câ  ̂binding site in the G3 Group I 

sequences, shows that this region should be modelled with caution. The residues 

DHGSG and NRQKD which follow immediately after Glu99-Asnl01 in mannose- 

binding protein and E-selectin respectively become NFFAAG in G3 (Figure 5.3). This 

region in Group I is notably more hydrophobic and contains an extra residue. Likewise 

the hydrophilic residues (IS and ER) immediately following Asnl20-Aspl21 become 

hydrophobic (VP) in all 13 G3 sequences. These differences may affect carbohydrate 

binding.

Comparison of the Group I CRD sequences with the consensus in Figure 5.3 shows that 

five conserved basic residues occur at Arg/Lys24, Arg29, Arg40, Arg/Lys76 and 

Lysl33. These have no counterpart in the rest of the CRD superfamily (Figure 5.2). 

The PTR fold is related to that of the CRD. Comparison of Figure 5.3 with an alignment 

of 59 PTR sequences (Brissett & Perkins, 1996Z>; Chapter 4) shows that Arg29 in the G3
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CRD fold is structurally analogous to Lysll in the PTR fold. The conserved basic 

residue at Arg9/Lysl 1 has been implicated in hyaluronate binding in the PTR superfamily 

(Peach et a l, 1993). The similar occurrence of a conserved basic residue raises the 

possibility that the Group I CRD may interact with hyaluronate or other anionic 

glycosaminoglycans, and there is evidence for this (Yang et a l, 1995).

5.3.2. Observed and predicted secondary structures in the CRD superfamily

Similarities between the CRD sequences and the observed CRD secondary structure in 

crystal structures were examined using five consensus secondary structure predictions 

fi"om the 13 G3 sequences and all 131 CRD sequences (Figure 5.4a). By DSSP analyses 

of five crystallographic coordinate sets (Brookhaven codes: Imsb, 2msb, lesl: Figure 

5.4a), two a-helices Al and A2 and seven p-strands Bl to B7 were consistently 

detected, although some variability in the P-strands was noticeable. A short p-strand B2 

was observed that had not been previously identified in the original crystallographic 

reports. Comparison of the 131 CRD prediction with the crystal structures showed that 

two a-helices and six p-strands were correctly predicted. The exception was B6 which 

forms part of Câ  ̂binding site 2 in mannose binding protein and E-selectin. While some 

minor shifts in positions were found, 98/119 matches were found between the predicted 

and observed structures, giving a prediction accuracy of 82%. The predictions for the 

13 G3 CRD sequences was reduced in accuracy at 66% (78/116), Bl was partially 

predicted, and B4 and B6 were not now predicted. Comparison of the predictions in the 

sequence between B3 and B7 (residues 72-127) for the 13 G3 and 131 CRD sequences 

suggested that the lower accuracy of the G3 CRD prediction is attributable to the low 

number of sequences used for averaging. Nonetheless, the G3 CRD predictions support 

the presence of the a-helices Al and A2 and the p-strands B2, B3, B5 and B7 that make 

up the central core of the G3 CRD structure.

The crystallographically-observed CRD solvent accessibility was correlated with the 

CRD sequence alignment using three consensus hydropathy and accessibility predictions
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Figure 5.4: [Overleaf] Structural analyses of Group I of the CRD superfamily.
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Figure 5.4; [Below]

Structural analyses of Group I of the CRD superfamily. Residue numbering is taken from Figure 5.2.

(a) The secondary structure predictions for Group I alone and for all of Groups I-VII are shown separately using the arrowed regions showing 

a-helix (A) and p-strand (B). Each is compared with the observed secondary structure. The predictions are denoted by: A, a-helix; B, P-strand; t, 

turn; c, coil; 1, loop; i, buried coil; o, exposed coil. The DSSP secondary structure analysis is denoted by: H, a-helix; E, P-strand; other symbols are 

defined in Methods. Agreements between the observed and predicted features are denoted by vertical strokes. Data taken from the recent crystal 

structure of lithostathine is included also, but is not included in the averages.

(b) The consensus accessibility analysis is indicated by exposed (e) and buried (b) residues for Group I alone and for all of Groups I-VII. The 

COMPARER accessibility analyses have values between 0-9 (Methods), with 0-1 corresponding to buried (b) and 2-9 to exposed (e). Agreements 

between the observed and predicted features are denoted by vertical strokes.
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from the latter (Figure 5.4b). Comparison of the observed and predicted accessibilities 

for the 131 CRD sequences showed that there were 92/119 matches (accuracy of 77%). 

For the G3 CRDs, the accuracy dropped to 62% (72/116), mostly due to several 

mismatches in the loop region between B3 and B7 in the G3 CRD predictions that did 

not occur in the 131 CRD prediction. Good matches were seen for the a-helices Al and 

A2 and the P-strands Bl, B2, B3, B5 and B7. This is evidence for the presence of these 

secondary structure elements in the G3 CRD structure.

5.3.3. Protein fold recognition analysis of the CRD superfamily

Protein fold recognition analyses were performed for the CRD superfamily using 

THREADER. Each of the 131 CRD sequences was threaded through a set of 254 

known protein folds, including that of the mannose binding protein (2msb), and scored 

for topological compatibility with each fold using a set of inter-residue energy potentials. 

For all 131 CRD sequences, the averaged result showed that 2msb appeared first out of 

254 folds with a mean Z-score of -2.17, athough the results were variable as shown by 

the standard deviation of ± 1.31 (Table 5.2). For Group III, Group IV, and the Short 

subset as a whole, high Z-scores between -2.98 to -3.12 were obtained.

The Long subset of CRD sequences gave varied outcomes. The correct 2msb fold 

appeared in second place overall, although within error of first place. The lilb fold in 

first place corresponds to interleukin ip with 12 P-strands, and this is inconsistent with 

the secondary structure predictions of Figure 5.3. The correct 2msb fold appeared in 

fourth place for the G3 CRDs after IcdS, Icau and 7rsa. IcdS corresponded to an all-P 

protein, while Icau and 7rsa corresponded to a/p proteins with secondary structure 

elements in the order ppappppppppp«(x and (xapappppp respectively. All three were 

inconsistent with the secondary structure predictions and could be rejected. While this 

analysis showed that the G3 CRD sequences were best correlated Avith the 2msb fold, the 

lower Z-scores for the Group I sequences were of interest. These may result from the 

occurrence of extra conserved basic residues in the Group I CRDs (see above), as
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Table 5.2 : THREADER protein fold recognition analyses of the CRD superfamily

Group Sequences Rank Matched

fold

Secondary

structure

Position Z-score

I-VII 131 1 2msb 2a/7p 8 ±22 -2.17 ±1.31

m, IV, Via 36 1 2msb 2a/7P 2 ± 2 -2.92 ±0.60

(Short)

in  (Short) 15 1 2msb 2a/7p 1 ± 1 -3.12 ±0.65

IV (Short) 13 1 2msb 2a/7P 2 ±3 -2.98 ±0.49

I, II, V, VIb, 95 1 lilb 12P 8 ±26 -2.20 ± 1.50

VII (Short) 2 2msb 2(X/7P 10 ±25 -1.89 ±1.40

I (Long) 13 1 IcdS lop 4 ±3 -2.77 ± 1.00

2 Icau 2a/12p 4 ±3 -2.25 ±0.61

3 7rsa 3a/7p 6 ± 3 -2.12 ±0.48

4 2msb 2a/7p 8 ± 7 -1.87 ±0.60
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THREADER prefers to align sequences to folds so that positive charges are far apart in 

the structure. However the replacement of the five conserved basic residues at positions 

24, 29,40, 76 and 133 in the G3 sequences by a neutral residue Gin resulted in a similar 

mean Z-score of-1.7 ± 0.4. It is also possible that the additional N-terminus residues in 

the G3 CRD sequences that are not seen in the 2msb fold may account for the lower Z- 

scores. No simple explanation is presently available for the slightly weaker Z-scores with 

the G3 CRD sequences.

5.3.4. Molecular graphics modelling of the G3 CRD in human aggrecan

The alignments between the sequences for human aggrecan G3 CRD and the two 

available crystal structures show 25/129 identities (20%) with that of rat mannose- 

binding protein and 32/129 identities (26%) with that of E-selectin. While these 

identities fall within the twilight zone for determining homologous protein folds, the 

sequence, secondary structure and fold recognition analyses in the preceding sections 

(5.3.1-5.3.3) show that homology modelling methods are applicable to the G3 CRD of 

aggrecan. In the construction of the G3 CRD model using HOMOLOGY, a total of 103 

a-helix, p-strand and loop residues were determined to be invariant core residues 

(Section 5.2). Two surface regions containing 10 residues were remodelled. The G3 

CRD belongs to the Long subset of CRD sequences, in which the extra N-terminal 14 

residues forms a disulphide bridge looped structure between Cysl 1-Cys22 (Table 5.1). 

By analogy with views of the recent crystal structure of lithostathine (Bertrand et a l, 

1996), for which coordinates are not yet available, 14 residues in the N-terminal region 

of the aggrecan G3 CRD was constructed as an extended P-strand (denoted BO for 

numerical consistency), which was then remodelled using p-tums to form an antiparallel 

P-sheet B0-B1-B7-B2 with the appropriate connection for the disulphide bridge (Section 

5.2). This completed the G3 CRD model.

The topology of the aggrecan G3 CRD model is compared with those of mannose 

binding protein and a model for the PTR fold of link protein in Figure 5.5 (Weis et a l.
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Figure 5.5: [Overleaf] Molecular graphics modelling of the CRD.
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Figure 5.5: [Below]

Molecular graphics modelling of the CRD. a-Helices and P-strands are identified as in Figures 5.2 and 5.4. All models are shown in the same 

orientation. The positions of the two disulphide bridges in each fold is denoted by thick black lines.

(a) The Group IG3 CRD model is shown with the conserved basic residues Arg24, Arg29, Arg40, Arg76 and Lysl33 marked by labelled 

spheres. The two a-helices and eight p-strands are labelled as A1-A2 and B0-B7 respectively.

(b) The PTR model (Brissett & Perkins, 19966; Chapter 4) is shown with the conserved basic residues Arg9/Lysl 1, Arg56, Arg 63 and Arg75 

marked by unlabelled spheres, and secondary structures are labelled as in (a).

(c) The Group m  CRD fi-om mannose binding protein (2msb). The acidic residues involved in the two Ca^̂  binding sites 1 and 2 are marked 

by the numbered spheres, and secondary structures are labelled to follow (a).
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1992; Brissett & Perkins, 19966; Chapter 4). Four of the five conserved basic residues 

in the G3 CRD model (Arg/Lys24, Arg29, Arg40 and Arg/Lys76) are seen to be in 

surface-exposed positions on Bl, Al and immediately following B3, all of which are 

located on one face of the CRD. The fifth conserved basic residue is Lysl33 which 

points towards the rear of the G3 CRD structure shown in Figure 5.5a. The PTR also 

displays a set of four conserved basic residues (Arg9/Lysl 1, Arg56, Arg63 and Arg75) 

on Bl, before B5, on B5 and after B5 (Figure 5.5b). Arg29 in the G3 CRD model 

occupies a similar topological positions to Lysl 1 in the PTR model. Even though the 

arrangement of the other three conserved basic residues in each of the G3 CRD and PTR 

models is different, the proximity of these basic residues to one other on one surface of 

the fold suggests that they produce an area of positive charge that may interact with 

anionic glycosaminoglycans such as hyaluronate, chondroitin sulphate or keratan 

sulphate.

The five conserved basic residues in the aggrecan G3 CRD at the base of the fold 

(Figure 5.5a) are located at the opposite end to the nine residues of the two Ca^̂  binding 

sites (Figures 5.5a and 5.5c). The conserved basic residues would apparently not rule 

out carbohydrate binding in the Group I CRDs, even though Arg/Lys76 is adjacent to 

Asp75 at Câ  ̂site 1. Biochemical data shows that the Group I proteoglycan CRDs do 

exhibit Câ  ̂dependent C-type lectin activities (Halberg et al.  ̂ 1988; Saleque et a/., 1993; 

Ujita et a l, 1994; Aspberg et al.  ̂ 1995; Ng et ah, 1996). The sugar specificity of the 

aggrecan CRD is for galactose or fucose, not mannose. Despite the predicted binding 

specificity for galactose from the presence of Gln99-Aspl01, galactose only binds 

weakly to the Group I CRD of rat aggrecan (Saleque et al, 1993). The specificity of the 

chicken versican CRD is however for mannose (Ujita et a l, 1994), whereas, the 

specificity of the human versican CRD is for fucose or GlcNAc (Aspberg et a l, 1995). 

Crystallographic studies have shown that the preferential binding of sugars is dependent 

on the equatorial/axial or equatorial/equatorial arrangement of the 3-/4- OH groups. 

This specificity is determined by the stereochemistry of the five sidechains that 

coordinate Câ  ̂at site 2 (Drickamer, 1992; lobst & Drickamer, 1994; Blanck et a l, 

1996; Kolatkar & Weis, 1996). The occurrence of Gln99-Aspl01 at Ca^̂  site 2 in G3
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instead of Glu99-Asnl01 accounts for the galactose specificity of the aggrecan CRDs, 

but do not explain the different affinities of the versican CRDs. Together with the 

change of Asnl02 at Câ  ̂ site 1 to Seri02 in brevican and versican, as well as the 

presence of hydrophobic residues near Câ  ̂site 2, it is possible that the carbohydrate 

specificity in versican and more generally in Group I will be altered compared to 

mannose binding protein and E-selectin.

5.3.5. Sequence alignment and residue conservation in the SCR superfamily

The alignment of 13 G3 SCR sequences (Figure 5.1, 5.6) shows that its consensus length 

is well-defined as 62 residues with no gaps or insertions. Residue conservation among 

the 13 sequences is high, with 30/62 residues that are conserved or conservatively 

replaced at greater than 90%, and 21/62 residues that are 100% conserved. Four of the 

latter are cysteines (Cys5, Cys34, Cys48 and Cys61), six are hydrophobic (Val3, Tyrl4, 

Tyr32, Ile46, Trp54 and Ile59), three are prolines (Pro8, Pro9 and Pro57), four are 

glycines (Glyl, Gly6, Glyl8 and Gly37), and two are arginines (Arg31 and Arg47). The 

previous analysis fi*om an alignment of 101 SCR sequences (Perkins et al., 1988) showed 

that 22/61 residue positions were well-conserved, of which 5/61 were well-conserved at 

greater than 90%. Figure 5.6 shows that 15 of these conserved residues are well 

matched to the equivalent conserved residues in G3. All 15 matches are hydrophobic, 

and indicate that the G3 SCR has a well-conserved hydrophobic core in common with 

other members of the SCR superfamily.

The G3 SCR sequences differ from a typical SCR in that five basic residues occur that 

are highly conserved. These are Arg/Lys21, Arg/Lys23, Arg31, Arg/His41 and Arg47 

(Figure 5.6). It was also of interest to note that the C-terminal sequences following the 

G3 SCR are also strongly basic. These sequences in Figure 5.6 contain 457 residues of 

which 116 (25%) are Lys or Arg. By comparison, 17% of residues in the G3 SCR 

sequences are Lys or Arg, while a typical protein would contain 5.7% Lys and 5.7% Arg 

residues (Creighton, 1993).
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Figure 5.6: [Overleaf] Comparison of the G3 SCR sequences with those of SCR-15

and SCR-16 in human factor H.
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Figure 5.6: [Below]

Comparison of the G3 SCR sequences with those of SCR-15 and SCR-16 in human factor H. The G3 sequences are identified by their SWISSPROT 

or FIR accession names or numbers. Residues conserved in over 90% of the G3 SCR sequences are indicated below the alignment. These are 

compared with the 22 best-conserved residues in an alignment of 101 SCR sequences (Table 1 fi’om Perkins et a l, 1988). The SCR structures are 

indicated by their Brookhaven codes Ihfi, Ihcc and Ihfh. Secondary structure analyses by DSSP follows the abbreviations given in Figure 5.3. The 

six p-strands fi'om the averaged structure predictions (Perkins et a l, 1988) and the averaged DSSP analyses are indicated by Bl to B6. Side-chain 

accessibility analyses by COMPARER follows those in Figure 5.4, and are compared with the averaged hydropathy predictions of Perkins et al. (1988).



G3 SCR SEQUENCES 
Residue numbering
PGCA_HUMAN (Aggrecan: human 
PGCA_RAT (Aggrecan: rat 
PGCA_BOVIN (Aggrecan: bovine 
A55182 (Aggrecan: mouse
S39796 (Aggrecan: chick
A54423 (Brevican: bovine
S49126 (Brevican: rat
886890 (Brevican: mouse
S28764 (Neurocan: rat
S52781 (Neurocan: mouse
PGCS_HUMAN (Versican: human 
862461 (Versican: mouse
A47171 (Versican: chick
>90% CONSERVED (13 G3 SEQ) 
Matches (15/21)
>40% CONSERVED (101 SCR SEQ) 
ihfi seguence (Factor H SCR-15) 
lhfh-1 sequence (Factor H SCR-15) 
Ihcc sequence (Factor H SCR-16) 
lhfh-2 sequence (Factor H SCR-16)

10 20 30 40 50 60 <-----------------C-terminus-------------- >
GTVACGE P PWEHART FGQKKDR..YEINSLVRYQCTEGFVQRHMPTIRCQPSGHWEEPRITCTDATTYKRRLQKRSSRHPRRSRPSTAH 
GT VACGEP PAVE HARTLGQKKDR..YEISSLVRYQCTEGFVQRHVPTIRCQPSADWEEPRITCTDPNTYKHRLQKRTMRPTRRSRPSMAH 
GTVACGEPPWE BARIFGQKKDR..YEINALVRYQCTEGFIQGHVPTIRCQPSGHWEEPRITCTDPATYKRRLQKRSSRPLRRSHPSTAH 
GTVACGDPPWEHARTLGQKKDR..YEISSLVRYQCTEGFVQRHVPTIRCQPSGHWEEPRITCTDPNTYKHRLQKRTMRPTRRSRPSMAH 
GTVACGDPPWENARTFGRKKDR. . YEINSLVRYQCDHGYIQRHVPTIRCQPNGHWEEPRISCTNPSSYQRRLYKRSPRSRLRPGWHRPTH 
GLVSCGPPPELPLAEVFGRPRLR..YEVDTVLRYRCREGLTQRNLPLIRCQENGRWGLPQISCVPRRPARALRPVEAQEGRPWRLVGHWKARLNPSPNPAPGP 
GLVSCGPPPQLPLAQIFGRPRLR..YAVDTVLRYRCRDGLAQRNLPLIRCQENGLWEAPQISCVPRRPARALRSMTAPEGPRGQLPRQRKALLTPPSSL 
GLVSCGPPPQLPLAQIFGRPRLR..YAVDTVLRYRCRDGLAQRNLPLIRCQENGLWEAPQISCVPRRPGRALRSMDAPEGPRGQLSRHRKAPLTPPSSL 
GTVLCGPPPAVENASLVGVRKVK. . YNVHATVRYQCDEGFSQHHVATIRCRSNGKWDRPQIVCTKPRRSHRMRRHHHHPHRHHKPRKEHRKHKRHPAEDWEKDEGDFC 
GTVLCG P P PAVENAS LVGVRKIK..YNVHATVRYQCDEGFSQHRVATIRCRNNGKWDRPQIMCIKPRRSHRMRRHHHHPHRHHKPRKEHRKHKRHPAEDWEKDEGDFC 
GTVACGQPPWENAKTFGKMKPR..YEINSLIRYHCKDGFIQRHLPTIRCLGNGRWAIPKITCMNPSAYQRTYSMKY FKNSSSAKDNSINTSKHDHRWSRRWQESRR 
GTVACGQPPWENAKTFGKMKPR..YEINSLIRYHCKDGFIQRHLPTIRCLGNGRWAMPKITCMNPSAYQRTYSKKY LKNSSSAKDNSINTSKHEHRWSRR QETRR 
GTVACGQPPWENAKTFGKMKPR..YEINSLIRYHCKDGFIQRHIPTIRCQGNGRWDMPKITCMNPSTYQRTYSKKYYYKHSSSGKGTSLNSSKHYHRWIRTWQDSRR 
G V C G P P I  A G R R Y I VRY C EG QR V IRC G W P I C

I I I I  I I I I I  I I I  I I  I
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EKIPCSQPPQIEHGTINSSRSSQESYAHGTKLSYTCEGGFRISEENETTCYM.GKWSSP.PQCE 
EKIPCSQPPQIEHGTINSSRSSQESYAHGTKLSYTCEGGFRISEENETTCYM.GKWSSP.PQCE 
EGLPCKSPPEISHGWAHMSDS. . . YQYGEEVTYKCFEGFGIDGPAIAKCLG. EKWSHP. PSCI 
GLPCKSPPEISHGWAHMSDS. . . YQYGEEVTYKCFEGFGI DGPAIAKCLG. EKWSHP. PSCI

PREDICTED SEC STRUCTURE (1988) 
Matches (41/62)
OBSERVED SEC STRUCTURE
DSSP Ihfi (Factor H SCR-15)
DSSP lhfh-1 (Factor H SCR-15)
DSSP Ihcc (Factor H SCR-16)
DSSP lhfh-2 (Factor H SCR-16)

< ..Bl> <-B2> <B3> <-B4-> . <B5. <B6>
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  I I I I I I I I I I I I I

<B1 ... <-B2-> B3 <-B4> . B5 . B6
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B s ss EEEE s ... Bss EEEEE tt B s EEEB s.ssB s . sB

PREDICTED HYDROPATHY (1988) 
Matches (48/62)
OBSERVED ACCESSIBILITY
COMPARER Ihfi (Factor H SCR-15) 
COMPARER lhfh-1 (Factor H SCR-15) 
COMPARER Ihcc (Factor H SCR-16) 
COMPARER lhfh-2 (Factor H SCR-16)

^>ebbbebeebebebeeeee. .bebbeâ>ebebeébbéb^>eeebd3eeebebeeebbebeee
I I I  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  l l l l l l l l l  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

97 670960391980604 399987 96085929180705994 917 997 4 05093.0907 92.1708 
9686097028052090529 9977 8607 4 92 9160603990928 996304 084.1907 90.0802 
959609907 90880607 9 98 99...098947030909994956974408072.590337.0709 
017 09602 919304 0695999...26464 507 0828 995996954 206030.37 0394.0006
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5.3.6. Molecular graphics modelling of the G3 SCR in human aggrecan

Secondary structure predictions for the SCR had already been compared with the 

observed secondary structures in four SCR structures (Perkins et a l, 1988; Molina et a l, 

1995). Six P-strands occur in the SCR, all of which could be predicted, although the 

prediction of Bl was displaced from its position as observed (Figure 5.6). Since the 

SCR sequences formed one alignment, and no distinct subgroups of sequences have been 

identified as for the CRD superfamily, there was no reason to expect that the G3 SCR 

structure would be different from the observed structure. Accordingly, a detailed 

structural analysis of the SCR superfamily was not performed. Secondary structure 

predictions were used here to assess the conformation of the linker peptide between the 

CRD and SCR. The five methods used in Figure 5.4 showed that a P-strand was well- 

predicted for Thr2-Ala4 (where Thr2 in Figure 5.6 is the same as Thrl36 in Figure 5.3). 

The DSSP analyses of the NMR structures suggested the possible presence of P-strand 

in this region (Figure 5.6). Both considerations suggest the prediction of an extended 

linker region to separate the CRD and SCR domains in G3.

It was of interest to assess the SCR superfamily using THREADER protein fold 

recognition analyses. The 13 G3 SCR sequences resulted in a weak averaged Z-score 

of -0.38 for the correct SCR-16 fold (Ihcc), which was ranked in 14th position out of 

254. This showed that THREADER has difficulty in recognising this p-protein fold. 

Unlike the good Z-scores seen with the CRD superfamily, self-threading with the 

lhfi/lhfh-1, Ihcc and lhfli-2 SCR sequences in Figure 5.6 gave weak Z-scores o f-1.23 

(5th position), 0.19 (29th position) and >9.99 respectively. Possible reasons for these 

low Z-score values are the difficulties inherent in discriminating between different all-p 

folds, as well as the presence of conserved basic groups close to each other in the G3 

SCR structure. The effect of the removal of Glul from the lhfh-2 sequence on the Z- 

score is striking.

A molecular model of the G3 SCR in human aggrecan was constructed. A conserved 

core structure of 48 P-strand and loop residues was taken from the SCR structure Ihfh,
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which is closer to the G3 SCR in length. Three surface regions and the two termini 

containing 14 residues were remodelled using HOMOLOGY (Section 5.2). The 

topology of the resulting G3 SCR model closely matched that of the starting SCR model. 

The G3 SCR model showed that all five conserved basic residues in G3 SCR were 

located on one extended surface of the domain (Figure 5.7). This high localisation of 

positive charge would appear advantageous for the binding of anionic 

glycosaminoglycans. Lys21 and Arg23 occur near the junction of the SCR with the CRD 

(and therefore are close to Arg24, Lys 134, Arg29 and Arg40 in the CRD domain), while 

Arg31 and Arg47 are located at the centre of the SCR and Arg/His41 is located at the 

C-terminal region of the SCR. The G3 SCR in aggrecan also contains another basic 

residue in the same region of interest at Lys20.

5.3.7. Electrostatic calculations of the surface of the G3 CRD and SCR domains

Given the extensive occurrence of basic residues in the G3 CRD and SCR models, 

electrostatic potentials were calculated to determine patterns of negatively-charged 

groups in glycosaminoglycans that might match the arrangement of these basic residues. 

While basic residues have been implicated in the formation of link protein-hyaluronate 

interactions (Hardingham et a l, 1976; Lyon, 1986), protein-carbohydrate interactions 

can also be mediated by hydrogen bond and hydrophobic contacts, and no information 

on these will be available from electrostatic potentials. Hyaluronate contains one 

carboxyl group per disaccharide GlcA-GlcNAc. Four sets of coordinates fi'om fibre 

diffraction studies of hyaluronate in triclinic, tetragonal or orthorhombic unit cells 

(Brookhaven codes: Ihya, 2hya, 3hya, 4hya) were analysed to determine the average 

distance between adjacent pairs of carboxyl groups in linearly extended conformations 

of hyaluronate. Irrespective of the rotational twist between pairs of saccharide residues, 

the separation of neighbouring carboxyl groups was determined as 0.91 ± 0.10 nm from 

10 pairs. Since these carboxyl groups are rotated by 120° or 90° along the long axis of 

the oligosaccharide chain, this means that carboxyl groups will appear on the same side 

of the oligosaccharide chain for possible interactions with basic protein residues at an
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Figure 5.7: [Overleaf] Molecular graphics modelling of the SCR in G3.
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Figure 5.7; [Below]

Molecular graphics modelling of the SCR in G3. «-Helices and p-strands are identified as in Figure 5.5. The positions of the two disulphide bridges 

is denoted by thick black lines. The positions of the conserved basic residues Arg/Lys21, Arg/Lys23, Arg31, Arg/His41 and Arg47 are marked by 

spheres.



Arg47

Arg23
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appropriate multiple of 0.91 nm. Potential protein-hyaluronate interaction sites can 

therefore be predicted if basic residues are found that are spaced apart by about 0.91 nm, 

1.82 nm or 2.73 nm, depending on the relative orientation of protein and hyaluronate. 

This is visualised in electrostatic maps for hyaluronate which showed its carboxyl groups 

as negative lobes that were spaced apart by 0.91 nm if the contour scale (Section 5.2) 

was changed from ±2 kTle to ±5 kHe. By comparison, similar calculations for 

chondroitin 4-sulphate disaccharides GlcA-GalNAc. SO  ̂ (lc4s, 2c4s) yielded inter

carboxyl group distances of 1.1 nm, and inter-sulphate group distances of 1.3 nm, and 

the heparin dodecasaccharide IdoA. SO^-GlcN. (SOJ2 structure (Ihpn) gave an inter

carboxyl group distance of 0.99 nm, and inter-sulphate group distances of 0.6-1.4 nm.

Electrostatic surface potentials were calculated from the crystal structures of mannose 

binding protein and E-selectin. Both proteins demonstrated relatively neutral surfaces 

with isolated small areas of positive and negative charge. Mannose-binding protein 

showed a large intense region of negative charge at the top of the CRD fold which 

corresponds to the two Câ  ̂binding sites 1 and 2 (Figure 5.5c). E-selectin also showed 

a similar but smaller region of negative charge that corresponds to the single Câ  ̂binding 

site 2. The G3 CRD model exhibited a negative surface charge at the Ca^  ̂binding sites 

1 and 2 that was similar in size to that seen for mannose binding protein, as expected. 

However, in contrast to the two crystal structures, the G3 CRD model exhibited a 

greater asymmetry of surface potential. A large area of positive charge occurred close 

to the conserved residue Arg24 that was not present in the two crystal structures. Two 

other areas of positive charge occurred close to the conserved residues Arg29 and Arg76 

(Figure 5.5a). The distance between the (-carbon atoms of Arg24 and Arg29 was 

estimated as 2.1 nm, and that between the (-carbon atoms of Arg29 and Arg76 was 2.0 

nm. The corresponding values from the separation of the a-carbon atoms were 1.4 nm 

and 2.2 nm respectively. Even though the (-carbon separations are not well defined for 

reason of sidechain flexibility, they are comparable with twice the 0.91 nm separation of 

carboxyl groups in hyaluronate and other glycosaminoglycans, or with a 1.3 nm 

separation of sulphate groups in chondroitin sulphate.
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Calculation of the surface potentials from the NMR structures of two SCR domains in 

complement factor H showed that, although both exhibited small differences in 

electrostatic potential, positively- and negatively-charged areas were evenly distributed 

on their surface. In contrast to this, the predicted G3 SCR model exhibited an 

asymmetric distribution of surface potential, in which one side of the P-sheet sandwich 

exhibited three large areas of positive charge, while the other side of the structure was 

more negatively charged. These three areas coincided with the conserved pair of 

residues at Lys21-Arg23, those at Arg31-Arg47, and the single residue at Arg41 (Figure 

5.7). The separations of the (-carbon atoms were 2.3 ± 0.3 nm for the Lys21-Arg23 and 

Arg31-Arg47 pairs, and 1.6 ± 0.1 nm for the Arg31-Arg47 pair and Arg41. The a- 

carbon separations were 1.6 ± 0.2 nm and 1.5 ± 0.2 nm respectively. Even on making 

allowance for sidechain flexibility, these distances are again comparable with the 

separation of carboxyl or sulphate groups in glycosaminoglycans.

A model for G3 was formed from the linear extension of the C-terminal B7 P-strand of 

the CRD model into the extended N-terminal p-strand predicted just before the first Cys 

residue of the SCR model. A similar extended polypeptide link joins the CRD and 

epidermal growth factor domains in the crystal structure of E-selectin (Graves et a l,

1994). The length of the linker polypeptide is sufficient to suggest that the steric 

connection between the CRD and SCR domains is relatively unconstrained. While no 

information is available on interdomain orientations, the simplest connection between the 

two domains (by analogy with E-selectin) resulted in the creation of a cleft between the 

two domains that is lined by basic residues (Figures 5.8 and 5.9). Even if the SCR 

domain were to be rotated about its longest axis by 180° relative to the CRD domain, the 

presence of Lysl 33 on the opposite face of the CRD domain would lead to a positively- 

charged cleft between the two domains. The six positively-charged surface areas in the 

two domains do not form a continuous band of charges separated by about 2 nm. 

Nonetheless the formation of such a cleft lined by positive charges appears to be a 

distinctive property of the G3 region in aggrecan and other related proteoglycans. This 

is suggestive of a functional role for G3 that involves its interactions with a strongly 

anionic glycosaminoglycan present in cartilage, rather than with carbohydrate through
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Figure 5.8: [Overleaf] Molecular model of a possible interdomain structure for the

CRD and SCR domains in G3 of human aggrecan.
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Figure 5.8: [Below]

Molecular model of a possible interdomain structure for the CRD and SCR domains in G3 of human aggrecan. The two domains are linked by an 

extended polypeptide strand. The sidechain structures of conserved basic residues are shown in full (A; CRD domain; B ; SCR domain), and secondary 

structures are labelled as in Figures 5.5 and 5.7.
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Figure 5.9: [Overleaf] Electrostatic potential maps for the model of G3 in human

aggrecan.
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Figure 5.9: [Below]

Electrostatic potential maps for the model of G3 in human aggrecan. The model of Figure 5.8 is shown in three views rotated in successive 90° steps 

about the vertical axis compared to the starting position shown in Figure 5.8. Red: negative charge; blue: positive charge.
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the binding sites in the CRD domain. From an evolutionary standpoint, the binding 

of G3 to hyaluronate, chondroitin sulphate and keratan sulphate is unlikely for reasons 

of the existence of G1 which binds to the former, and large amounts of chondroitin 

sulphate and keratan sulphate that are found in aggrecan. It is more likely that G3 has 

evolved to bind to an oligosaccharide, perhaps to a sulphated glycosaminoglycan such 

as heparan sulphate, or to a sialylated oligosaccharide, or to some other anionic ligand.

The size of the G3 model is consistent with electron microscopy data on G3. The 

dimensions of the model were 7.0 nm x 5.7 nm x 3.9 nm. These are comparable with 

the diameter of 8.3 ± 1.3 nm reported for chicken G3 after rotary shadowing (Dennis et 

a l,  1990), and the range of diameters of 8 to 11 nm (± 2 nm) likewise reported for 

several types of bovine G3 (Morgelin et al, 1989). While the decoration effect in rotary 

shadowing leads to a systematic overestimation of 2-3 nm in diameter, it can be seen that 

the G3 model will account for the observed size of G3 in electron micrographs. If an 

EGF domain is present in G3, the longest dimension would be increased maximally by 

3 nm (factor IXa; Brookhaven code Ipfx). This may account for the higher diameters 

reported by Morgelin et al (1989) for G3 from sclera and tendon proteoglycans. The 

G3 CRD model has dimensions of 4.9 nm x 4.7 nm x 4 .I nm. These would be consistent 

with the smaller diameter of 3.5 ± 1 nm for the G3 domain reported by Paulsson et al 

(1987).
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5.4. DISCUSSION

5.4.1. Structure and function of G3 in proteoglycans

The molecular modelling of the CRD and SCR domains in G3 has revealed a different 

set of conserved structural properties for G3 that functionally, are now less directly 

related to the binding of carbohydrate to the Câ  ̂site of the CRD domain in G3 as seen 

in CRD crystal structures. Two surface areas of conserved positive charge are found 

adjacent to each other on each of the CRD and SCR domains in G3. It is possible that 

they are able to mediate contacts with anionic glycosaminoglycans. In addition, G3 is 

more similar to G1 than was previously believed, even though G1 and G3 perform very 

different roles in the formation of proteoglycan aggregates. Previously a C-type lectin- 

Hke protein fold has been detected in the PTR domains of G1 and G2 at the N-terminus 

of aggrecan from sequence analyses (Brissett & Perkins, 19966; Chapter 4). The PTR 

domains are involved in a stable interaction with hyaluronate in conjunction with another 

two PTR domains in link protein. Of particular interest from an evolutionary standpoint 

is that the same conserved basic residue Arg9/Lysl 1 is conserved in the same topological 

position in both the G1 and link protein PTR domains and the G3 CRD domain. This 

residue has been implicated in hyaluronate binding to the PTR domain of the cell surface 

proteoglycan CD44 (Peach et a l, 1993).

The structure modelling of G3 has provided new functional insights on G3. While 

models can be built for both the CRD and SCR domains of G3 in aggrecan, it is not 

possible by this approach to predict the affinity and selectivity of the G3 CRD domain 

for specific sugar residues at the Câ  ̂binding sites. The functional interest of the G3 

model is the possibility for interactions with negatively charged ligands found in cartilage 

such as the glycosaminoglycans. It is not ruled out that an extended ligand structure may 

interact both with the conserved positive charges as well as with the Câ  ̂binding sites. 

In this context, heparin has been shown to bind to G3 from versican that contains both 

a CRD and a SCR domain at a site that is different from that for monosaccharides (Ujita 

etal., 1994). This suggested two carbohydrate binding sites. The absence of the SCR
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domain abolished G3 binding to heparin or heparan sulphate. Both observations are fully 

consistent with the G3 model of Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Recently, the CRD in G3 of 

versican has been found to bind to a possible sugar moeity on the glycoprotein tenascin- 

R, which is a cell adhesion protein in the granular layer of rat cerebellum (Aspberg et a/.,

1995). This is the first evidence of a physiologically relevant C-type lectin activity for 

the G3 region.

5.4.2. Fold recognition and molecular modelling

The present molecular modelling of the CRD in G3 is different from earlier attempts to 

model CRD domains found in the long CRD Groups II and VII (Padlan & Helm, 1993; 

Bajorath & ArufiFo, 1994; Sonnichsen etal, 1995) in that an alignment of 131 sequences 

was used to analyse the CRD structure, jointly with the use of consensus secondary 

structure predictions and averaged protein fold recognition analyses. The alignment of 

131 CRD sequences revealed an N-terminal disulphide-bridged extension to the G3 CRD 

domain. Its structure could not be closely modelled, as no protein structure existed for 

the purpose of homology model building until the recent publication of the long Group 

Vn CRD in lithostathine (Bertrand et a l, 1996). Despite this difference, high residue 

conservation through the superfamily could be reconfirmed. In terms of the contribution 

made by the consensus secondary structure predictions for 131 CRD sequences, these 

were 82% accurate in recognising all the observed secondary structure features seen in 

the crystal structures, with the one exception for the P-strand B6 (bottom of Figure 

5.4a). This failure can be attributed to the location of the conserved key Câ  ̂ site 2 

binding residues Asnl20 and Asp 121 on p-strand B6, as these residues are atypical of 

p-strand conformations in proteins (Table 6.5 of Creighton, 1993; Section 2.3). The 

predictions did however highlight the existence of a short p-strand B2 that had not been 

identified previously in crystal structures for the CRD superfamily. The location of B2 

was crucial for the initial recognition of the CRD protein fold in the PTR domain, based 

on the combination of the analysis in Figure 5.4a with those in Figures 5 and 6 in Perkins 

etal (1989), and the identical location of the disulphide bridge connecting A1 with B7
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in both the CRD and PTR analyses. In terms of the contribution made by the protein 

fold recognition analyses, these were seen to work well for the Short subgroup of 36 

CRD sequences in that the 2msb fold came top from the 254 folds that were tested. Of 

the seven CRD groups, the analyses performed least well for the Group I CRD 

sequences. Despite this, it was still possible to recognize the 2msb fold as the best fit 

solution because only this fold matched the consensus secondary structure predictions. 

This illustrates the advantage of an integrated approach for analysing an unknown fold 

structure from sequence analyses. The combination of the three approaches resulted in 

the rational construction of a homology model for the G3 CRD of human aggrecan.

During the course of this study and that of Brissett & Perkins (19966) (Chapter 4), the 

NMR structure of the PTR domain from a cell surface proteoglycan TSG-6 was 

published (Kohda e ta l, 1996). Using the same integrated approach described here, it 

had been previously predicted that the PTR structure showed structural similarities with 

the C-type lectin fold (Chapter 4). This was confirmed by the NMR structure of the 

PTR. Comparison of the consensus secondary structure predictions for the PTR in 

Perkins et al (1989) and in Brissett & Perkins (19966) (Chapter 4) with the NMR 

structure showed that the 1989 and 1996 predictions were 81% and 85% accurate 

respectively (Figure 5.10). This accuracy is higher than that of 77% found for the von 

Willebrand factor Type A domain fold prediction (Edwards & Perkins, 1996). 

Interestingly, the mis-predicted p-strand B6 in the CRD fold is topologically equivalent 

to B5 in the PTR fold that was correctly recognised by the secondary structure 

predictions. Seven of the 8 a-helices and P-strands in the PTR were correctly located 

by the predictions, the exception being the omission of the short p-strand B3 in the NMR 

structure (Figure 5.10). The main difference between the fold prediction and the NMR 

structure is that the a-helix A2 in the PTR domain now runs in the opposite direction 

to that in the CRD domain (Figure 5.5c). The CRD and PTR folds are similar, but their 

secondary structures are not identical. In this sense, the integrated approach for fold 

recognition in the PTR and CRD superfamilies is shown to be accurate, but not infallible. 

This outcome is similar to that previously demonstrated for the von Willebrand factor 

Type A domain fold (Edwards & Perkins, 1996).
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PLK_HUMAN(1989): 
79/98 matches

WFPYFPRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQDAVIASFDQLYDAWRGGLDWCNAGWLSDGSVQYPITKPREPCGGQNTVPGVRNYGFWDKDKSRYDVFCFTSNFN
<-Bl

<-Bl>

83/98 matches 
PLK HUMAN(1996):

<-Bl>
<B1

< Al X — B2— X~A2 >
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

< Al >
I I I 
<B2

I I I I I I I I I I I I 
<-A2-> <B3

<B3 <-B4> <-B5->
I I I  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

B4> <— B5~> B6>
TSG6 HUMAN (1996) : GVYHREARSGKYKLTYAEAKAVCEFEGGHLATYKQLEAARKIGFHVCAAGWMAKGRVGYPIVKPGPNCGFGK TGIIDYGIRLNRSERWDAYCYNPHAK

< Al > <B2
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  I I I

< Al >
<-A2->
I I I I I I I I I B2 <--A2 — >

<B3 <-B4>
I I I I I I I <-B3> I I I I I I

<— B5->
I I I I I I  
<-B5>

<-B6>
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

<-B7>
WFPYFPRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQDAVIASFDQLYDAWRGGLDWCNAGWLSDGSVQYPITKPREPCGGQNTVPGVRNYGFWDKDKSRYDVFCFTSNFN

Figure 5.10.

Sequence alignment of the link protein and TSG-6 PTRs. Comparisons are made between the consensus predictions (Perkins et al., 1989; Brissett 

& Perkins, 19966; Chapter 4) and the secondary structure for TSG-6 derived from NMR (Kohda et a/., 1996). Secondary structure features are 

depicted using arrowed regions showing a-helix (A) and p-strand (B). Numbering of the secondary structure features follows that of the original 

publication. Agreements between observed and predicted features are denoted by vertical strokes.
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CHAPTER SIX

EXPRESSION OF G3
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6.1. INTRODUCTION

To obtain sufficient levels of protein for both structural and functional work, the use of 

bacterial expression systems has been widely employed (Section 3.1). Even though 

recent work in the expression of domains of extracellular matrix proteins has progressed 

by the use of eukaryotic systems (Luo et al., 1996; Grover & Roughley, 1994; Varelas 

et al., 1995), at the beginning of this study the use of bacterial expression systems was 

the method of choice. During the course of this project, both the pGEX-2T (Section

3.3.1) and the pTrcHisB (Section 3.3.2) expression vectors were used to express the - 

COOH terminal region of human aggrecan. The G3 construct that was used was derived 

from the splice variant that included both the CRD and SCR domains but not the EGF 

domain (Dudhia & Hardingham, 1990). The pGEX-2T:GST-G3 plasmid contains the 

region that encodes the last 349 amino acids of human aggrecan. The pTrcHisB :His-G3 

plasmid contains the region that encodes for the last 216 amino acids of the G3 region 

and yields a shorter product than pGEX-2T : GST-G3. This Chapter describes the 

expression of this region in the two E. coli systems, and their subsequent purification and 

partial characterisation.
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6.2. METHODS

6.2.1. Expression of recombinant plasmid pGEX-2T:GST-G3

The growth of bacteria containing pGEX-2T:GST-G3 (supplied by Dr J. Dudhia, 

Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology, London) was carried out as follows. 50 ml of 

sterile Lauria-broth (Tryptone 10 g 1% yeast extract 5 g l '\  NaCl 5 g 1'̂ ) containing 50 

pg ml'  ̂ of ampicillin was inoculated with a loop of glycerol stock containing E. coli 

transformed with the recombinant pGEX-2T expression vector (Pharmacia). The 

inoculum was grown at 37° C with shaking at 200 rpm overnight to obtain a dense 

culture. The 50 ml of inoculum was diluted into 450 ml of prewarmed Lauria-broth that 

contained 50 pg ml'  ̂of ampicillin. This culture was grown in the same conditions for 

100 min or until visibly turbid. At this stage a 1 ml aliquot of the culture was removed 

and grown in a separate container (the “uninduced” culture). 0.5 mM isopropyl-1-thio- 

p-D-galactoside (IPTG) was added to the remaining culture (250 pi from a 1 M stock) 

(the “induced” culture). Both cultures were grown under the same conditions at 37° C 

with shaking at 200 rpm for a further 100 min. The induced culture was transferred to 

two 250 ml conical bottom centrifiige tubes (Falcon) and pelleted in a Beckman CS-6R 

bench top centrifiige at 5000 ̂  for 10 min at 4°C. The supernatants were discarded and 

each remaining bacterial pellet was resuspended in 25 ml of 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 150 

mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA (Sodium Tris EDTA, STE buffer) by vortexing.

The suspension was treated with lysozyme (Sigma) (100 pg ml’*) and the solution was 

gently mixed and incubated on ice for 15 min to breakdown the bacterial cell walls. 

After incubation, the solution was treated with 5 mM DTT, and after mixing, N-lauryl 

sarcosine was added to a final concentration of 1.5% (from a 25% stock). This was 

done to solubilise any inclusion bodies that had formed during expression of the protein 

(Section 3.1.1). After mixing (whilst avoiding frothing), the suspension would become 

viscous and this indicates cellular lysis. The lysate was transferred to clean 35 ml Sorvall 

tubes in 12.5 ml aliquots. The four tubes were balanced in pairs and then centrifuged at 

32,500 g  for 20 min at 4° C in a Sorvall RC28S centrifuge (SS-34 rotor) to pellet DNA
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and cellular debris. The supernatants were pooled and transferred to a clean 50 ml 

Falcon tube. To these, Triton X-100 to 4% was added (from a 25% stock) and the 

solution was mixed by gentle inversion. 500 pi of a 50% slurry of glutathione sepharose 

beads (Pharmacia) that have been equilibrated in STE buffer were added to the solution 

and mixed for 30 min by occasional inversion. The beads were pelleted by centrifugation 

at 500 g  for 3 min at room temperature in a Beckman CS-6R bench top centrifiige. The 

supernatant was carefully aspirated and stored for analysis to assess the amount of 

binding taking place. The beads were washed 4 times with 20 ml of STE buffer by 

repeated inversion followed by pelleting using centrifugation. After the final wash the 

beads were resuspended in 500 pi of 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM 

CaCl2, and 10 pi of the suspension was transferred to a fresh tube. The remaining beads 

were treated with 50 U of thrombin (Sigma) and both tubes were incubated at 27° C 

overnight with gentle shaking. The beads were pelleted and the supernatants removed. 

The beads, supernatants and cellular debris pellet were analysed using SDS-PAGE (Table 

6 . 1).

6.2.2. Enzymatic removal of GST using thrombin

The optimisation of thrombin cleavage conditions to separate G3 from GST were carried 

out in an analytical fashion as follows. 60 pi aliquots of glutathione sepharose that had 

GST-G3 bound to it from the large scale expression (Section 6.2.1) were placed into 

fresh microfuge tubes. The beads were resuspended in 60 pi of 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 

150 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaClj, and incubated with shaking at 27° C with varying amounts 

of thrombin for four periods of time. The 1 h incubations contained 6.2 U, 1.2 U and 

3.75 U of thrombin. The 2 h, 3 h and 4 h incubations contained 1.2 U and 3.75 U of 

thrombin. The reactions were terminated by boiling the beads in SDS-PAGE loading 

buffer, and 20 pi aliquots were analysed by 16% SDS-PAGE.
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Table 6.1: Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
System for the Resolution of Proteins by their Molecular Weight

Component Resolving gel Stacking gel
15 mis 5 mis

8% 10% 12% 15% 16% 5%

30% acrylamide 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.5 8.0 0.83

1.5 M Tris-HCl (pH8.8) 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 -

1.0 M Tris-HCl (pH6.8) - - - - - 0.63

distilled water 6.9 5.9 4.9 3.4 2.9 3.4

10% SDS 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.05

10% APS 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.05

TEMED 0.009 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.005

(Abbreviations: APS, ammonium persulphate (Sigma); SDS, sodium dodecyl 
sulphate (BDH); TEMED, NNNTf-Tetramethylenediamine (BDH))

Acrylamide solution 
29% acrylamide (BDH)
1% NN'-Methylenebisacrylamide (BDH)

5X Tris-glycine electrophoresis buffer (25 mM Tris, 191.5 mM glycine, 0.1% 
SDS):
45 g Tris base 
216 g glycine (Sigma)
15 g SDS (BDH)
volume made to 3 litres with distilled water

IX  SDS gel-loading buffer (62.5 mM Tris-HCl pH  6.8, 10% glycerol, 2% 
SDS, 5% b-mercaptoethanol)\
1 ml 0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8 
0.8 ml glycerol (Sigma)
1.6 ml 10% SDS
0.4 ml p-mercaptoethanol (BDH)
0.05% (w/v) bromophenol blue (BDH) 
made to 8 ml with distilled water
(Adapted from Sambrook et a l, 1989)
[Table 6.1 continued on the next page]
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Table 6.1 (cont.): Method for use of the components shown above:-
Sodium dodecyl sulphate gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE):
The solutions shown are sufficient for two Atto mini gels (size 8 cm x 9 cm x 0.1 cm). 
The components of the 15% resolving gel (Sambrook et a l, 1989) were mixed except 
NNNN'-tetramethylenediamine (TEMED) which was added last to catalyse the reaction. 
5.5 ml of the mixture was poured between two glass plates for a single gel and water was 
gently pipetted over the surface of the gel so that the resolving gel was not exposed to 
the air. When the gel had polymerized the water was poured off and the stacking gel 
components (Sambrook et a l, 1989) were mixed, again adding TEMED last. The 
stacking gel was poured on top of the resolving gel to the top of the glass plates and a 
plastic comb was inserted to create the sample wells. When the stacking gel had 
polymerized, the comb was removed and the wells were washed with 1 x Tris-glycine 
electrophoresis buffer. The gel (within the glass plates) was immersed in 1 x Tris-glycine 
electrophoresis buffer in a vertical electrophoresis tank. The wells (top of the gel) were 
the cathode (negative) and the bottom surface of the gel was the anode (positive). 
Samples were boiled for three minutes in at least two volumes of the 1 x SDS gel loading 
buffer (Biorad mixture recipe) and pipetted into the wells of the stacking gel. A current 
of 25 mA was passed through the gel for approximately one hour or until the dye front 
was approximately 0.5 cm from the bottom of the gel.

Method to stain gels with Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 stain:
The gel was carefully removed from the glass plates and stained in Coomassie brilliant 
blue R-250 stain (BDH) for approximately an hour. Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 
solution was prepared by dissolving 1.0 g of Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 in 400 mis 
of a mixture consisting of 45% methanol, 10% acetic acid in distilled water and filtering 
the dye solution through Whatman No.3 filter paper. The gel was destained in 40% 
methanol, 10% acetic acid until the background blue colour had disappeared and the 
proteins remained stained.
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6.2.3. Refolding of expressed G3

Refolding of G3 cleaved from GST was initiated by denaturing the protein followed by 

reduction of all disulphide bonds. This was achieved by dialysing the supernatant of G3 

cleaved from GST (Section 6.2.1) into 1000 volumes of 8 M urea, 100 mM Tris pH 8.0 

using 3 changes with 3 h per change at 4° C. The protein solution was reduced with 25 

mM DTT at 37° C for 1 h. The solution of reduced protein was then rapidly diluted into 

6 M urea, 100 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA and 10 mM DTT to give 

a final protein concentration of about 30 pg ml'\ The solution was dialysed against 50 

volumes of the same buffer for 1 h. Over the next 48 h the molarity of urea was reduced 

gradually to 1 M in 1 M steps by addition of the same buffer lacking urea. At 1 M urea 

the buffer was changed three times (3 h per 1000 volume change) to remove residual 

DTT, and the remaining urea was then dialysed out with 4 changes (3 h per 1000 volume 

change). All dialyses were carried out at 4° C with constant stirring. To concentrate the 

protein after refolding, the protein was left in the dialysis tubing and immersed in dry 

Sephadex G25 (Pharmacia) for about 8 h until the protein concentration was greater than 

0.1 mg ml'\ The solution was then further concentrated to 1 mg ml u&ing a 

CentriconlO (Amicon) spun at 5,000 g  for 45 min in a Sorvall RC28S centrifuge (SS-34 

rotor) at 4° C.

6.2.4. Expression of recombinant plasmid pTrcHisB :His-G3

The small scale expression of His-G3 by E. coli was performed as follows. 1 ml of 

sterile Lauria-broth containing ampicillin to 50 pg ml'  ̂(AmpLB) was inoculated with a 

loop of glycerol stock of E. coli transformed with recombinant pTrcHisB expression 

vector (Invitrogen) containing G3 coding region (supplied by Dr J. Dudhia, Kennedy 

Institute of Rhematology, London). The inoculum was grown at 37° C with shaking at 

200 rpm overnight to obtain a dense culture. The 1 ml of inoculum was diluted into 9 

ml of prewarmed LB (Section 6.2.1) containing ampicillin (50 pg ml' )̂ and was grown 

in the same conditions for 100 min or until visibly turbid. At this stage 1 ml aliquots of
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the culture were removed and grown in separate containers, with concentrations of IPTG 

varying from 0-8 mM. The cultures were grown under the same conditions at 37° C with 

shaking at 200 rpm for a further 100 min. The cultures were pelleted at 5,000 g  for 5 

min using an Eppendorf 5415C benchtop microcentrifuge. The supernatants were 

discarded and the remaining bacterial pellets were resuspended in 500 pi of urea lysis 

buffer (6 M Urea, 20 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl) by vortexing. The suspensions 

were frozen in a COg/industrial methylated spirit bath for 5 min then allowed to thaw on 

ice to freeze-fracture the bacterial cells. Once thawed Triton X-100 was added to a final 

concentration of 1%. After mixing (whilst avoiding frothing), the suspension would 

become viscous indicating lysis. The tube was then spun at 50,000 rpm (100,000 g) for 

10 min in a Beckman L I00 benchtop ultracentrifuge using a TLA 100.3 rotor. The 

supernatants were aspirated and placed into fresh microfiige tubes. To each tube, 40 pi 

of a 50% suspension of N P  charged IDA-sepharose beads (Pharmacia) was added, and 

the solutions were mixed for 20 min. The beads were pelleted by centrifugation and the 

supernatants were carefully removed. The beads were washed three times by adding 500 

pi of the urea lysis buffer, inverting the tubes several times and pelleting by centrifiigation 

at 3,000 rpm for 3 min in an Eppendorf 5415C benchtop microcentrifuge. After the 

three washes, the beads were split into two aliquots. One aliquot of the beads was 

retained for analysis. The other aliquot of beads was treated with 20 pi of 125 mM 

EDTA pH 8.0 in urea lysis buffer to elute the protein from the beads. The beads were 

pelleted at 3,000 rpm for 3 min, and the supernatants were removed. The beads and 

supernatants were analysed using SDS-PAGE.

The large-scale expression of His-G3 was carried out by inoculating 11 of E. coli culture 

with 100 ml of starter culture containing the recombinant pTrcHisB plasmid and grown 

for 100 min. The culture was induced with 0. ImM IPTG for 100 min and then pelleted 

at 5,000 g  for 5 min at 4° C using a 850S rotor in an lEC PR7000 centrifuge. The 

bacterial pellet was lysed into 50 ml of the urea lysis buffer described above (Section 

6.2.4). The bacterial cell lysate was centrifuged at 32,500 g  for 20 min at 4° C in a 

Sorvall RC28S centrifiige (SS-34 rotor) to pellet DNA and cellular debris. Between the 

lysis steps, a 4 ml column of IDA-sepharose (Pharmacia) was poured, washed with 8 ml
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of sterile distilled water (SDW) and then charged with 4 ml of 300 mM nickel (II) 

sulphate hexa-hydrate (BDH) in SDW. The column was washed with 20 ml of SDW and 

then re-equilibrated with 8 ml of urea lysis buffer. The cleared lysate was loaded onto 

the column at a flow rate of 0.5 ml min'\ After loading, the column was washed with 

lysis buffer until the A2go of the column eluent became steady. The column running 

buffer was changed to 20 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl using a linear gradient over 

30 column volumes at a flow rate of 0.5 ml min'\ The column was eluted in a batch 

fashion using 8 ml 0.2 M EDTA in 20 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl. The eluted 

protein mixture was concentrated under N2 gas down to 1 ml using a 10 ml pressure cell 

concentrator with a YMIO membrane (Amicon). The concentrated mixture was then 

applied to a Superdex 200 HRlO/30 gel permeation FPLC column (Phramacia) in 25 mM 

Tris-Cl pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl at 0.8 ml min'  ̂in order to separate the His-G3 from the 

other proteins. 1 ml fractions were collected and analysed using SDS-PAGE.

6.2.5. Characterisation of the recombinant G3 by Western blotting

Characterisation of expressed GST-G3 and His-G3 was carried out using Western 

blotting techniques to show that the G3 region was indeed expressed. Two 10% SDS- 

PAGE gels (Table 6.1) were prepared and run. After electrophoresis, each gel was 

blotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane as follows. Whilst handling any pieces of gel, 

membranes or blotting paper during this procedure, tweezers or surgical gloves rinsed 

with distilled water were used. 5 sheets of Whatman paper No.3 blotting paper were 

soaked with 39 mM glycine, 48 mM Tris pH 9.6, 0.0375% (w/v) SDS, and compressed 

onto the positive carbon plate of a semi-dry blotter (Atto). A piece of BioBind-NC 

nitrocellulose membrane (0.45 pm pore size) (Whatman) was cut to the same size of 

each gel that had been run and soaked in 39 mM glycine, 48 mM Tris pH 9.6, 0.0375% 

(w/v) SDS. Each membrane was placed onto the pieces of blotting paper, making sure 

that no air was trapped under the membrane. Each gel was placed on top of the 

respective membrane and air bubbles, if present, were removed by gently pressing the 

gel. The two gels were covered with a further 5 sheets of blotting paper soaked in 39
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mM glycine, 48 mM Tris pH 9.6, 0.0375% (w/v) SDS, whilst still pressing out any air 

bubbles to ensure uniform electrical contact. The negative carbon plate was placed on 

top of the blotting paper and a current of 1.25 mA cm'  ̂of gel was applied for 2 h.

After 2 h, the two gels were careftilly removed and placed into Coomassie blue stain 

(Table 6.1) to verify that protein transfer to the membrane had been carried out properly. 

The two nitrocellulose membranes were carefully placed into separate 150 ml sterilin 

containers with 20 ml of PBS, sealed and placed on a roller mixer for 2 min. The PBS 

was replaced with 5% (w/v) low fat milk powder in PBS and the membranes were 

incubated at room temperature for 1.5 h to block any free sites left on the membranes. 

After washing once with PBS, one membrane was submerged in 15 ml of 1% (w/v) low 

fat milk powder in PBS containing polyclonal rabbit serum raised against G3 (Dudhia et 

al, 1996) (diluted 1/1000). 15 ml of 1% (w/v) low fat milk powder in PBS containing 

monoclonal Anti-Xpress antibody (Invitrogen) (diluted 1/5000) was added to the other 

membrane. The membranes were incubated on a roller mixer for 2 h at room 

temperature. The antibody solutions were removed and rinsed six times with 20 ml of 

PBS for 5 min per each wash. To the container that contained the polyclonal antibody, 

15 ml of anti-rabbit alkaline phosphatase (Sigma) (diluted 1/5000 in 1% (w/v) low fat 

milk powder in PBS) was added. To the container that held the monoclonal antibody, 

anti-mouse alkaline phosphatase was added (diluted 1/5000 in 1% (w/v) low fat milk 

powder in PBS). Following incubation for 1 h at room temperature, the antibody 

solutions were removed, and the membranes were washed six times with 20 ml of PBS 

for 5 min each. The membranes were rinsed briefly with 0.15 M Tris-acetate pH 9.6. 

The enzyme substrate (Table 6.2) was added to the membranes to develop the Western 

blot. The membranes were immersed in this solution for approximately 30 min or until 

a purple colour appeared.
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Table 6.2: Composition of enzyme substrate used for Western blot visualisation

Component Volume

0.15 M Tris-acetate pH 9.6 (Sigma) 50.0 ml

SDW 50.0 ml

0.1% (w/v) 4-nitro-blue-tetrazolium chloride (Sigma) 5.0 ml

in 0.15 M Tris-acetate pH 9.6

0.5% (w/v) 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indoxyl-phosphate 0.5 ml

p-toluidine (Sigma)

2MMgCl2 (BDH) 0.2 ml
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6.3. RESULTS

Section 6.3.1 contains the results of the expression and purification of the G3 region of 

human aggrecan using the pGEX-2T expression vector in E. coli. Sections 6.3.2-6.3.3 

contain the results from the cleavage, refolding and purification studies of this 

recombinant protein. Section 6.3.4 contains the results from the expression and 

purification of the G3 region of human aggrecan using the pTrcHisB expression vector 

in E. coli. Section 6.3.5 details the characterisation of both recombinant products.

6.3.1. Expression of recombinant plasmid pGEX-2T:GST-G3

The transformed bacteria that contain the pGEX-2T GST-G3 plasmid were analysed by 

SDS-PAGE to test for levels of expressed protein (Figure 6.1). The gels were loaded 

with aliquots of whole cell samples that were either uninduced or induced (2 h 

induction). An appearance of protein species just below the 97 kDa marker in the 

Induced to Bound lanes (Figure 6.1) is unexpected as the expected molecular weight 

predicted fi"om the amino acid sequence for GST-G3 is 66 kDa. There seems to be no 

reason for this apparent size difference. The Pellet lane shows that a proportion of 

expressed protein was either insoluble or is associated with cellular debris. The cleared 

lysate (Lysate lane) shows that the main protein product was the expressed protein at 

approximately 97 kDa. Partial purification of the expressed product was achieved by the 

binding of the induced product to glutathione Sepharose. The expressed protein in the 

Bound lane had a significantly higher affinity for the Sepharose beads than any other 

intracellular protein. This is what would be expected for a GST fusion protein. Further 

evidence for its identity was provided by the cleavage with thrombin which releases two 

major components at 26 kDa and 46 kDa. Following digestion of GST-G3, the GST 

fragment remained bound to the beads and migrated on SDS-PAGE at the expected 

molecular weight of 26 kDa (Cleaved lane). The cleaved product that was released fi'om 

the beads (Supernatant lanes) was composed of a major component at 46 kDa and two 

minor ones in the 50-60 kDa range. This suggested that some minor additional cleavages
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Figure 6.1.
16% SDS-PAGE gel of uninduced and 2 h post-induction samples of the GST-G3 
recombinant protein. The gel also contains samples of the cellular debris (Pellet), and 
the cleared lysate (Lysate) following centrifugation. Lysate after passing over the 
glutathione beads (Void), and the beads binding GST-G3 (Bound), after treatment with 
thrombin (Cleaved), as well as the product that is washed away from the beads (Eluate) 
are also shown on this gel. The bands of interest are indicated by arrows labelled 
accordingly. Protein molecular weight marker sizes are shown in kDa.
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occurred on the beads in addition to the major cleavage.

6.3.2. Enzymatic removal of GST using thrombin

As a thrombin cleavage recognition site is present within the linker sequence of the 

fusion protein (Leu-Val-Pro-Arg-Gly-Ser, with cleavage between Arg-Gly), varying 

levels of thrombin were used over a time course to establish if a single species of cleaved 

product can be obtained. This is preferable to the multiple species observed in the 

Supernatant lane of Figure 6.1. Figure 6.2 shows the effect of varying the time and 

thrombin concentration upon GST-G3 cleavage. The results show that, using low 

amounts of thrombin, after 4 h about 80% of the GST-G3 product is cleaved, whereas 

after 1 h all the G3 is cleaved from GST-G3 when 6.2 U of thrombin is utilised. It 

should be noted that the main cleavage product runs considerably higher than 46 kDa 

when the expected molecular weight should be 40 kDa. The cleaved product in this test 

is equivalent to the top band of the Supernatant lane in Figure 6.1.

6.3.3. Evidence that aggregation occurs with recombinant G3

Figure 6.3a shows the product after cleavage of GST-G3 by thrombin before and after 

concentration, run reduced and non-reduced on SDS-PAGE gels. These samples have 

been visualised using Coomassie brilliant blue. The results show that the G3 released 

after enzymatic action is in a partially aggregated state (G3 sample (nr) lanes. Figure 

6.3a). The aggregate is not seen in reducing conditions (G3 sample (r) lanes. Figure 

6.3a). It is inferred that the aggregate is mainly disulphide linked. Refolding studies 

were therefore carried out on the product to see if aggregation could be eliminated and 

correct disulphide arrangement obtained. This should give a monomeric version of G3.

The results of the refolding exercise were analysed using SDS-PAGE shown in Figure 

6.3b. The bands in the Refolded lanes show that this method of refolding does indeed
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Figure 6.2.
Time course study of thrombin cleavage of GST-G3 as analysed by 16% SDS-PAGE. 
The gel shows aliquots of the protein bound to beads with two different levels of 
thrombin over 4 h. An extra concentration of thrombin (0.62U) was included for the 1 
h time period. GST-G3, G3 and GST are labelled accordingly. Protein molecular weight 
marker sizes are shown in kDa.
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Figure 6.3.
An illustration of the aggregation encountered with the partially purified G3 after enzymatic removal of the GST affinity tag. a) Samples of G3 
(indicated by an arrow) were shown to aggregate when run under non-reducing conditions as shown by 16% SDS-PAGE. Protein molecular weight 
marker sizes are shown in kDa. b) Refolding of the G3 (indicated by an arrow) may yield monomeric G3 as shown here by 16% SDS-PAGE. Protein 
molecular weight marker sizes are shown in kDa. [] denotes that the proteins have been concentrated, (r)- denotes reduced protein, (nr)- non-reduced.
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yield a monomeric product when compared to the starting product.

When scaling up the refolding process it was found difficult to achieve the same result 

as shown in Refolded lanes of Figure 6.3b. The product (Pre HPLC sample. Figure 6.4) 

contained equal amounts of two proteins with molecular weights close to 46 kDa. This 

suggests that although monomeric G3 was obtained, refolding was not able to 

reproducibly generate a single monomeric species. The refolded G3 was therefore 

subjected to gel permeation HPLC using a preparative TSK3000SW column, in 4 M 

guanidine-HCL, 50 mM Na acetate pH 6.6 at a flow rate of 1.8 ml min'\ This effectively 

removed higher and lower molecular weight contaminating proteins, but it still yielded 

a product containing a double band on SDS-PAGE (Fraction 29, Figure 6.4).

6.3.4. Expression of recombinant plasmid pTrcHisB :His-G3

Bacteria that had been transformed with the plasmid pTrcHisB :His-G3 were grown and 

tested for the presence of recombinant protein. Analysis of the lysates showed that 

induction of the trc promoter by IPTG did not visibly overproduce the recombinant 

protein expected at 30 kDa (Figure 6.5). In Figure 6.5, the level of inducer was titrated 

over a concentration range at a fixed time period of 2 h. As a further test of expression, 

the lysates were treated with IMAC resin (charged with Ni ^̂ ) to see if the His-tagged 

recombinant protein could be isolated. All the lanes in Figure 6.5 showed that protein 

was expressed that had affinity for metal ions, but the level of expression does not 

increase with increasing amounts of IPTG.

To try and isolate the required amount of His-tagged G3, large scale expression and lysis 

of E. coli transformed with His-G3 was carried out. Subsequent metal affinity 

chromatography yielded a partially pure protein that contained bacterial proteins that had 

aflOnity for metal ions. To fiirther purify the protein, aliquots were fractionated using gel 

permeation FPLC using a Superdex 200 column. The trace shown in Figure 6.6a shows 

partial resolution into two major peaks. Analysis of the fractions using SDS-PAGE
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Figure 6.4.
Gel permeation HPLC of refolded 03 as analysed by 16% SDS-PAGE. The refolded 
G3 was fractionated using a TSK3000SW preparative column and a buffer containing 
4M guanidine-HCL, 50mM Na acetate pH6.6 at a flow rate of 1.8 ml min'\ 1 ml 
fractions were collected. The expected product is labelled with an arrow. Protein 
molecular weight marker sizes are shown in kDa.
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Figure 6.5.
10% SDS-PAGE gels of uninduced and 2 h post-induction IPTG titration of pTrcHisB:His-G3 transformants. The presence of His-G3 was searched 
for by studying the eluate from the N P  charged affinity resin. An arrow shows the weight at which the product is expected to run. Protein molecular 
weight marker sizes are shown in kDa.
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Figure 6.6.
Separation of His-G3 from co-purified E. coli proteins using a Superdex 200 HRlO/30 (Pharmacia) gel permeation FPLC column, a) Trace of the 
separation recorded at 280 nm. b) Analysis of fractions using 10% SDS-PAGE. Protein molecular weight marker sizes are shown in kDa.
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(Lanes 13 and 14, Figure 6.6b) show that at 32 kDa His-tagged G3 is too close in size 

to be properly resolved from the remaining proteins in the extract.

6.3.5. Characterisation of recombinant G3 proteins by Western blotting

Rabbit polyclonal antibodies raised to G3 (Dudhia et ai, 1996) were used to characterise 

the existence of expressed G3. Cleared lysate containing GST-G3 was used as a positive 

control (Induced GST-G3, Figure 6.7a) to show that the antibody was functional. IPTG 

induced lysate from E. coli transformed with an empty pTrcHisA expression vector 

(Invitrogen) was used as a negative control (Induced pTrcHisA, Figure 6.7a) to highlight 

any non-specific reactivity the polyclonal antibody possesses. The Lysate lane represents 

cleared lysate containing His-G3, and the Void lane represents the cleared lysate after it 

has been passed through the Nî  ̂IDA column. The Eluate lanes in Figure 6.7a represent 

what is eluted from the column when it is treated with EDTA (Section 6.2.4). The 

polyclonal antibody to G3 recognises proteins in the positive control (Induced GST-G3 

lane) as well as the negative control (Induced pTrcHisA lane). There is obvious cross 

reactivity with many bacterial proteins, though GST-G3 gives a strong signal. The 

polyclonal antibody identifies the G3 region in His-G3 as the lowest reacting band in the 

Lysate and Eluate lanes. This band is not seen in the Void lane which suggests that His- 

G3 is binding to the Nî  ̂IDA column. The band that is seen above the His-G3 band also 

binds to the Nî  ̂ IDA column, but is a background protein found in all the bacterial 

lysates (Induced GST-G3 to Void lanes. Figure 6.7a).

Monoclonal antibody (Anti-Xpress antibody; Invitrogen) raised against the Xpress series 

of vectors (of which pTrcHisB is one) recognises the sequence Leu-Tyr-Asp-Asp-Asp- 

Asp-Lys- which occurs between the His-tag and the recombinant protein. This antibody 

was used to characterise the expression of His-G3. The Western blot contained GST-G3 

lysate as a negative control (Induced GST-G3) to show that bacterial proteins or the G3 

region will not give a false positive result. The Induced His-G3 lanes and Eluate lanes 

show a positive signal for a protein species that migrated at slightly above the expected
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Figure 6.7.
Identification of recombinant G3 by Western blotting, a) Western blot of GST-G3 and His-G3 probed with polyclonal antisera raised against G3 at 
a dilution of 1:1000. b) Western blots of GST-G3 and His-G3 probed with the Anti-Xpress (Invitrogen) monoclonal antibody at a dilution of 1:5000.
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molecular weight of His-G3. This species correlates with the positive bands seen in the 

Lysate and Eluate lanes of Figure 6.7a. These results confirm that a protein species 

containing both epitopes belonging to His-G3 and G3 has been expressed.
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6.4. DISCUSSION

Successfiil expression of the G3 region of human aggrecan has been achieved by using 

E. coli based expression systems. The proteins have been partially purified and have 

been characterised by Western blotting methods.

The GST-G3 fijsion protein was expressed in high amounts yielding levels over 2 pg ml'  ̂

of G3 cleaved fi’om GST-G3 in bacterial cell culture. The method for the solubilisation 

of inclusion bodies follows an adapted method of Frangioni & Neel (1993). Even so, 

there is still a high proportion of insoluble GST-G3 (Pellet lane, Figure 6.1). This 

suggests the action of sarkosyl at the concentration used was not enough to prevent the 

interaction of outer membrane components with expressed GST-G3. Thus, the 

aggregates exhibit the characteristic insoluble properties of outer membrane components 

(Frankel et al., 1991). Binding of GST-G3 to the glutathione sepharose proceeded as 

expected following the addition of Triton X-100 to form mixed micelles (Frangioni & 

Neel, 1993).

However, following enzymatic digestion of GST-G3 with thrombin to remove GST, the 

identification of intermolecular disulphide linked aggregates was apparent. Due to the 

reducing environment encountered in E. coli, disulphide mismatching can be a major 

problem (Marston, 1986). Refolding steps were investigated to produce monomeric G3. 

On a small scale, the refolding process proved to be successful and resulted in 

monomeric G3. But on scaling up, two major protein bands that could not be resolved 

by gel permeation HPLC were produced. The two species obtained are likely to be 

intermediates in the refolding of G3, and their separation and subsequent conformational 

analysis of the protein structure would be essential in determining the success of the 

refolding process. Factors that affect refolding have been studied extensively (Buchner 

& Rudolph, 1991; Kiefhaber et al, 1991; Buchner et al, 1992). On the scaling up of the 

refolding process, failure to achieve the previous single monomeric result could have 

been due to improper dilution of the reduced protein sample into the refolding mixture. 

High local concentrations of unfolded protein will tend to aggregate before refolding can
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occur. As aggregation processes are generally with a reaction order of around 2, it is 

essential that low protein concentrations are used (Kiefhaber et al., 1991; Buchner et al., 

1992). Other reasons would include bulk solvent movement during dialysis, too rapid 

a dilution of the denaturing agent may produce allow folding intermediates to dominate. 

Partial contamination of the preparation with E. coli proteins may also interfere with 

refolding. In this case, exposed regions of the refolding protein may associate with the 

contaminant producing a stable aggregate.

The isolated G3 species migrated on SDS-PAGE considerably higher than the predicted 

weight. No explanation has yet been found for this. A possible cause may be that the 

ribosome is reading past the stop codon on the plasmid. This is unlikely as the pGEX 

has optimised stop codons fbrÆ coli in all three frames to prevent this. Possible charge 

effects may explain the anomaly that is observed here. The effect of charged amino acids 

upon speed of migration and apparent molecular weight as assayed by SDS-PAGE has 

been documented in the case of papillomavirus type 16 E7 protein (Armstrong & Roman, 

1992, 1993). In this case, the presence of one aspartic acid residue in the N-terminal of 

wild type 16 E7 protein caused an apparent weight increase of 6 kDa. Substitution of 

the aspartic acid for a basic amino acid by site-directed mutagenesis gave the correct 

weight by SDS-PAGE. This may be the case for the G3 species derived from GST-G3 

when compared to the G3 derived from His-G3 there is considerable charge difference 

between the two species (Table 6.3). This can be attributed to the extra N-terminal 

residues that are responsible for glycosaminoglycan attachment and possess a high 

amount of acidic residues. The mechanism of this type of electrophoretic shift is not 

known but one possible explanation could be low binding of SDS due to negative charge 

repulsion causes changes in the electrophoretic mobility of the protein-SDS complex. 

The multiple species detected in the Supernatant lanes of Figure 6.1 could be due to 

different conformations of SDS/G3 complexes. This would account for the highest 

migrating species in these lanes being equivalent to the single species of G3 observed 

during the thrombin cleavage study (Figure 6.2). This is contrary to the initial suggestion 

that additional cleavages were occurring to GST-G3 (Section 6.3.1). Anomalous SDS- 

PAGE migration of G3 constructs that include glycosaminoglycan attachment sites has
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Table 6.3: Relationship between predicted molecular weight and the

apparent molecular weight assayed by SDS-PAGE

Protein Predicted

w

Apparent

Mr"

Theoretical

pI*

Net

Chargê *

GST-G3 66170 96000 5.27 -37

GST 26166 26000 6.52 -7

G3 40022 46000 4.91 -30

His-G3 29654 32000 6.85 -13
(*) Molecular weight predicted from the expected expressed product.

(*’) Apparent molecular weight by SDS-PAGE.

O  Theoretical pi calculated by ISOELECTRIC, University of Wisconsin GCG Sequence 

analysis software package.

Net charge at pH8.8 calculated by ISOELECTRIC as above.
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been recently observed (Luo et al., 1996). Luo and coworkers stated that their chicken 

aggrecan G3 construct migrated at nearly twice the expected molecular weight by SDS- 

PAGE. At the time, this anomalous migration was attributed to the additional His-tag 

attached for purification. The addition of a His-tag does give slight changes in expected 

SDS-PAGE migration, and increases the apparent molecular weight by 2.5 kDa (Table

6.3). The results presented here show that such an anomalous migration may be 

attributed to high amounts of negative charge on the protein.

To solve the problem a more accurate mass determination method should be employed 

such as mass spectroscopy, which in conjunction with N-terminal peptide sequencing, 

would give conclusive answers to both the origin and size of the proteins isolated. In 

spite of this, characterisation of the GST-G3 fusion was confirmed by the fusion having 

affinity for the glutathione Sepharose, the fusion containing a thrombin cleavage site, and 

the fusion protein being recognised on a Western blot by a polyclonal antibody (JD5) 

raised against recombinant G3 that was characterised with native G3 (Dudhia et at., 

1996).

The His-G3 fusion protein was unresolvable fi"om the background host proteins by SDS- 

PAGE and Coomassie blue staining upon induction with IPTG. This was due to very 

low levels of expression. This was unusual as the trc promoter is virtually the same 

promoter as the tac promoter in pGEX (Section 3.2). The expression system relies on 

the His-tagged fusion product being at a high concentration compared with other 

proteins that have affinity for metal ions, and purification is achieved by passing the cell 

lysate over a nickel charged metal affinity column (Section 6.2.4). His-G3 was further 

identified by using Western blotting techniques probing both for the G3 region and the 

His-tagged linker of the fusion protein. This provided strong evidence that the His-G3 

was being produced. However, purification did not yield a single product as low levels 

of expression led to the preparation being contaminated with high amounts of E. coli 

proteins. The affinity system used is also more liable to contamination due to the fact 

that E. coli constitutively produces other proteins that bind divalent metal ions. The 

reason why the overall expression was low is unclear. To improve this result, more
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experiments need to be performed to define at what stage of expression the level of 

protein is limited. DNA sequencing of the insert in the plasmid with sufficient overlap 

into the plasmid sequence would ensure that the insert was ligated correctly in frame. 

Northern hybridisation carried out on pre- and post- induction colonies would define if 

the promoter is functioning properly. All these techniques, plus further variation in 

growth conditions and change of expression host strain, may help in producing larger 

amounts of His-G3.

In summary, G3 was expressed as GST and His-tag fusions with the pGEX system 

yielding more recombinant protein than the pTrcHis system. Yet for both systems true 

homogeneity was unattainable when following the recommended purification procedures. 

The GST system yielded a single fusion product but following cleavage and refolding, 

two monomeric species of G3 were produced. It is not known if they are of native 

conformation. The problem of recombinant proteins adopting a non-native conformation 

is commonly found with prokaryotic expression systems. More extensive work is 

required to gain greater insight into in vitro refolding processes that would facilitate the 

final steps of purification of these recombinant proteins. Avoiding the refolding step is 

the most preferable route in the expression of proteins. As the cytoplasm of bacteria is 

a reducing environment, mis-matching of disulphides may occur on lysis. Correctly 

folded proteins have been successfully produced from the cytoplasmic compartment of 

bacteria (Chang et a l, 1993; Saleque et a l, 1993; Kubalek et a l, 1994). The CRD of 

rat aggrecan has been expressed in E. coli using a leader sequence from dog 

preproinsulin (Saleque et a l, 1993). The leader sequence directs the polypeptide into 

microsomes in eukaryotic cells (Hsueh et a l, 1986), and may enable a similar chaperone 

pathway to be accessed in prokaryote organisms. In that study, correctly folded CRD 

was produced in sufficient quantities for preliminary circular dichroism studies to be 

performed. The use of expression systems that direct proteins to the oxidising 

periplasmic compartment allows for correct folding of the recombinant protein (Section

3.1.2).
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS: 

GLOBULAR DOMAINS IN  

CARTILAGE PROTEINS
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Traditionally, cartilage proteins have not been considered as typical globular proteins. 

The classical viewpoint has been that these proteins are polydisperse with ill-defined 

structures, are poorly soluble and aggregate readily. The structure of a protein plays a 

major role in its function and interaction with surrounding environment. Once known, 

the protein structure is valuable for the design of agents to control protein function that 

may prevent the degradation of this protein or modify the environment or interactions 

of the protein. This requires methods for protein structure determination. Structural 

elucidation of proteins can involve large amounts of protein, and extraction of these 

amounts of protein from the natural environment can prove difficult if the protein is of 

low abundance. Several methods exist to circumvent this problem. One is to predict 

protein structures by the rational application of structural prediction programs. In this 

thesis I have demonstrated that the joint use of secondary structure predictions with fold 

recognition analyses and the analysis of sequence alignments to locate key residues is a 

useful method which successfully resulted in the prediction of a protein fold found in two 

cartilage proteins, aggrecan and link protein. In a second approach, I have shown that 

the use of homology modelling based on known crystal or NMR structures will also 

provide information on a previous unknown region of aggrecan. The definition of these 

structures and correlating these structures with their specific physical properties has 

resulted in an improved picture of the forces stabilising interactions occurring within 

cartilage.

The function of the proteoglycan tandem repeat (PTR) domain has been widely studied, 

in particular its hyaluronic acid binding properties. At the start of this project, the PTR 

was known to be globular in its structure from solution scattering and electron 

microscopy data, but there was limited secondary structure information, and no 

information at all about the tertiary structure of the fold. Using a recently-developed 

integrated procedure based on the combination of a sequence alignment, secondary 

structure prediction and fold recognition (Edwards & Perkins, 1996), Chapter 4 

describes the fold prediction for the PTR superfamily of sequences. There was good 

evidence that the overall fold class of the PTR domain is very similar to that of the C- 

type lectin fold. The prediction is based on six lines of evidence: (i) sequence similarity.
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(ii) consensus secondary structure predictions, (iii) solvent accessibility predictions, (iv) 

fold recognition analyses, (v) correct stereochemical location of residues, (vi) similarity 

of fimction. All these could be correlated with the C-type lectin fold, and it was possible 

to construct a stereochemically valid molecular model of the PTR domain. The high 

degree of sequence similarity throughout the PTR superfamily meant that this prediction 

will represent the structure for other members of this family. Further modelling of the 

PTRs of human link protein, and the G1 and G2 regions of human aggrecan showed that 

this is so. The understanding of the fold prediction leads to an improved understanding 

of the stability of the PTR and its involvement in the overall stability of aggrecan and link 

protein in cartilage. In particular, the predicted structure could be related to the function 

of the PTR domain in terms of a mode of interaction with hyaluronate that is mediated 

by the electropositive surface potentials induced by conserved basic residues (Section

4.3).

The structures of the CRD and SCR in the G3 region of human aggrecan were analysed 

in Chapter 5. Prior to this thesis, the G3 region was known to be globular from electron 

microscopy, and sequence identities with the CRD and SCR superfamilies had been 

identified. It was possible to produce homology models of each cartilage domain 

separately, and join these up in a fashion that is similar to that found in E-selectin 

(Graves e ta l, 1994). Interestingly, the models provided new insight into the structure 

and function of G3 by showing that large amounts of conserved solvent accessible basic 

residues such as arginine and lysine were present which produce surface areas of high 

electropositive potential. Correlation between the electropositive surfaces found in the 

G3 region of aggrecan and those found in the PTRs of G1 and link protein have 

suggested that the G3 region may also be involved in an electrostatic 

protein/carbohydrate interaction. This postulate is supported by experimental evidence 

that shows that recombinant G3 binds biotinylated hyaluronic acid (Yang et al., 1995). 

Interactions with carbohydrate are shown to be important to the function of the G3 

region of aggrecan, be it in the extracellular matrix of cartilage or during the secretion 

of the aggrecan molecule from the chondrocyte, and Chapter 5 predicts structural 

evidence for this.
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Chapters 4 and 5 have demonstrated that by using an integrated approach based on 

consensus secondary predictions, fold recognition analyses and homology modelling 

methods, it is possible to produce three-dimensional models for the globular domains of 

aggrecan and link protein. The main uncertainty of the PTR fold prediction is the need 

to validate this by an atomic structure. This has been recently confirmed by the NMR
I

solution structure of a member of the PTR superfamily (Kohda et al., 1996). While the 

known atomic structures for the domains of G3 constitute a large improvement, the main 

uncertainty of the G3 modelling process is the structure of the surface loops. Modelling 

of large insertions in loop regions is known to be less reliable than the modelling of core 

regions (Church et al., 1995). The reliability of the structural conformation for the loops 

might be improved by the use of more detailed methods that correlate the residue 

environment with its geometric fit in the loop. It is unfortunately the case that many 

protein-protein interactions take place at surface loop regions. Thus, ultimately, there 

is no replacement for atomic resolution structural determination methods such as NMR 

or X-ray crystallography, even though progress has been made on constructing a detailed 

representation of the domains in aggrecan and link protein.

To perform these atomic resolution studies, this thesis work was extended to include 

extensive attempts to express the PTR and Ig-fold domains in E. coli (not described). 

These were unsuccessful for the reason of the formation of inclusion bodies. Success has 

been reported reported using a baculovirus expression system for the domains of human 

link protein (Grover & Roughley, 1994), and this is worthy of further study. Greater 

success was obtained with the expression of the cDNA for the spliced variant of G3 fi'om 

human aggrecan. This construct encoded the CRD and SCR as detailed in Chapter 6. 

Simple characterisation using Western blotting showed that the G3 region was produced. 

Further work is needed to improve purification procedures, as well as making a more 

careful choice of expression systems for the production of these cartilage domain types. 

Successful expression of the CRD of G3 from rat aggrecan has been reported in a 

prokaryotic expression system (Saleque et al., 1993). This expression system utilised a 

preproinsulin leader sequence that directs the polypeptide into microsomes which enables 

folding of the protein into active conformations. The expressed rat aggrecan CRD was
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characterised using CD and gave a similar spectrum to mannose-binding protein (Saleque 

et al., 1993). As no other structural study has been carried out on domains of G3, 

further expression work on G3 should be continued in order to prepare sufficient 

quantities of protein for full structural and functional studies.

In conclusion, the modelling of the three domain types in four distinct globular regions 

of cartilage have revealed large areas of electropositive surface in the PTR, CRD and 

SCR domains. As proteoglycan aggregates in cartilage are constructed fi'om these 

domains along with negatively charged hyaluronic acid and other glycosaminoglycans, 

it would appear that these positively charged regions on globular proteins are 

fimdamental to the formation and stabilisation of proteoglycan aggregates. Information 

derived from these models can now be used to refine the biochemical data that exists for 

these proteins. This will help in the design of therapeutic agents that may prevent the 

aberrant turnover of these aggregates. More applicable to the findings of this work 

would be the design of synthetic proteoglycan aggregates that are more resistant to turn 

over but still possess the same binding affinities for hyaluronic acid. Such products may 

be useful in the process of replacing damaged cartilage.
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Molecular modelling analyses of the C-type lectin domain 
in human aggrecan
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School of Medicine, Rowland Hill St., London NW3 2PF, U.K.

Aggrecan is the major proteoglycan of the extracellular 
matrix in cartilage. In the aggregated form, it plays a key role 
along with collagen in the maintenance of the tensile and 
elastic properties of cartilage [1 ]. The C-terminal region G3 of 
a group of proteoglycans that includes aggrecan, versican, 
neurocan, and brevican contains a carbohydrate recognition 
domain (CRD). The proteoglycan CRD forms Group I of the 
Ca^*-dependent (C-type) animal lectin superfamily [2].

To date, crystal structures of the Group III and Group 
IV CRDs (mannose-binding protein (MBP) and E-selectin) 
have been reported [3,4]. Both structures are highly similar. 
However the CRDs of Group I exhibit distinct sequence 
differences from those of the Group III and IV CRDs. It is not 
possible to conclude that the Group I CRDs are typical C-type 
lectins on the basis of sequence similarity alone, and there is 
no evidence to show whether the protein structures of the 
Group I CRDs can be correlated with those in Groups III and 
IV. Analysis of the carbohydrate binding specificity of the G3 
CRD in aggrecan shows that this preferentially binds 
galactose [5,6], unlike the Group III and Group IV CRDs 
which bind to mannose and sialyl Lewis x tetrasaccharide 
respectively.

We have performed structural analyses in order to 
compare Group I with Groups III and IV. These will indicate 
the extent to which the Group I sequences are compatible 
with the known crystal structures, and may provide 
information on the carbohydrate specificity of the Group I 
CRDs.

A total of 129 CRD sequences were extracted from 
Release 15.0 (February 15, 1995) of ENTREZ, the CD-ROM 
document retrieval system. The sequences were aligned 
using the multiple alignment program MULTAL with a range 
of fixed and variable gap penalties (see [7,8] and references 
therein for details of the structural analyses). Final refinement 
of the alignment was carried out by hand to maximise the 
occurrence of conserved or chemically similar residues and 
to minimise gaps. Even though the 129 sequences yielded a 
satisfactory alignment, residue conservation in the CRD 
superfamily is not high. The consensus length of the CRD 
alignment is 136 residues. Only 32% (44) of these residues 
were conserved or conservatively replaced in at least half of 
the 129 sequences, only 19% were conserved in at least 70% 
of sequences, and only 7% were conserved more than 90%. 
The sequences can be classified into two groups, the “short” 
CRDs v^ich includes Group III and IV with 4 conserved Cys 
residues, and the “long” CRDs which includes Group I and 
contain at least 6 conserved Cys residues.

The secondary structures observed in five Group III 
and IV CRDs were analysed using DSSP and visualised 
using INSIGHT II (Biosym Technologies pic). A total of 2 a -  
helices and 7 P-strands were consistently identified by DSSP, 
and totalled 15% a-helix and 21-26% P-strand. The observed 
structures were compared with averaged secondary structure 
predictions using the GOR I, GOR III, Chou-Fasman, PHD 
and SAPIENS methods. The averaged predictions from the 
sequence alignment for all 129 sequences, and from those 
for the long and short CRD sequences showed good 
agreements with the observed secondary structures of MBP

and E-selectin. Both a-helices were identified, together with 
six of the seven p-strands. Interestingly, the P-strand that was 
not predicted corresponds to the region of the Ca *̂ binding 
site in the two crystal structures. This evidence suggests that 
the CRDs from Group I show a high degree of structural 
similarity with those of the Group ill and IV.

In fold recognition analyses, sequence threading was 
performed for all 129 CRD sequences against a library of 254 
known protein folds by use of the THREADER program. The 
averaged pairwise energy scores from the use of 17 Group III 
and 13 Group IV sequences had significantly high mean Z- 
scores of-3.2 and -3.0 respectively when compared with the 
MBP fold. By comparison, the use of 9 Group I sequences 
have a weakened mean Z-score of -1.9 with the MBP fold, 
which is at the threshold of structural similarity with this fold. 
This was consistently observed with all the long CRD 
sequences in THREADER. A high Z-score for the CD69 CRD 
sequence which had been reported in the course of molecular 
graphics modelling of the Group V CRD [9] was not observed. 
Although the secondary structure predictions favour a close 
structural similarity between Groups I, III and IV, the 
THREADER scores show that this is not guaranteed.

In order to complete the secondary structure and fold 
recognition analyses, molecular graphics homology modelling 
of the G3 CRD structure was performed using the INSIGHT 
II and HOMOLOGY programs. The G3 CRD sequence was 
readily overlaid with those of MBP and E-selectin on the 
basis of the multiple sequence alignment. Insertions or 
deletions all occurred at the protein surface and were 1-3 
residues in size. A G3 model was readily generated, and is 
consistent with the possible similarity of the Group I structure 
with those of Groups III and IV. Regions of interest in G3 
include the Ca *̂ coordination site and the galactose binding 
site. Residues EPN of the Câ * coordination site in the Group 
11 I/I V crystal structures could be readily altered to QPD in G3. 
The residues NRQKD which follow immediately after EPN in 
E-selectin become NFFAAG in G3, and these are notably 
more hydrophobic with an extra residue when compared with 
E-selectin and MBP. In summary, evidence from protein 
structure analyses suggest that the Group I, III and IV CRDs 
have similar protein folds. The modelling may indicate 
possible reasons for the differences in carbohydrate 
specificity between the three CRDs.
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Abstract Link protein and aggrecan of the extracellular matrix 
each contain two proteoglycan tandem repeat (PTR) domains 
that interact with hyaluronate. Consensus secondary structure 
predictions for 59 PTR sequences and 129 C-type lectin 
sequences give similar patterns of two a-helices and up to seven 
p-strands. Protein fold recognition analyses show that the 59 
PTR sequences are highly compatible with the C-type lectin 
crystal structure. The predicted fold consists of a conserved motif 
formed from an antiparallel P-sheet flanked by two a-helices, the 
motif being attached to two distinct types of P-sheet region in the 
two superfamilies. Arg9 or L ysll on an exposed loop and up to 
three other Arg residues in the P-sheet region are conserved and 
may form part of a hyaluronate binding site.

K ey words: Proteoglycan tandem  repeat; H yaluronate; Link 
protein ; A ggrecan; C-type lectin; C D 44; Secondary structure 
prediction ; Protein fold recognition

1. Introduction

Proteoglycans consist o f m any long anionic polysaccharide 
chains (glycosaminoglycans) covalently attached to  an ex
tended central protein  core which stabilise the extracellular 
m atrix [1,2]. Aggrecan is the archetypal m em ber o f this group, 
and contains a  globular N -term inal region G1 th a t is con
structed from  an im m unoglobulin fold dom ain  and two p ro 
teoglycan tandem  repeat (PTR ) dom ains [1,2]. A  second re
gion G 2 in aggrecan next to  G1 contains two PTRs. Link 
protein  also contains one im m unoglobulin fold and two 
PT R  dom ains [3]. G1 and link p ro tein  form  a very stable 
ternary  complex w ith hyaluronate. X -ray  and neu tron  solu
tion scattering and electron m icroscopy show th a t G l,  link 
protein and  the ternary complex possess com pact structures 
[4-6]. Aggrecan also contains a  g lobular C-term inal region 
(G3) w ith variable num bers o f epiderm al grow th factor do 
m ains, followed by a carbohydrate recognition dom ain (C R D ) 
belonging to group I o f the C-type lectin superfam ily [7], and 
a  short consensus/com plem ent repeat dom ain.

B oth the PT R  and C R D  superfamilies are associated w ith 
carbohydrate  binding, where the P T R  binds hyaluronate and 
the C R D  binds a variety o f oligosaccharide ligands. The PT R  
superfam ily includes the CD44 group o f cell surface receptors. 
O ur previous consensus secondary structure analyses o f 15-20 
PT R  sequences indicated the occurrence o f  a-helices (A) and
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Abbreviations: PTR, proteoglycan tandem repeat; C R D , carbohy
drate recognition domain o f the C-lectin superfamily; G l, G2 and G3, 
three globular domains o f aggrecan

P-strands (B) in the sequence BABABBB [8]. This is very 
similar to  our recent consensus secondary structure prediction 
for 129 C R D  sequences which gave BABABBBB [9]. Crystal 
structures o f ra t m annose binding protein  and hum an E-se- 
lectin in the C R D  superfamily are available for com parison 
with these predictions [10,11].

Here, this similarity between the PT R  and C R D  superfam i
lies is examined further, using our approach  to  predict a  p ro 
tein fold prior to  its crystal structure determ ination [12-14]. 
Consensus structure predictions were perform ed for 59 PT R  
sequences for com parison with our analysis o f 129 C R D  se
quences. Protein fold recognition analyses were perform ed in 
which the 59 PT R  sequences were scored against 254 know n 
folds. These analyses showed a relationship between the PT R  
and C R D  folds. M olecular graphics modelling o f the PT R  
based on C R D  crystal structures [10,11] showed th a t the 
PT R  and C R D  structures are characterised by a conserved 
a-helix/p-sheet core and distinct p-sheet regions. The model 
was examined for inform ation relating to a hyaluronate b ind
ing site.

2. Methods

2.1. Sequence alignment and predictions
A  total o f  59 PTR (48 proteoglycan, 2 TSG-6 and 9 CD44) se

quences were extracted from the ENTREZ CD-RO M  database (N a
tional Center for Biotechnology Information) (Fig. 1). The sequence 
alignment followed that for 15-20 PTR sequences [4,8]. 129 CR D  
sequences were extracted from ENTREZ [9]. Five different methods 
were used to yield averaged three-state or four-state secondary struc
ture predictions, based on the classical GOR I and GOR III and 
Chou-Fasman statistical methods [15-18], together with the environ
ment-dependent amino acid substitution probability method SA
PIENS [19] and the neural networking method PH D  [20]. The se
quence alignment was used to compute the mean hydropathy using 
a consensus hydrophobicity scale [15], and solvent accessibilities were 
computed by the SAPIENS and PH D  approaches [21,22].

2.2. Protein fold recognition and modelling
All 59 PTR sequences were subjected to optimal fitting to a library 

o f  254 protein folds using TH R E A D E R  [23]. Threadings were com 
puted in terms o f  pairwise interaction energies in order to evaluate the 
fit o f  each PTR sequence to a particular fold conformation. The 
comparison was represented as Z-scores [=(Energy—Mean)/Standard 
Deviation]. A  high structural match requires a Z-score o f  less than 
—2.7. The Z-scores were sorted for input into SU M _TH R E A D ER  
[14] to calculate the average Z-score and position o f each o f the 254 
folds from the 59 threadings.

Protein structures were visualised using IN SIG H T II 95.0 (Biosym/ 
MSI, San D iego, CA, U SA ) or SETOR [24] on Silicon Graphics 
IN D Y  W orkstations. The rigid body fragment assembly method as 
used in HOM OLOGY was used to model the first PTR o f  human link 
protein using the crystal structure for rat mannose-binding protein 
(Brookhaven code: 2msb [10]). After the definition o f  a 65-residue 
protein core, deletions were made in 2msb to define 33 loop residues 
in three segments in the PTR, at residues 4 1 ^ 7 , 54-72 and 77-82. The
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loop conformations were constructed from a database o f Brookhaven 
fragments. All the sidechains were mutated to those in the PTR. 
Energy refinements using DISCOVER were performed at the loop  
splice junctions, then on the loops, then on the mutated core residues. 
Distance constraints in these refinements were used to join Cys45 and 
Cys66 in the PTR. The refinements improved the connectivity o f the 
model and reduced the proportion o f  bad contacts or stereochemistry, 
as confirmed by the use o f  PROCHECK [25].

The DSSP program [26] was used to assign the observed secondary 
structure as P-strands (DSSP codes E and B), a-helices (I, H, or G), 
and loop regions (s, t and .). Sidechain solvent accessibilities were 
calculated by the Lee and Richards m ethod in COM PARER [27] 
on a scale from 0 to 9 for each residue, where 0 corresponds to 0 -  
10% solvent exposure, 1 corresponds to 11-20% solvent exposure, and

PTR SEQUENCES

PLKJUMAN Link
PLKJUMAN' Link 
PLKPIG Link
PLKPIG' Link
406Ô53 (bovine) Link 
406053'(bovine) Link 
S42938 (horse) Link 
S42938' (horse) Link 
PLKRAT Link
PLKJAT' Link
PLK_CHICK Link
PLKJHICK' Link 
PGCA_HUMAN1 Aggrecan 
PGCA_HUMAN1'Aggrecan 
PGCAHUMAN2 Aggrecan 
PGCA_HUMAN2'Aggrecan 
529139(1) Aggrecan 
529139(1') Aggrecan 
PGCARATl Aggrecan 
PGCARATl' Aggrecan 
PGCARAT2 Aggrecan 
PGCARAT2' Aggrecan 
A55182(l) Aggrecan 
A55182(l') Aggrecan 
A55182(2) Aggrecan 
A55182(2') Aggrecan 
5397960) Aggrecan 
539796(1') Aggrecan 
539796(2) Aggrecan 
539796(2') Aggrecan 
A54423(l) Brevican 
A54423(r) Brevican 
549126(1) Brevican 
549126(1') Brevican 
544097(1) Brevican 
544097(1') Brevican 
886890(1) Brevican 
886890(1') Brevican 
528764(1) Neurocan 
528764(1') Neurocan 
552781(1) Neurocan 
552781(1') Neurocan 
PGC5_HUMAN1 Versican 
PGC5_HUMAN1'Vers lean 
862461(1) Versican 
862461(1') Versican 
A47171(l) Versican 
A47171(l') Versican 
A41735 (human) T5G-6 
A47290 (rabb1t)T5G-6 
CD4HJUMAN CD44 
CD4XJUMAN CD44 
CD44PAPHA CD44 
A53286 (bovine) CD44 
CD44H0R5E CD44 
545305 (dog) CD44 
CD44_CRI5P CD44 
CD44RAT CD44
CD44_M0U5E CD44

RESIDUE CONSERVATION
>=90% conserved 
>=70% conserved 
Most frequent 
Next most frequent 
PREDICTED SEC STRUCT 
PREDICTED ACCESSIBIL

GFWDKDK5RY0VFCFTSNFN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
GFWDKDKSRY0VFCFT5NFN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA TN 
GFHDKDKSRYDVFCFT5NFN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
GFWDKEKSRYDVFCFT5NFN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
GFWDKDK5RYDVFCFT5NFN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
GFWDKER5RYDVFCFTSNFN 
GFPDKKHKLYGVYCFRA YN 
GIRDTNET YOVYCFAEEHE

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

FPYFPRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQDAVIA5FDQLYDAWRG GLDWCNAGWL5DGSVQYPITKPREPC6GQNTV PGVRNY 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLNDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKILGYDRCDAGWLADG5VRYPI5RPRRRC5PTE AAVRFV 
FPYFPRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQDAVIA5FDQLYDAWRG GLDWCNAGWL5DGSVQYPITKPREPCGGQNTV PGVRNY 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLNDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKLLGYDRCDAGWLADG5VRYPI5RPRRRCRPNE AAVRFV 
FPYFPRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQDAVIA5FDQLYDAWR5 GLDWCNAGWLSDGSVQYPITKPREPCGGQNTV PGVRNY 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLNDGAQIAKVG0IFAAWKLLGYDRCDAGWLADG5VRYPI5RPRRRC5P5E AAVRFV 
FPYFPRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQDAVIASFDQLYDAWRG GLDWCNAGWLSDG5VQYPITKPREPCGGQNTV PGVRNY 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLKDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKLLGYDRCDAGWLADGSVRYPISRPRRRC5PTE AAVRFV 
FPYFPRLGRYNLNFHEARQACLDQDAVIA5FDQLYDAWRG GLDWCNAGWL5DG5VQYPITKPREPCGGQNTV PGVRNY 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLNDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKLLGYDRCDAGWLADG5VRYPI5RPWRRC5PTE AAVRFV 
FPY5PRLGRYNLNFHEAQQACLDQDSIIA5FDQLYEAWR5 GLDWCNAGWLSDGSVQYPITKPREPCGGKNTV PGVRNY 
GRFYYLIHPTKLTYDEAVQACLKDGAQIAKVGQIFAAWKLLGY0RCDAGWLADG5VRYPI5RPRKRC5PNE AAVRFV 
FHYRAI5TRYTLDFDRAQRACLQN5AIIATPEQLQAAYED GFHQCOAGWLADQTVRYPIHTPREGCYGDKDEFPGVRTY 
GEVFYAT5PEKFTFQEAANECRRLGARLATTGHVYLAWQA GMDMCSAGWLADR5VRYPI5KARPNCGGNL LGVRTVYVHANQTGYPDPSSR YDAICYTGEOFVD 
FHYRPGPTRY5LTFEEAQQACPGTGAVIA5PEQLQAAYEA GYEQCDAGWLRDQTVRYPIVSPRTPCVGDKDS5PGVRTY GVRPSTET YDVYCFVDRIE
GEVFFATRLEQFTFQEALEFCE5HNAT ATTGQLYAAW5R GLDKCYAGWLADG5LRYPIVTPRPACGGDK PGVRTVYLYPNQTGLPDPL5R HHAFCFRGISAVP 
FHYRAI5XRYTLDFDRAQRACLQN5AIIATPEQLQAAYED GFHQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIHTPREGCYGDKDEFPGVITY GIRDTNET YDVYCFAEEME
GEVFYAT5PEKFTFQEAANECRRLGARLATTGQLYLAWRG GMDMC5AGWLADR5VRYPI5KARPNCGGNL LGVRTVYLHANQTGYPDPS5R YDAICYTGEOFVD 
FHYRAI5TRYTLDFDRAQRACLQN5AIIATPEQLQAAYED GFHQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIHTPREGCYGDKDEFPGVRTY GIRDTNET YDVYCFAEEME 
GEVFYAT5PEKFTFQEAANECRTVGARLATTGQLYLAWQG GMDMC5AGWLADR5VRYPI5KARPNCGGNL LGVRTVYLHANQTGYPDP55R YDAICYTGEOFVD 
FHYRPG5TRY5LTFEEAQQACIRTGAAIA5PEQLQAAYEA GYEQCDAGWLQDQTVRYPIVSPRTPCVGDKDS5PGVRTY GVRP55ET YDVYCYVDKLE
GEVFFATQMEQFTFQEAQAFCAAQNATLA5TGQLYAAW5Q GLDKCYAGWLADGTLRYPIVNPRPACGGDK PGVRTVYLYPNQTGLPDPL5K HHAFCFRGVSVVP 
FHYRAI5TRYTLDFDRAQRACLQNSAIIATPEQLQAAYED GFHQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIHTPREGCYGDKDEFPGVRTY GIRDTNET YDVYCFAEEME
GEVFYATSPEKFTFQEAANECRRLGARLATTGQLYLAWQG GMDMC5AGWLADR5VRYPI5KARPNCGGNL LGVRTVYLHANQTGYPDP55R YDAICYTGEOFVD 
FHYRPG5TRY5LTFEEAQQACMHTGAIIA5PEQLQAAYEA GYEQCDAGWLQDQTVRYPIV5PRTPCVGDKD55PGVRTY RVRPSSET YDVYCYVDKLE
GEVFFATRLEQFTFQEARAFCAAQNATLA5TGQLYAAW5Q GLDKCYAGWLADGTLRYPIITPRPACGGOK PGVRTVYLYPNQTGLPDPL5K HHAFCFRGVSVAP 
FHYRAI5TRYTLNFERAKQACIQN5AVIATPEQLQAAYE0 GYEQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIHLPRERCYGDKOEFPGVRTY GVRETDET YDVYCYAEQMQ
GKVFYAT5PEKFTFQEAFDKCH5LGARLATTGELYLAWKD GMDMC5AGWLADR5VRYPI5RARPNCGGNL VGVRTVYLNPANQTGYPHP55RYDAICY5GD0FEM 
FHYRAAT5RYAF5FIQAQQACLENNAVIATPEQLQAAYEA GFDQCDAGWLRDQTVRYPIVNPR5NCVGDKES5PGVR5Y RMRPA5ET YDVYCYIDRIK
GEVFFATQPEQFTFQEAQLYCE5QNATLA5AGQLHAAWKQ GLDRCYPGWLADG5LRYPIV5PRPACGGDA PGVRTIYQHHNQTGFPDPL5R HHAFCFRALP5VW 
FLYREG5ARYAF5FAGAQEACARIGARIATPEQLYAAYLG GYEQCDAGWL5DQTVRYPIQTPREACYGDMDGFPGVRNY GVVDPDDL YDVYCYAEEIN
GELFLGAPPDKLTLEEARTYCQERGAKIATTGQLYAAWDG GLDRCS5GWL5DG5VRYPIVTP5QRCGGGL PGVKTLFLFPNQTGFPNKH5R FNVYCFRD5JÎQPS 
FLYREG5ARYAF5FAGAQEACARIGARIATPEQLYAAYLG GYEQCDAGWL5DQTVRYPIQNPREACYGDMDGYPGVRNY GVVGPDDL YDVYCYAEDLN
GELFLGAPPGKLTWEEARDYCLERGAQIA5TGQLYAAWNG GLDRC5PGWLADG5VRYPIITP5QRCGGGL PGVKTLFLFPNQTGFP5KQNR FNVYCFRD54HPS 
FLYREG5ARYAF5FARAQEACARIGARIATPEQLYAAYLG GYEQCDAGWL5DQTVRYPIQTPREACYGDMDGFPGVRNY GLVDPDDL YDIYCYAEDIN
GELFLGAPPDNVTLEEATAYCRERGAEIATTGQLYAAWDG GLDRCSPGWLADG5VRYPIVTP5QRCGGGL PGVKTLFLFPNQTGFPNKY5R FNVYCFRD5GQPS 
FLYREG5ARYAF5FAGAQEACARIGARIATPEQLYAAYLG GYEQCDAGWL5DQTVRYPIQNPREAC5GDMDGYPGVRNY GVVGPDDL YDVYCYAEDLN
GELFLGAPP5KLTWEEARDYCLERGAQIA5TGQLYAAWNG GLDRC5PGWLADG5VRYPIITP5QRCGGGL PGVKTLFLFPNQTGFP5KQNR FNVYCFRD5/HPS 
FHYRAARDRYALTFAEAQEACHLS5ATIAAPRHLQAAFE0 GFDNCDAGWL5DRTVRYPITQ5RPGCYGDR55LPGVR5Y GRRDPQEL YDVYCFARELG
GEVFYVGPARRLTLAGARALCQRQGAALA5VGQLHLAWHE GLDQCDPGWLADG5VRYPIQTPRRRCGG5A PGVRTVYRFANRTGFPAPGAR FDAYCFRAHFHTP 
FHYRAARDRYALTFAEAQEACRL55ATIAAPRHLQAAFED GFDNCDAGWL5DRTVRYPITQ5RPGCYGDR55LPGVRSY GRRDPQEL YDVYCFARELG
GEVFYVGPARRLTLAGARAQCQRQGAALA5VGQLHLAWHE GLDQCDPGWLADG5VRYPIQTPRRRCGGPA PGVRTVYRFANRTGFPAPGAR FDAYCFRAHFHTM 
FHYRAATSRYTLNFEAAQKACLDVGAVIATPEQLFAAYED GFEQCDAGWLADQTVRYPIRAPRVGCYGDKMGKAGVRTY GFRSPQET YDVYCYVDHLD
GDVFHLTVP5KFTFEEAAKECENQDARLATVGELQAAWRN GFDQC0YGWLSDA5VRHPVTVARAQCGGGL LGVRTLYRFENQTGFPPPDSR FDAYCFKRRM5DL 
FHYRAAT5RYTLNFAAAQQACLDIGAVIA5PEQLFAAYED GFEQCDAGWL5DQTVRYPIRAPREGCYGDMMGKEGVRTY GFRSPQET YDVYCYVDHLD
GDVFHITAP5KFTFEEAEAECT5RDARLATVGELQAAWRN GFDQCDYGWL5DA5VRHPVTVARAQCGGGL LGVRTLYRFENQTCFPLPD5R F0AYCFKRRLSDM1 
FHYRAAT5RYTLNFTQAQQTCLDNGAVIA5PEQLKAAYED GFEQCDAGWL5DQTVRYPIRHPRIGCFGDKMGKKGVRTY GRRFPNET YDVYCYVEHMQ
DEVVHV5VPEKLTFEEAKELCRKRDGVLA5VGNMYVAWRN GF0QCDYGWLADG5VRYPA5VARPQCGGGL LGVRTLYRYENQTGFPYPD5K FDAYCYERKHVSi 
YHREAR5GKYKLTYAEAKAVCEFEGGHLATYKQLEAARKI GFHVCAAGWMAKGRVGYPIVKPGPNCGFGK TGIIDY
YHREAR5GKYKLTYAEAKAVCEFEGGRLATYKQLEAARKI GFHVCAAGWMAKGRVGYPIVKPG5NCGFGK TGIIDY
VFHVEKNGRY5I5RTEAADLCKAFN5TLPTMAQMEKAL5I GFETCRYGFIEGHVVIPRIHPN5I CAANN TGVYIL
VFHVEKNGRY5I5RTEAADLCKAFN5TLPTMAQMEKAL5I GFETCRYGFIEGHVVIPRIHPN5I CAANN TGVYIL
IYHVEKNGRY5I5RTEAADLCKAFN5TLPTMAQMEKAL5I GFETCRYGFIEGHVVIPRIHPN5I CAANN TGVYIL
VFHVEKNGRY5I5KTEAADLCKAFN5TLPTMAQMEAARNI GFETCRYGFIEGHVVIPRIHPNSI CAANN TGVYIL
VFHVEKNGRY515RTEAADLCKAFN5TLPTMAQMQKALNI GFETCRIGFIEGHVVIPPIHPNSI CAANN TGVYIL
VFHVEKNGRY5I5RTAAADLCKAFN5TLPTMAQMERAL5V GFETCRYGFIEGHVVIPRIQPNAI CAANH TGVYIL
VFHVEKNGRY5I5RTEAADLCQAFNSTLPTMDQMVMAL5K GFETCRYGFIEGHVVIPRIQPNAI CAANH TGVYIL
VFHVEKNGRY5I5RTEAADLCEAFNTTLPTMAQMELALRK GFETCRYGFIEGHVVIPRIHPNAI CAANN TGVYIL
VFHVEKNGRY5I5RTEAADLCQAFN5TLPTMDQMKLAL5K GFETCRYGFIEGNVVIPRIHPNAI CAANH TGVYIL

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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GIRLNR5ERWDAYCYNPHAKE 
GIRLNR5ERWDAYCYNPHAKE 

TSNT5Q YDTYCFNA5A 
TYNT5Q YDTYCFNA5A 
T5NT5Q YDTYCFNA5A 
T5NT5Q YDTICFNA5APPGÎ 
T5NT5Q YDTYCFNA5A 
I5NT5Q YDTYCFNA5A 
T5NT5H YDTYCFNA5A 

LA5NT5H YDTYCFNA5A 
VT5NT5H YDTYCFNA5A 
80 90

** *
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Fig. ]. Alignment for 59 PTR sequences. Sequences are identified by their SW ISSPROT or PIR accession names or numbers. The aggrœam G l 
and 0 2  sequences are in the order: human, pig, rat, mouse, chicken. Those for brevican are in the order: bovine, rat, cat, mouse. Thosee for 
neurocan are in the order : rat, mouse. Those for versican are in the order: human, m ouse, chicken.
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CONSENSUS CRD SEQUENCES

MABA RAT IMSB/ZMSB : 
E -S E reC TlN  HUMAN lESL :

OBSERVED SEC STRUCTURE:
DSSP IMSB A - c h a I n  : 
DSSP IMSB B - c h a i n  : 
DSSP ZMSB A - ch a1 n  : 
DSSP 2MSB B -c ha 1n  : 
DSSP lESL ;

OBSERVED ACCESSIB ILITY:
COMPARER IMSB A -c ha 1n  : 
COMPARER IMSB B -c ha 1n  : 
COMPARER 2MSB A -c ha1 n  : 
COMPARER 2MSB B - c h a i n  : 
COMPARER lESL :

PREDICTED SEC STRUCTURE
GOR I p r e d i c t i o n :
GOR I I I  p r e d i c t i o n :  
Chou-Fasman p r e d i c t i o n :  
SAPIENS p r e d i c t i o n :  
PHD p r e d i c t i o n :

PREDICTED ACCESSIBILITY
E i s e n b e r g  h y d r o p a th y  : 
SAPIENS; a c c e s s i b i l i t y :  
PHD a c c e s s i b i l i t y :

30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130
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< ———B l———̂  < —— — —A l ——̂  B2 < ———A2————̂
■ttEEEEEEEEEE.HHHHHHHHHHtt.EE....sHHHHHHHHHHH.s.
. .EEEEEEs. ..B.HHHHHHHHHHtt.EE. ..ssHHHHHHHHHHH.s.

.EEEEEEEEE.HHHHHHHHHHtt.EE...ssHHHHHHHHHHHss.
■EEEEEEEEEE.HHHHHHHHHHtt.EE...ssHHHHHHHHHHH.s.

.EEEE.ss .B.HHHHHHHHHHHssEE. . .. sHHHHHHHHHHs. .. t t.EE.sE

< -B 3 ->  B4
E E E E E E . s s s t t . . E E t t s s B . s  
E E E E E E . s s s t t . . E E t t s . B . s  
E E E E E E . s s s t t . . E E t t s s B . . 
E E E E E E . s s s t t . . E E t t s s B . .

<B5>
. . . B . t t . . . .  . t t . . .EEEE.G
. . . B . t t . . . . . t t . . .EEEE.G
s . . B . t t . . . .  . t t . . .EEEE .t
s . . B . t t . . . .  . t t . . .EEEE.G

t t t . . B . t t . . . . . s t t . . E E E E .t t

eeeeebebbeeebebeebeeebeebeeebbbbeeeeebeebeebbeee
387000000257030970672068081300004667007104900583
982400102397120860580077062300004479207503800583

0230000274110760471075091500004679207503800641
4120000175120870471076081400004569206502600762

bbbbbbbeeeeeebebeeeeeee
00000106955780402598918
00000005976840301598818
00000004855760302599817
00000004776740402489718

eeebeeebeeeeeeebebbbbee
24313991253899213000027
23314990253899213000029
22315981253799313000027
32315991254789313000019

<B6> < -B 7 - ->
GG.EEEE.t ts .EEEEEEEE.
GG .E EEE .t ts .BB.EEEEE.
t s .E E E E .t t s .E E E E E E E .
GG.EEEE.t ts .EEEEEEEE.

cbebebeeeeeeebbbbbeee
903030151944200001178
904030152952220001187
70402025284410000108
903020252834100001085

05062098302086017205852410000345700730386194174100000 2279861202 028760687031106912728895220000104398350301025174601000052

<B ls < ———- A l ————̂  <B2^ < ———A2———*  < —B3* B4
t t tBBttccc tAA AAAAA AAttt tcBBBB ccA AAAAA AAAAcctcc tcBBBB ccccc ct t t t t tc tccccc 
AABBBtttAAAAAAAAAAAAAtttBBBBBAAAAAAAAAAAAAttcttcBBBBBcccctttcBBBBttccBB 
BBBBBAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAttABAAAAAAAAAABBBBBAAAtttBBBBBBAttttttBBBBttttBBB 
oBBBBBBoAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoioBBBBBoAAAAAAAAoi i o o o . . .BBBBBooooooooioi  i o o o o i o  

n i l  AAAAAAAAl111AAABBBBl11 )1 1 AAAAAl1111 11BBBBBBl111 11 11 BBBBl1111

ebbebeeeeeebeebeebbeeeebebbebeeeeeeebbeebbeeeee. bbbbbeeeeeeeebebbeeee. e
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CONSENSUS PTR SEQUENCES

PLK HUMiAN :
PLOUMIAN' :

PREDICTED SEC STRUCTURE
GOR I p r e d i c t i o n :
GOR I I I  p r e d i c t i o n :
Chou-Fasman p r e d i c t i o n :
SAPIENS p r e d i c t i o n :
PHD p r e d i c t i o n :

PREDICTED ACCESSIBILITY
E i s e n b e r g  h y d r o p a th y  :
SAPIENS, a c c e s s i b i l i t y :
PHD a c c e s s i b i l i t y :

Fig. 2. Ciomparison o f  the observed and predicted secondary structures and solvent accessibilities for 5 C R D  crystal structures and 129 C R D  
sequences with the predictions from 59 PTR sequences. Residue numberings are taken from the consensus C R D  and PTR sequence alignments. 
The crystal structures have Brookhaven codes Imsb, 2msb and lesl. The consensus secondary structures are indicated by arrowed regions show
ing a-helux (A) and (i-strand (B) locations. The DSSP output is denoted by: H, a-helix; E, (3-strand; other symbols are defined in Section 2. 
The secondary structure predictions are denoted by: A, a-helix; B, (3-strand; t, turn; c, coil; 1, loop; i, buried coil; o, exposed coil. The ob
served accessibilities have values o f  0 -9  (Section 2), with 0-1 corresponding to buried (b) and 2 -9  to exposed (e).
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3. Results

3.1. Sequence alignm ents and  residue conservation
The alignm ent o f  59 PTR  sequences on the basis o f  residue 

similaritiies and  m inim al gap form ation  required only five 
short gaps (Fig. I). The consensus length o f the PTR was 
97 residues. B oth these results agree with previous analyses 
[5,8]. T h e  proteoglycan subgroup (link protein, aggrecan, bre
vican, neurocan , versican) with 48 sequences was distinct from 
that o f  th e  C D 44 cell surface receptor with 9 sequences. Res
idue conservation  w ithin the PTR superfam ily was found to 
be high, with 19 o f  the 97 residues showing over 90% con
servation  and 37 o f  the 97 residues showing over 70% con
servation . T he highest conservation is found for the 4 Cys 
residues, together w ith 3 arom atic and 9 aliphatic residues 
(Fig. 1). These are presum ed to form  a hydrophobic core

Table 1
T H R E A D E R  analyses o f  PTR and C R D  sequences

Sequences R ank’" Matched
fold*"

Mean
position‘d

Mean
Z-score'*

59 PTRs I 2msb 4 ± 5 - 2 .5  ±0. 7
2 Ifus 12 ± 1 3 - 1 . 7 ± 0 . 9
3 l i l b 12 ± 2 4 - 1 . 5 ±  1.7

129 C R D s 1 2msb 7 ± 2 2 - 2 .2  ±  1.3

**The top scoring three folds o f  254 are listed.
Brookhaven database codes.

"̂ The m ean position ± standard deviation o f  the 59 PTR and 129 C R D  
sequences in the sorted list o f  254 folds after threadings.
''Mean pairwise interaction energy Z -score±  standard deviation for 
the m atched fold in the 59 PTR and 129 C R D  threadings.

within the PTR. There are also 3 small conserved residues. 
These highly conserved residues occur in both  the proteogly
can and C D 44 subgroups except for Ala26 which is mostly 
replaced by Ser26 in CD44. In addition , Arg9 or L y s ll is 
conserved in all the PT R s except in the fourth  PTR o f aggre
can. Arg56, Arg63 and Arg75 are conserved in virtually all the 
proteoglycan subgroup, and Arg58 is conserved in the CD44 
subgroup. G ln33 and A sp/G lu43 are conserved in 52 and 53 
sequences respectively.

3.2. Protein fo ld  recognition analyses
The PTR  sequences were scored for protein fold com pat

ibility using T H R E A D E R  with 254 know n folds (Table 1). 
The use o f all 59 sequences is m ore rigorous than  the use o f a 
single sequence [14]. The best scoring fold in terms o f  pairwise 
interaction energies was tha t to  the C R D  o f rat m annose 
binding protein (2msb). This fold occurred 49 times ou t o f 
59 in the top  five best-scoring positions o f  the 254 folds. 
The Z-scores were particu larly  good for m any sequences, 
and were less than  —2.7 in 23 cases and less than  —3.0 in 
16 cases. The m ean position was 4 ±  5, and the m ean pairwise 
interaction energy Z-score was —2.5 ± 0.7. The 2msb hit was 
clearly superior to  others th a t gave close Z-scores. The next 
best scoring fold was Ifus (ribonuclease E l, 106 residues in an 
a+(3 fold), followed by l i lb  (interleukin ip , 153 residues, 12 
antiparallel P-strands in a six-stranded P-barrel), bo th  o f 
which showed noticeably greater variability in rank position 
and weaker Z-scores. C ontro l T H R E A D E R  calculations were 
perform ed for 129 C R D  sequences [9]. As required, T H R E A 
D ER  was able to correlate the 129 C R D  sequences with its 
own fold (2msb) in top position (Table 1).
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B6

B5

B 1 B4

B2A2

B7

Arg6

Fig. 3. Molecular graphics model o f  the PTR. The C R D  from m annose binding protein is shown to the left in the same orientation as the 
PTR model to the right. a-H elices and p-strands are identified as in Figs. 1 and 2. In the PTR model, the conserved residue Arg9'Lysll is 
well-defined, while the conserved residues Arg56, Arg63 and Arg75 occur in the P-sheet region which is truncated in the PTR and are less well- 
defined. The position o f  the two disulphide bridges in each fold is denoted by thick black lines.

2.3. Secondary structure and accessibility predictions
In order to correlate the C R D s with the PTRs, the averaged 

observed and predicted secondary structure in the C R D  
superfam ily ([9]; m anuscrip t in p reparation) is sum m arised 
in Fig. 2. Two a-helices A1 and A2 and seven p-strands 
B1-B7 were consistently detected in five C R D  crystal struc
tures by DSSP analysis, although some variability in the P- 
strands is noticeable. Based on 129 C R D  sequences, the m a
jo rity  votes from five predictions showed that all nine features 
could be detected with the exception o f B6 which form s part 
o f Ca^^ binding site 2 in m annose binding protein  and E- 
selectin. In the crystal structures, the alternating  e and b val
ues for the solvent accessibilities o f  the a-helices A1 and A2 
correspond to am phipathic structures, which was correctly 
predicted. The P-strands B3, B5 and  B7 were observed to  be 
buried, which was predicted correctly for B3 and  B7. The P- 
strands B l, B2, B4 and B6 were observed to be am phipathic, 
and  this was predicted correctly for B l, B2 and  B4. These 
results justify the application o f prediction m ethods to the 
C R D  superfamily, and in tu rn  to the PTRs.

The consensus secondary structure predictions for the PTR  
superfam ily corresponded closely with the C R D s. The two 
predicted PTR a-helices A1 and A2 are close to  A1 and A2 
in the CRD s. Both were predicted to  be am phipath ic as ob 

served in the C R D s. The two predicted PTR  P-strands Bl and 
B2 also correlate well with the C R D s. PTR  B7 correlates very 
well with C R D  B7 as both  contain  a Cys residue tha t is 
bridged with one in PTR  A1 [28] and C R D  A l, a id  bo th  
B7 P-strands are hydrophobic. The PTR  residues 47-85 co r
respond to  the C R D  residues 68-126, but this regien is 20 
residues shorter than  tha t o f the C R D . In this regon, the 
predicted PT R  P-strands B3 and B5 may be correlated with 
B3 and B5 in the C R D s, although B3 is now shifted in posi
tion. The PT R  B6 was no t predicted, but neither wa; it p re
dicted in the C R D .

3.4. Molecular graphics analyses and modelling o f  the p-edicted  
P T R  fo ld

The topology o f  the C R D  2msb fold fully accounts fo r the 
PT R  prediction: (i) In the view shown in Fig. 3, the p s tran d s  
B l, B7 and  B2 in the C R D  form  an antiparallel P-shett a t the 
base which is flanked by the two a-helices A l and A2 on 
either side, and stabilised by a disulphide bridge. Thi; to p o l
ogy accounts for the hydrophobic natu re  o f B7 a t th: cen tre  
o f the p-sheet. The best-predicted PT R  a-helices A l ind A2 
and the p -strands B l, B2 and B7 are in full agreem eit w ith 
this topology. This includes the conserved PT R  disilphide 
bridge Cys21-Cys91. (ii) The antiparallel P-sheet B -B 5-B 6
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Aggreca n PTR ex ons : 
CONSENSUS PTR SEQUENCES

PREDICTED ACCESSIBILITY 
PREDICTED SEC STRUCTURE
PLK HUMAN (human l i n k ) :  
ResTdue I d e n t i t y  :
PLK HUMAN'(human l i n k )  : 
PTR7CRD c o r r e l a t i o n  : 
MABA RAT IMSB/ZMSB : 
R e s id u e  I d e n t i t y  :
E-SELECTIN HUMAN lESL : 
Calciu m s i t e s  1 an d Z 
OBSERVED SEC STRUCTURE: 
OBSERVED ACCESSIBILITY:

CONSENSUS CRD SEQUENCES
Aggreca n CRD exons
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Fig. 4. Sequence alignment o f  the two PTRs from human link protein with the C R D s o f  rat m annose binding protein and E-selectin. This 
alignment is used for hom ology modelling. Residue identities between the two PTRs and two C R D s are indicated by vertical strokes. When 
either o f  the two residues in a pair o f  PTRs or C R D s is matched with the other pair, a vertical stroke indicates this correlation. 
Exon boundaries for the PTR and C R D  domains in aggrecan are marked. The two Câ "*" binding residues in lm sb/2msb and lesl are indicated 
by T' and ‘2’.

form an upper region th a t is slightly different in the C R D s o f 
m annose binding protein  (lm sb/2m sb) and E-selectin (lesl). 
This region corresponds to the largest differences between 
the predicted PTR and observed C R D  sequences. As 51 o f 
the 59 residues between positions 68-126 in the C R D  are in 
loop conform ations, no firm conclusions can be inferred for 
the p-strands in this part o f  the PTR fold. It seems likely that 
at least B3 and B5 are present in the P-sheet region, as the 
topology o f Fig. 3 suggests tha t the connection can be formed 
with B7 even if B6 was no t present, and the innerm ost two p- 
strands B3 and B5 o f  the P-sheet were identified in the pre
diction (Fig. 2).

The predicted PTR  topology was tested by the construction 
o f a m olecular graphics model. The 1 msb/2m sb fold was used 
as this gives a better alignm ent with the PTR from hum an 
link protein than  the lesl fold (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the 7- 
residiie insertion between residues 77-78 in aggrecan, brevi
can, neurocan and  versican (Fig. 1) is the sam e as tha t ob 
served a t residues 114-117 in the lesl sequence for F-selectin. 
Sequence alignm ent o f the PTR and C R D  in Fig. 4 show that 
m any residue sim ilarities exist between Bl and B3, and again 
between B5 and B7, and this was used to  produce a model 
tha t was stereochem ically satisfactory according to PR O - 
C H F C K . Energy refinem ent was able to generate a possible 
structure  incorporating  the required disulphide bridge be
tween Cys45 and Cys66 on two neighbouring loops (Fig. 3). 
It was easier to  m odel B6 as a loop ra ther than  as a P-strand 
as Fig. 4 showed tha t this segm ent had lost two residues in the 
PTR sequence com pared to th a t o f the C R D . B4 in the C R D  
is not p a rt o f a P-sheet, and corresponds to a sequence dele
tion (Fig. 4) tha t is readily achieved in the PTR  model.

4. Discussion

The inspection o f ou r earlier secondary structure predic
tions fo r the PT R s and C R D s first raised the possibility 
tha t b o th  superfam ilies have sim ilar folds [8,9]. This prem ise 
is supported  by a com bination  o f (i) protein fold recognition 
analyses; (ii) com parative predictions o f secondary structures 
and accessibilities; (iii) sequence alignm ents and m olecular 
graphics analyses. An atom ic structure determ ination  will be 
required to confirm  the prediction. It should be noted tha t the 
prediction  o f a m odel by threading is no t the same as the 
construction  o f a m odel by simple hom ology. N onetheless 
the present study m eans tha t protein folds are know n for all 
the dom ain  types found in link protein and aggrecan [1-3], 
and all can be modelled.

The structural analysis o f  the PTR and  C R D  folds suggest 
th a t B1-A1-B2-A2-B7 form s a conserved a /p  core fram ew ork 
which provides a p latform  for two types o f P-sheet region in 
the PTR and C R D  superfamilies. In effect, B1-A1-B2-A2 
form  a central slot for the insertion o f  the hydrophobic P- 
strand  B7, which is then held in place by a disulphide bridge 
between A l and B7 (Fig. 3). Interestingly, gene structures for 
aggrecan shows tha t B1-A1-B2-A2 are encoded by exons 4 
and 8 in the first and third PT R s o f aggrecan (Fig. 4), exon 
4 also encodes this region in the first PTR o f versican, and 
exon 2 likewise in the PTR  o f  CD44 [29 32]. The C R D  of 
aggrecan is encoded by three exons, and B1-A1-B2-A2 corre
sponds to the first o f  these, namely exon 14 [29,30]. In fact, 
three exons encode the g roup I, II and VI classes o f C R D s [7].

The C R D  residues tha t form the Ca^^ and carbohydrate 
binding sites 1 and 2 in m annose binding protein and F-se
lectin are found in the P-sheet region (Fig. 4). Link protein 
does no t bind Ca^^, and this concurs with the absence o f 
these C R D  residues in the PTRs. Instead A sp/Glu43 is con
served in m any PTRs. Link protein is reported to possess two 
Zn^+ binding sites, o f which at least one is found on the first 
PTR  dom ain. Link protein also binds Ni^’*̂ and Co^^ but not 
Mg-^  ̂ or Ca^+ [33,34].

The PTR model m akes possible an analysis for possible 
hyaluronate  binding sites. Basic residues in link protein have 
been im plicated in hyaluronate  binding [35,36]. Two sets o f 
these can be considered: (i) Arg9 is conserved in the PT R s of 
C D 44 (Fig. 1). Rem oval o f  Arg9 by site-specific m utagenesis 
abolished hyaluronate  binding [37], and o ther evidence sup
ports this role [38]. Such a hyaluronate  binding site at Arg9/ 
Lys 11 lies on an exposed surface loop (Fig. 3). A rg9 /L ysll is 
conserved in all the PTR s o f Fig. 1 except in the second PTR 
o f  the aggrecan G 2 dom ain  when it is replaced by G ln l l .  As 
G 2 in aggrecan does no t bind hyaluronate  [6,39,40], this is 
supportive o f  the proposed binding site, (ii) O ther conserved 
A rg residues occur at Arg56, Arg63 and  Arg75 in the (3-sheet 
region o f  the proteoglycan subgroup (Figs. 1 and 3). The 
m onoclonal antibody  8-A-4 binds to link proteins from 
m any species and to proteoglycans [40,41]. Sequence studies 
show  tha t its epitope has the sequence A G W LX D X SV X Y PI 
[41], which includes Arg56 except when this is replaced by 
G ln56 in the first PTR o f link protein. This epitope encom 
passes B3, and  is located on a loop adjacent to tha t bearing 
A rg9 /L ysll (Fig. 3). The link protein peptides W D K FR S- 
R Y D V /P D K K H K L Y G V  and Q Y P IT K P R F P /R Y P IS R P R - 
K R  inhibit hyaluronate  binding, although this has been re
cently questioned [38,42,43]. The second peptide pair
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correspond to  Arg56 and  Arg63. The involvem ent o f Arg56 
and  Arg63 is com patible w ith the PTR  model.

In sum m ary, as discussed in [38,42], the conserved basic 
residues A rg 9 /L y sll, Arg56 and Arg63 have been im plicated 
in hyaluronate  binding in the proteoglycan subgroup o f 
PT R s, and together w ith A rg?5 all four are located in sur
face-exposed positions proxim ate to one ano ther on one face 
o f the P T R  model. Two o f these, A rg9/L ysll and ArgSS, are 
likewise conserved in the CD44 subgroup. T he PT R  model 
will be o f  value for future functional and structural studies 
o f  hyaluronate  binding.
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